SOUTHDOWN
AERO SEBVICES LTD.

IRVIN TVPE

offers YOU 8 complete g'liding service whether
your sailplane is made of wood,
metal or glass·fibr•.

EH. 69
LIGHTWEIGHT
PARACHUTE

BIg stock of aircraft ply, instruments,

ASSEMBLY

aera-tow rope, etc., ete
Send s.a.e. for price list.
Call in, write or phone-

KEN fRIPP,
SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LIMITED,
'LAS'HAM AIRFIELD. A'LTON, HAMPSHIRE.

A comp~ct parachute designed fot low-profile gliders
fitted with moulded reclining seats.
The EB.69 is suitable for Libelle, ASW·15, Phoebus,
Standard Cirrus, Kestrel and Nimbus sailplanes, and
certain light aircraft.

Telephone: Herriard 359 or 0256-83 359

Stockists for all
PZL Instruments and Equipment
Stockists for

G.a.

For full details w ite to SERVICE MANAGER:

IRVIN Great Britain limited

~:i~;::rth

Parachutes

Telex 82198

11"" 11'1
,

COBS-SLATER INSTRUMENT CO. LTD.
Write for details of Introductory Offer
Sole Manufacturers of:

Cook Corn passes

Cosim Variometers

Cosim Audio Units

Ilrvilng Venturies

Multi-Pipe Connectors

Water Traps

Barographs CaJ.ibrated

Total Energy Units

New Cosim Audio Unit works with PolZ, Cosim or Electric Varios
Leaflets from:

'COSIMI WORKS
DERBYSHIRE DE4 2GG

'DARLEY DALE

MATtOCK

Telephone: DARLEY DALE 2344/5
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CHAIRMAN'S REPORT, 1973

BY any standards., 1973 was a very good soaring seascn.
Many Briti,ll and United Kingdom records were broken,
indeed, so many that it is not possible to mention them all
here. Slatist,ics are not an entirely reliable guide but, nevertheless, I think it fa'ir to say that more flying of every sort
was achieved than in any previous year.
On the international scene, Angela Smith, flying in South
Africa, has e,tablisned a new feminine 500km triangle world
speed record at an average of I08.9km/h; this must rank as
an outstanding achievement.
At home, Ralph Jones has won both the Open/Standard
and the Sport/C.lub Nationals, together with Euroglide
Contest and three Regional Competitions. This surely elltillles him to a place in the Guinness Book at Records as the
person who has won the most gliding contests in one year,
'
certainly in Britain, if not in the world.

EXCELLENT 'CONTEST
The continued support of Euroglide by the Daily Telegraph resulted in a first-class contest held at Lasham. The
Daily Telegraph is again sponsoring Euroglide in 1974,
which will, on this occasion, be organised by the Bristol and
Gloucestershire Gliding Club at Nympsfield. However, un·
like previous occasions, it will be held on its own following
the only Nationals - namely .fhe Open/Standard Class at
Dunstable earlier in the season. Thus it is hoped that the
standard of competition will be higher than in previous
years. The decisiom to holdl only one Nationals in 1974 was
taken because the Sport/Club Class was, in 1973, very
nearly cancelled for lack of support.
The Daily Telegraph continues to support Operation
Farglide, and we can look forward to several attempts next
year on the World Distance Record. Let us hope that one
of them may be successful.
When writing this report, I can only speculate on the prospec,ts of .the team to represent Britain at Waikerie, Australia,
in JaFluary, 1974. Naturally, we in the gliding movement
wish .them every possible success, but I am delighted to say
that the prime Minister has personally invited the members
of the team to visit him at No. 10 Downing Street before
their depart,nre.
Now to less spectacul'ar but equally important matters. lan
Strachan has replaced Tom Zealley as Chairman of the Flying Committee and Don Spottiswood has succeeded Roger
Neaves as Chairman of the Instructors' Committee. Both
Tom and Roger cha.ired their respective commi.ttees for five
years. No praise is too high for the tremendous amount of
hard work and time that each of them has contributed we are very lucky to' be able to call upon the services of
such capable people, and, so saying, I wish ,their worthy
followers every success.
GiIlian Bryce-Smith has followed George Locke, to whom
our thanks arc due, as Editor of S&G: I am eagerly awaiting the first 1974 edition, Which will appear in a new and
larger format than hitherto. One immediate advantage will
be the much improved reproduction of photographs.
Negotiations have been successfully concluded with the
CAA so that the maintenance and renewal of Certificates
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of A,irworthiness of self~launching motor gliders is the effective responsibility of the BGA. The assistance of the CAA is
much appreciated and it is gratifying that, in yet another
sphere, we are regarded as capable of accepting full responsibility for our own affairs.
Undoubtedly the most important of our problems is the
continual battle to prevent the closure of more and more
airspace to gliders. We are extremely fortunate to have John
Ellis as our champion in this field - his efforts are untiring.
Obviously NATS have a very difficult task in trying to resolve the conflicting interests of all airspace users. I tbink.
however, it is not unfair to say that some commercial users
believe they are entitled to a prior claim to the use of Br.itish
airspa,ce, ranking above those who use airspace for recreation and leisure. Surely such a philosophy must not be
allowed ,to prevail?
In all other walks of life the god of cost accounting is no
longer permitted ·to sacrifice everythine on the alter of costeffectiveness.. There would be a national outcry if a local
authority were to acquire compulsorily for housing development the national shrines of Wembley or Twickenham or
Lord's. There ought to be just such an outcry if it were
proposed to ban gliders from flying over .the Cotswolds. Just
imagine the scene if Cowes was closed to sailing vessels
because of the remotely possible danger to a passenger liner
or an oil tlOker. Every conceivable opportunity must be
used to show that not only are glider pilots responsible
citizens, but also that gliding makes a real contribution to
society, not only by providing a healthy and invigorating
sport, but also by developing in the individual qualities of
skill and resourcefulness and, above all, ability to make decisions and to think clearly, which are so needed in the modern
industrial world.

PROBLEM OF SITES
Our next most important problem remains that of sites.
This may not be obvious to the transient club member, but
without security of ~enure ,the provision of proper gliding
faCilities throughout the country on a permanen,t and lasting
basis cannot be achieved. With today's high cost of land jt
is no longer possible for the private individual or a group
of private individuals to provide a gliding site at his or their
expense. Gliding is not alone in this problem, which is
shared by nearly all s;Jorts. The recent report of the J-Iollse
of Lords Select Committee on Recreation and Leisure
envisages that in future most new sports facilities will
initially be provided from public funds.
The Sports Council is fully aware of the problem and
we have had discussions with its Chairman, Dr. Roger
Bannis-ter. However, the funds available to the Sports Council fall very short of Us requirements. AdditionaHy I am
having d·iscussions with the Ministry of Defence representative on the Sports Council. The varied conditions on which
certain gliding clubs are permitted to use MoD property
differ so widely ,that it is impossible to perceive any COnsistent policy for the use of MoD facilities despite the attempts of both the Sports Council and the Government to
secure a pol-icy properly sui·ted to the needs of all sections

vf the community both civil and military; in the nineteenseventies. Our thanks must go to Joan Cloke and the Development Committee for all their hard work.
A week.;:nd conference for all clubs emphlying professional staff was held in November at Nympsneld. These
attending learnt a very great deal horn each other about
methods of club management. The wise learn from the
mistakes of others, while the foolish leam fFOm their own
experience. It Seems to me that ,the inter-change of ideas
could be very helpful at all levels of club organisation, not
least at the administrative one. It was readily apparent at
the conference that each club exists primarily to benefit its
own members and tbat each club reflects their consensus.
It is encouraging that. clubs do indeed encompass, a wide
varie·ty of attitudes to the sport. The future must lie in the
consolidation and strengthening of clubs, b~aring in mind
that too much fragmentation of effort. can only lead ,to ~n
effective clubs which have none of the necessary resources. in
manpower and influence, without which they will be I'lnabk
to survive.

MORE MONEY FOR SPORT
The re-organisation of local government taking place in
J 974 effectively means that more public money is available
for sport and recreation. Most of the new local authorities
at County and District level are appointing full-time officials
to 100:( after sport, and all local authorities, including the
new Parish Councils, will have power to spend money on the
JilrDmoti,on of sport. Joan Cloke has recently written an excellent paper (published recently in BGA News) describing
the various grants and assistance availa ble to clubs, and I
suggest that any club considering whether or not to apply
for a grant should study it carefully first.
The effect of monetary inflation on gliding is considerable.
Its greatest impact is that it prevents nearl'y all the younger

generation from learning to glide. We must actively seek to
promote the assistance of education authorities and commercial sponsorship to promote glidimg courses for the
young. Several clubs already have groups of University
students who are subsidised by their Univ.ersity, and unless
we encourage such participati.on we shall not continue to
achieve the successeS that we have done in the past.

VINTAGE CLUB
1973 saw the introduction of the Vintage Glider Club and
the first-ever viritage glider rally was successfully held at
Husbartds Bosworth in May. 1974 will see Competition
Enterprise being held at North Hill. Thi~ promises to be
well supported and will be devoted to encouraging adventurous and unusual tasks, different in style and character
from those at present undertaken by the race addicted
pundit. It may well show that there is a considerable demand
for a kind of gliding wl1ic~ has been neglected.
During the course of the year two hang glider associations
have been formed. In the early part of the year it was decided, after much careful deliberation that the sport of hang
gliding was far removed both technically and practically
horn gl·iding as we know it and that hallg gliding would
develop more effectively on its own rather than under the
BGA. It is, perhaps, unfortunate that bang glidillg should
be knowll by that name, thus suggesting to the layman that
there is a strong connection between the two aerial sports
which in many aspects are very diffeFent, and whose only
similarity is that neither require an engine for propulsion.
I realise tbat I have left unmentioned by name the efforts
of many persons, and, Indeed, of all the BGA s'taff. Without
them all would be chaos and to them are due my most heartfelt thanks.
C. R. SJMPSON, Chairman.

SOAR AHEAD WITH A 'BLANIK'
Unsurpassed in Performance and Relliability Fully Aerobatic
Now with Improved Airbrakes

Delivered U.K. £3,250 and Duty £165 (including instruments)
1,700 Blaniks manufactured and production continuiing
Get with it -join the 'BlAN.IK' set and progress in the 70's
Distributor fot u.K., Eire and Canada:

Peter Clifford Aviation Limited, Oxford Airport, Ki.cJlillgton, Oxford
reI. Kidlington 4262 Telex 837252
Ca~les: Cliffair, Oxford
Sole EXfiJortef fOf Czechoslovak Aviation Products:

Omnipol limited. Washillgtolilova 11, Prague 1, Czechoslovakia
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SOUTHERN SAILPLANES
(RALPH JONIES)
OFFER TO YOU

THE SCHEMPP' .. HIRTH WORLD CHAMPION N'IMBUS 11

FLOWN BY GEORGE MOFFAT
,a Klaus Holighaus design has once again taken the Open
Class prize. Nimbus lis took 5 out of the top 10 places!
The machine, illustrated won every British competition
it flew Iirl, 6 in an:, during 1973.
Tim Biggs won the Rhodesian Nationals (again!) in a
Nimbus.
With this sort of record it must be the best

ALSO

THE STANDARD CIRRUS
took 2nd, 4th, 9th and 10th places in the Std. Class.
British pilot Bernard Fitchett placed 4th very close
behind the leaders.

We are sole U.K. agents for Schempp-Hirth machines. Please contact us for details of cost and
delivery time.
NEW FOR 1974/75

JANUS: High performance, glass reinforced plastic, tandem
two-seater.
MOTOR NIMBUS: With a retracting 50 h.p. engine mounted
above the fuselage (without the usual decrease in performance of most motor gliders).

A NEW ELECTRIC AUDIO VARIOMETER. This is a high quality teinperature stable instrument, 2;\-" face,
prototype at present on test, available May /74.
4 & 6 WAY INSTRUMENT AIRLINE CONNECTORS, all alloy, tough, quick release.
BAROGRAPHS and most other instruments in stock.

AND OF COURSE IF YOU BREAK YOUR SHIP, W'E CAN REPAIR 'IT TO OUR USUAL HIGH
STANDARD NO MATTER WHAT FORM OF CONSTRUCTION" (Expanded Polystyrene
g,liders tend to need specia.l techniques but if you damage yours we will mend it.)
WE ARE AT MEMBURY AIRFIELD; lAMBOURN, BERKS. TEL: LAMBOURN 71774.
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WAIKERIE
IT WAS A "BEAUT"'!

from arrival on a lush green airfield instead of the
expected dustbowl - which t00k even the Aussies by
surprise! ... but it took Rex Coates two years of irrigation work aided and abetted by excessive rain and floods!
The peepJe, so proud to be Australian, such fabulous
hosts, so helpful and so kind . . . The organisation, so
magnificently directed by "Wally" WalJington . . .
Joyce, his wife, putting everyone at eCise with her charm
. . . The wonderful hospitality . . . which they nearly
overdid by impoflting all that 'European' weather - not
seen for ages! The briefings - short and to the point
... the fties--everywhere!
The team caravans, to feel at home from home . . .
the hostesses always ready to h.elp . . . the swimming
pool . ,. the unending supply of orange juice ..
tlte Holden carS ; .. f@rev.er at our service.!
The 'fix-it' team ever at hand always finding a solution , .
Sally Coltonand her singalongs making
ev,eryone feel wanted and happy. The part.ies, impromptu
or not, under the Southern Cross . . . with the flies!
The children's kindergarten . .. always laughter.
Bm and Joan Ridley land their superhuman efforts . . .
The flying - a bit of everythIng - weak, strong and
windy conditions.; the 67 artists in the arena giving of
their best
the 'Boeing' 707 task - ten finishers
. . . aB exciting, all new - history in the making . . .
and more flies!
Moss Potter, beloved by everyone. All the other
.:o1ourful personalities - the atmosphere of rivalry,
.:omr~deship and friendship tying the 22 nations closely
together. . . The missing Yugoslav flag. . the missing Polish flag
and the missing British flag which
kept Roger up half the night . . . only to be told next
morning it was the flag provided by the organisers . . !
The beer, the wine, the barbecues . . . and Hardy's
wine cellar . . . hospitality never seen before. Waikerie
wanted us . . . they wanted success . . . and they gOlt
it in immeasurable quantities . . .
The finish line spectacular '"
the excitement. . .
the support from the locals for the Aussie pilots . . .
Ingo Renner, utterly modest and shy but always trying
and nearly succeeding . ,! The British glider
badges - coveted the most by everyone .. , ., the
humidity. . . the flie·s still with us!
Manfred Reinhardt's birthday . . . and Roger riding
his bike by moonlight under the Southern Cross! Waiter
Kucera and his guitar accompanied by 'Papa Juliet'~'
singing . . . Bemafd Fitchett hanging on to third pfac;;:
for seven long and tiring days . . . io be pipped at the
post by Kepka. All the pilots for ever trying again and
again and often exceeding their personal best. . . A
kafeidos.cope of effort, rivalry and friendship . , . and
hard work by all concerned!
•

•
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0

•

0

0

0

•

•
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0
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•
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Court!!sy: Championships Bulletin.

Roberto Sada and wife the Mexican honeymooners
. .. and 'L. Michel' Kun (Comp No ZS) affectionately
known as 'Zero Siesta' as he needed retrieving on all
but the last day; always colourful always cheerful. ; .
the newcomers, the old,timers those who never stopped
working, they an have helped to place Waikerie firmly
on the map for ever . . .
MofIattaking the lead after five days from Ragot,
and keeping it . . . perhaps making the best assessment
of the daily weather . . . and MafIat being happy letting
his hair down after the last conltest day . . . happy and
relaxed . . . a real champion.
The last briefing. . . the atmosphere of, togetherness,
the comradeship and a little bilt of sadness - it could
.aU be feW
Reichmann bealting Australia's Ingo on the last day
to join Mafiat on the podium as he did at Marfa.
Kepb for the fourth time in third place - he must have
a season ticket!
The last evening - the swapping of ties for badges,
badges for shirts, shirts for autographs. . . the swimming in a private pool and gazing at the Southern Cross
- they are an experiences never to be forgotten!
The giganti<> scoreboard an innovation much talked
about - I hope they keep it, as It is a monument!
The Code Spartif states "0 ... and to reinforce friend.
ship amongst glider pilots of all n"ations". Th::
Australians made it all happen " . fhey were magnificent, and I am glad I was there , .. it was a real
"beaut", Thank you an.
•

0

,

R1KA HARWOOD

The full report of the Championships is on p64,
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THOSE STUBBLE FIRES
f'i. R. OIMOCK
On August 119, wl1en ,the National and Daily Telegraph
Competitions were being held at Lasham, I was airborne
for four hours in my Kestrel for no reaSon other than it was,
a lovely day, and what else should a gliding enthusiast do
other than cruise around the sky and listen to the competition
pillots' radio transmissions of their progress or failure?
The farm stubble fires were continuous around Lasham
and I was able to watch and study them as they were ignited.
Generally speaking the farmers tended to light the fires all
round the field. Init,ially a gentle thermal was formed, but

I notic-ed ,that as the fire spread towards the middle, a terrific
flame-up occurred.
The original gentle thermal arose wilh the wind at an
angle of about 25 0 , but with the sudden flare-up the thermal
(smoke) went up almost vertically and above the inversio~
level, which was about 3500ft.
I found that if I left the gentle thermal in time to get
above the flare-up smoke before it hilt me, and I have used
the word hit meaning just that, the thermal went through the
i,nversion to about 6500ft, taking my Kestrel with it. In this
volatile thermal, the Kestrel was almost Ollt of control, semi
blilnded by tbe smoke which canied up huge lumps of burning straw, although the visibility was en()U<gh to avoid flying
into these.
No doubt power pilots and CFS instructors would be
horrified to fly in these conditions but we glider pilots revel
in It, Qur rate of ascent so great that it Is "off the cloc"'''.
During the Nympsfield competitions I counted eight gliders
in one of these stubble thermals.
A farmer relation of mine said that after he had set fire
to his field all around the boundary until lae reached the gate
again, a gale of wind sprang up from left to right (the
Coriolis Force at work) and really frighlened him as it wared
with the force of a hurricane around an inferno of burning
straw being hurled into the sky. He was not oshamed to say
that he ran away. Assllming that the Coriolis Force always
causes thermals to be cyclonic in our Inemisphere, I therefore
favour right hand circuits.
I found the stubble fires most inleresting and have included
a sketch of how I picture it happens.

A 300km TWO-SEATER TRIANGLE
TONY SIHELTON & KENNY JAMIESON
On Mond2y, November 5 1973, according to the BBC
wo::athennan and A. Sambale (resident instructor at the SGU),
the next dw was going to be superb. Our own aircraft not
being avaih;ble, we obtained authodsation to fly the Ghsgow
and West of Scotknd K-13.
From previousexpcrience Kenny knew that, the main
,ingredient for a successful two-seater trip is to establish before take-off who will be making the necessary decisions
ro::garding utilising the aircraft and conditions to the best
advantage, and the obvious choice was Tony.
We took off at ~0.46 and released above the clubhouse at
300Gft, having declared n 300km triangle with Killeam and
Fordoul1 as turning pOints.
We flew straight towards the Ochils. arrivin~ at 2500fl.
The nearest wave cloud was not stationary and slowly
advancing towards Perth. We flew dia("onally alon8 the wave
in weak lift, eventually reaching 5000ft near Alva where
we were faced with cloud. Here we turned clear ef the high
ground and the low cloud. A,t 3000ft we ("ut established ill
weak wave, which rapidly developed into strong fift ta,king
'liS to 100G0ft. We then cruised at 80lUs along the wave band
towards Killearn.
It waS at this point in the flight that we began to feel the
adverse efrects due to the missing seal on the aerotow nose
hook, from which we were subjected to a strong blast of
exceedingly cold air.
We flew slightly south of Killeatn along a strong wave.
Killearn was situated between our wave bar and the one
to the north. We climbed 10 r lOOO£t and flew directly overhead Killearn from one wave band to another, taking two
photographs of Killearn Church, quickly becoming established in a strong wave, We increased the speed of the K-!3
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to lOOkts and were still achieving liit of one knot. We
raced to the west along this wave at s!,eeds from 100 to
l.::Ckts.
By this time we were both experiencing considerable discomfort due to the intense cold, but by mutual agreement
decided to press on.
On this leg of the flight we had been cruising between
8~OOft and [1000B andl had a speed usually ~n excess of
100kts, this being m1de possiblo:: by a strong and clearly
defined wav~ claud. Howe\rer as we" ap~roa.ched north of
Perth the wave system was less clear, so We climbed to
l4~80ft and dived on a course tow:lrdsFord1aun. The strong
lift had t'lpered ofi' and we reached Drumtochty Cast!;: in
the foothilfs west of Stoneha ven, beyond our tmning points.
Fordoun was completely clamped with cloud and there was
no, indication of lift anywhere.
We turned and decided to try to land near Edzell. The
visibility was extremelv poor and we did nol~et clear air
until parallel w~th the Montrose Basin. We slowly worked om
way towards Arbroath and then decided to land at Riverside,
Dundee. Our height was now down to 3000ft. As we approached the Tay Bridges there was a small ragged wave
cloud, which developed in a remarkabty short time into a
strong lift of H)o()f,t/ min. We reached 115OO(t, pointed the
K -13 at Loch Leven and gained Portmoak Airfield as quickly
as possible. Time from ta-ke-off to. landing - 4hrs. 13m)J1S.
As the people in the clubhouse can verify, two extremely
frozen figures hobbled in, both without feeling in theit feet
and elsewlilere. As well as the great enjoyment that we both
had, it really pro,ves that hi.L';h performance is not the sole
key to long jiligbts in wave.

..-

Tail Parachutes and Landing Incidents
DENNIS CAREY

Dennis Carey, MSc, CEng, AFRAeS,
started gliding in 1951 on a Dagling., He
works on var:ous military "'projects, including VTOL aircraft, helicopters and
guided mfssiles, and until recently W;JS a
project manager in the naval weapons
division of Hawker Siddeley Dynamics.
He is now involved in the development
of submarine vehicles for commercial applications with Vickers.

LANDING accidents are by no means a new phenomenon, and
are generally attributed to "pilot error". This is not necessarily
true when heavy landing, occur as a result of using a tail
parachute, because other factors are involved over which the
pilot has no control. The following notes attempt to shed some
right on the matter, and hope~ully, will stimulate some constructive comment and observations from those with first hand
experience of the problem.
When the nil parachute is deployed, there is a large increase
in the total drag; but not so obviously, there is a change in the
balanc~ of pitching mom~nts acting on the glider during tile
critical stages of approach, round out and bold off. It is this
bUer effect with which we shall primarily be concerned. There
is also a very small rearward movement of the glider's centre
of gravity, due to transfer of the parachute w.eight to a position
further aft, which, although beneficial in this instance, will be
ignored.
Basic Effects. The most important effect of the parachute
during landing is a stabilising influence resulting from the nose
down pitch,ing momenl on the aircraft due to the drag produced
by the canopy. We can estimate the approximate magnitude of
this effect as follows:
Consider Fig I which illustrates the situation during an
approach prior 10 round out.
The parachute trails in a position parallel to the resultant
air flow behind the glider, ie at an angle !Xp = !Xw-c; relative
to the wing zero lift datum, where (IXw) is the wing incidence
and (c:) is the downwash angle at ,t,he parachute.
Fig 2 indicates that the parachute drag (D p ) acts at a distance
IpIXp-Z be'low the CO, where (Z) is assumed to be negligib1y
small for most gliders except when (!Xp) approaches zero in
high speed flight, which is a condition of no particular interest.
There is therefore, a nose down pitching moment abollt the
CO of approximately

Dennis lives with his wife, son and two
daughters 'in an 18th century farmhouse
,in the Lake District. A BGA imtruclor
with a Silver C and 25 types in his log.
book, he now Oies a K·6E with the LllkcJ
Gliding Club where he is the site develop·
ment officer. The photograph, taken some
time ;Igo, shows him in a Scud 3 which
may soon be Oying again at Nympsfield.

Approach

Fig 1

parachute
attachment

Moment Arm

Fill

Round Out

Fig 3

. . 1 : :

Mp

=

Dplp!Xw(l- -)
!Xw

The drag force, which varies with (V 2), win be 1281b for a
4ft dia parachute canopy, assuming a drag coefficient (CD) of
1·2 and an approach speed of 50kts.
(NB-Speed will decrease by about IOkts in 3secs typically, if
no action is taken. The nose must be lowered Jijo immediate'ly
to balance the increase in drag-a process which will be
assisted by the parachute to some extent and increase the rate
of sink by 8 to IOkts.)
The distance from the CO to the parachute attachment (I p)

is typically about 15ft, and (!Xw) the wing incidence will be in
the region of 6° (say 0'1 rad.). The dowAwash tat,io (<:/!X w ) in
the vicinity of the parachute will be about 0.2, so ,tha't Mp is of
the order ISOlb it.
Consider now, the situation illustrated ,in Fig 3, which shows
the position during round out, when the glider is rotating about
its pitch ;lX4S in the nose up direction.
The parachute now trails at a larger angle determined by the

rate of pitch (q) and the greater wing incidence (ocw) needed
iluring round out, ,ie, at a new ang,(e,
,
Ip
ocp+ocp'
where,
!Xp =q(-)

.

V

The corresponding nose down pitching m0:11ent about the
CO due to (q) is approximately
Mp'

= Dplp2(~)

V
During an approach with parachute, the gIrder's attitude is
typically in the region of 12° to 15° and consequently the rate
of pitch during the 2 or Jsecs of round out will be ~o to 6°/sec
or 0.1 rad/sec on average, so that Mp' is of the order 351h ft.
These two effects are cumulative and will require an additional' average down load from the tail of about (Sib to balance
the pitching moment from the parachtlte.
If we look at the formulae for Mp and Mp' more closely, we
know ,that the parachute drag varies with (V2) and the wing
incidence varies in level fl.ight as (:I/V2). So that Mp remains
substantially constant if the speed varies, On the other hand,
Mp' varies directly with (V) for a constant rate of pitch, The
tailplane behaves, just J,ike a small wing and the maximum
<lown load it can provide is "imited by its maximum elevator
deflection and, consequently, varies with (V 2) to a first approximation,
Thus, as speed is reduced in the final stages of landing, the
nose up pitching moment available from the tail surface
,decreases at a faster rate than the nose down moment from the
parachute, and the pilot has greater difficulty in holding the
nose up.
Longitudi'lal Centro'!. Now one of the primary functions ,of
the tailplane is to balance the pitching moments from the wing
:and body, from ,the stalling speed up tQ the highest speed and
manoeuvre capability for which the glider is designed.
A high performance glider will be designed in such a way
that the balancing force required from the tail (and hence its
'size) is as small as possible in order to minimise the associated
drag penalty, This means that the centre of gravity will gener.aUy be located close to the aerodynamic cefltre of the wing,
.and the pitching moment about the CO due to the wing lift
force can, for the purpose of this discussion, be neglected,
The tailplane is now required to balance the residual pi,tching
moment associated with the body, and camber of the particular
airfoil section employed ill the wing design. The latter effect
can still be of appreciable magnitude and will require a small
balancing down load on the tail of perhaps 20 or 30lb at low

forward CO limit with parachute stowed, and a small margin
of elevator movement will be ayailable in some cases, In general,
the ca will not coincide exac.tJy with the wing aerodynamic
centre, and there will be a nOse up 0r nose down pitching
moment from the wing lift force which will either reduce Or
add to Lhe tailplane download, depending on whether the CO
is respectively forward or aft of the aerodynamic centre.
There will be other (downwash) effects due to the proximity
of the ground that influence the tailplane lift and the angle at
which the parachute trails, so that we cannot (without a great
de~1 of labour) estimate with any exactitude the nett effect of
the parachute on the minimum control speeds during approi.lch
and hold off.
During round out, the total pitching moment is increased
due to a damping moment arising principally from the tail
surface, and the parachute moment which Increases by an
amount (Mp'). There will be a larger contribution from (Mp)
due to a greater wing incidence, and the wing lift force (and
aSSOCiated pitching moment) must also increase by about 25%
to balance the normal acc~lera'tion (g), These effects all result
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-speed,
If the taoil of our typical glider is designed to just meet this
requirement with maximum up elevator deflection at the
stalling speed in level flight, say ~5kts, then it will have no
margin of longitudinal, control movement available to balance
the additional nose down pitching moment fmm the parachute,
We have previously e3timated the parachute moment (Mp)
to be in the region of l50lb ft in steady flight,. which will
require an increase in the tailplane down load of about IOlb,
or somewhere in the region of 33 % to 50%,
With no more elevator movement available and all other
factors remaining constant (not strict!ry true in ,practice), the
flying speed would have to increase, for example, by 5 to Skts
above the stalling speed in order to provide the extra lOll> of
download necessary to maintain longitudinal control with the
parachute deployed, This is a little more obvious iln Fig 4
which shows a repre3entative situation during hold off.
The glider is in trim aL an airspeed where the pitching
moment available from the tail is equal to the pitching moment
from the wing and body,
However, we cannot assume thal. all gliders have tai surfaces
of a size just sufficient to stall the aircraft in level flight at the
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from t.he flight path curvature and depend on the rate of
p.itch (q),
The balance of pitching moments during round out will in
general reqUire an even larger download from the tail and
consequently the minimum control speed will be higher than it
is during hold off.
Clearly, there are a number of significant parame~ers which
combine in varying degree to determine the minimum control
speeds during approach, round out and hold off for any
particular type of glider, Nevertheless it ,is not difficult to see
how a loss of longitudinal control can occur when tail parachutes are used,
Handling Qualities. The first effect diSCUSsed at the beginning
(Mp) can be described as a rearward shift of the "neutral
point"-which will have the effect of increasing the stick
travel and stick force required to trim the glider in sleady flight,
relative to flight at the same speed with the parachute stowed,
In other words, more "up" elevator and back pressure will be
required during approach and hold off.
The second effect (Mp ') can be described as a rearward shift
of the "manoeuvre poinC;-which will have Itheeffect of
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increasing the "stick travel per g" and "stick force per g",
relative to accelerated flight (in turns and pull outs) at the same
speed with the parachute off. It will also reduce the rate (of
pitch) at which the glider responds to stick movement,compared with the response when the parachute is stgwed. (NB-There are in fact tw@ "neutral points" and two
"manoeuvre points"-but we need not go into the distinction
here.)
The nett effect of all this is to reduce the elevator movement
,available for landing, and to increase the elevator movement
required to achieve the Same response at the same speed'.
Let'us now translate these effects to the landing situation.
After deploying the parachute at point A, the pilot must
initiate a bunt or push over into a sleeper approach attitude,
but this manoeuvre should not present any difficulty with an
adequate speed at entry.
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The point to notice is that since the approach path -is steeper
with parachute streamed, ,the glider must be rotated' through a
larger angle in pitch during round out, by a factor of about 21
compared with the parachute stowed.
The round out must be started at a greater height and
distance downwind at point B, and war lake longer to perform,
if the pilot aims to maintain the same flight path curvature
(normal acceleration) and complete the round out at the
same point D.
If the approach speed is maintained, but the FOund out is
delayed to a height nearer C, the pilot will demand a higher
rate of pitch and more control movement than at B, and the
glider will respond by developing more g. This will increase the
wing, damping and parachute pitching moments (discussed
earlier) and require even more up elevator to maintain a faster
fOund out and smaller radius of flight path curvature.
Loss of speed during approach and round out w,ill reduce the
tail plane moment available, and these effects can accumulate
to a point where the pilot discovers that tne elevator has either
lost i>ts effectiveness or no more control movement is available,
and the glider will not respond.
A pilot who is not aware that these changes in handling
characteristics have 'taken place and commences the- round out
at his (or her) customary height wW'I the parachute stowed,
at C, may fail to round out.
Assuming that our pilot has survived this manoeuvre~wilh
a certain amount of excitement!-he breathes a sigh of relief
and proceeds to hold off-only to discover that the nose has
dropped several knots above tne speed at which he was, expecting to touch down. He will have learned that he cannot land
the glider with the parachute streamed, at a speed to which
he has become accustomed with the parachute stowed.
It is worth having another look at the' initial' push over
because this manoeuvre is very similar to the round out, and
will require the same loss of height from A to B, as from B ,to C.
Even with 110 allowance for a steeper steady approach path
prior to round out, tme parachute will need (0 be deployed at
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an even greater height and distance downwind. For the flight
conditions assumed previously, point A will be focated at a
height of 15ft and a distance of 420ft from D in zero wimd
conditions.
Although the flight path curvature is convex in the push
over-instead of concave as in ,the round out, the same effects
which occur in the round out will also occur in the push over,
but they will act in ,the opposite direction becapse the rate of
pitch is now in the nose down direction instead of nose up.
If the push over is delayed 10 a h~ight nearer D, the pilot
will demand a higher nose down rate of pitch and more down
~levator them at A, if he wishes to be in the correct position and
attitude for starting the round out at B. In all probability he
will not have appreciated Ihe ne~d for an extra margin of height
to perform the push over and will end up in the correct attitude
but at a position nearer C, which is a situation we discussed
before,
If the speed a,t entry into the push over is too low, the tailplane will not have sufficient effectiveness to achieve the
required response and the glider may not adopt Its correct
approach attitude at roundout. In an extreme situation, the
glider will not respond at all to forward stick movement and
it will continue along its original flight path before parachute
<leployment, losing airspeed continuollsly until it stalls.
Static and Dynamic Stability. The ideas discussed above can
be ex'tended to an analysis of the static and manoeuvre nnrgins
{If the glider (see Refs I, 2 or 3), and it can be show" that the
st:lbilising effect of the parachute is (with some reservation),
equivalent to an increase in the size of the tailplane by a factor of

I+CD~
arST
where (Sp) and (ST) are the areas of the parachute and tail
resoectively, and (aT) is the tailplane lift gradient.
Typicll va'lues of these parameters suggest. tha't a parachute
is equiva'lent to an increase in tail surface area of about 25 %,
{l[ a rearward shift of the neutral and manoeuvr·e po'ints of 7 %
to 8 % of the wing mean chord.
More simply, deploying a tail parachute has much ,the same
effect as a sudden forward CO movement of typically between
2 and 2}ins. This would represent as much as 50% of the
permissible range of
movement on some high performance
gliders.
The corresponding deterioraltion in handling qualities (le
stick force, stick travel and aircraft response) is rather mOre
difficult to generalise and quantify, since these parameters
depend on the actual CG position within the normal range of
CO movement, and the type of glider being flown. The combination of forward CO and maximum weight with tail parachute
and possibly fla:Js also deployed, may well prove to be critica'l
at 'Iow speed in some cases. The apparent change in handling
characteristics Is, however, greatest when flying near the aft
CO limit.
Is there a Solution'! In the first instance, a critical analysis of
landing incidents and pilot's comments is indicated to establish
that a problem really exists. A more rigorous theoretica')
approach than that which has been aHempted here, woulcd
app~ar to be necessary, and preferably confirmed by appropriate instrum~nt~d flight trials ccmducted at a safe a'ltitude.
Where the pro'Jlem can b~ identified positively on exist-ing
gliders, 10weFw:ight and reduced forward CO limits would
apply to parachut~ landing" since higher landing speeds on'ly
ag~ravate the RE.L.P. (high energy landing) problem. Altermlivdy, it might be possible to re-locate ballast tanks (if
fitted) to a position wh~re an appropriate rearward CO shift
is obtained when ballast is jettisomd prior to landing.
Even this-solution is not very attractive because it eould lead
to marginal stability at aft CO positions when the parachute
is not used.

Increasing the elevator travel is another obvious possibility.
but if lhe maximum up elevator deflection has been chosen
correctly in the first place, there wit! be very little scope for
improvement.
A substantial increase in tailplane area might do the trick,
but this would have the effect of also increasing the basic static
and dynamic stability margins of the glider, causing a deterioratieR in tile handling qualities in normal flight. The inevitable
compromise would be necessary and a drag penalty incurred
throughout the speed range.
Tnere are more radical solutions, but what is really required
is a drag producing device which has, no effect on the basic
stability of the aircraft. The rotating trailing edge divebrake
advocated by Keith Emslie (Ref 4) is likely to emerge as the
only contender which provides a completely effective solution
to the problem.
To sammarise, approach path control requires more height,
speed and careful judgment when tail parachutes are used,
due to a powerful stabilising iFlffuence which ,is equivalent to a
forward CD shift of appreciable magnitude. There would,
thefefore, appear to be SOme justifica'lion for believing that
recent heavy laJ'lding incidents involving differenl types of
gl,ider, have their or,igins in varying degree. in a 103s of elevator
effectiven~s5 and a corresponding deterioration in handling
quallt,ies at low sp~ed. Which would suggest that thi> is an
aspect of 1l10dem sailplane design which has become neglected
in the jJ'Ufsuit of ultimate p~rformance.
AcknoWledgements are due to Frank Irving for sevenl constructive suggestions, and also to Bill Scull who pointed to the
existence of this· particular proo'lem area in the first imtallce.
Refs 1 B. ETf{IN Dynamics of Flight (WILEY); 2 W. J. DUN·
CAN Control .& Stability of Aircraft (CUP); 3 F.G. IRVING
Introduction 10 the Longitudinal Static Stability of Low Speed
Airuaft (,PERGAMON); 4 K. EMSLlE The Perfect Dive Brake
(Soaring Pilot No, 1 Val. 11973).
-
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BILL SCULL, Natlional Coach, repl'ies to John Stirk's article-A New Look at Instructor Trarning Programmes - pdnted j:n
the last 'issue on p19,
JOH~\.rs article offers much valid comment and constructive
criticism. Certainly someone outside our coaching system
is perhaps able to ll:ri-ticise more objectively. But before examining 10hn's article, I would like to point out some changes in
tle system and some of it$ deficiencies.
With the advent of the coaching system, the requirements
for a pilot 10 qualify as an instructor changed to include·
an appmved insll"Uctors' course, either run by the Coach or
approved CFls. The number of courses run by CFIs has
dwindled. I am not certain why, but it isn't entirely due to
the number of places on coach courses.

Slant to Briefings
One or two CF'ls have admitted that they feel unable to
run a course "anything like as good as a Coach course" their words not mine. The reasons are obvious: to run one
course every two or three years will considerably extend
the average conscientious CFI. A Coach running 12 or mOre
courses each year not only keeps in practice but improve:;
his technique. Mor::over a Coach is much more aware of
accident trends and can give a slant to briefings and exercises.
Und,mbtedly the present system is far from ideal and
changes are taking place - more of tRis later. The ideal
candidate for an instructors' course would come with
adequate experience and prepared because his CFI had
helped him. Maybe there is a communicatioll problem between Coach and CFT, but should a CFI really need to
be told bow to prepare a potential instructor for a course?
Club Visiti.ng
'ow John·'s argument leads towards redeployment of
Coaches to visiting dubs at weekends. Obviously such visits
do take place wi,th varying degrees of success. If the object
of the visit is further tra'in,jng or retrainin~ of established
instructors, then the magnitude of the task is awe-inspiring.
There are approximatelv I JOO on the register. If we tab
John's estimate of a refresher course once every five years,
that is 260 instructors per year. One Coach mnflingfive-day
courses mc,U:ls 52 courses each year (with the usual com·
plement of fiv::). The season can only be considered to blst
from the beginning of March ufltil the end of October -.
35 weeks. Need T say more?
Tle pre<ent Coach programme, entering its ,third year
with two C03.ches, will already be known to CFrs through
the first CFls newsletter, but summarised is as follows:-

Type ef course
Coach
5 (double) iflstructors' courses, ie two Coaches
6 (single) instructors' courses
I (double) type-eonversion course
6 (single) type-eonversion C·OUTses
6 instructors' course briefings (l day)
12 CFI seminars
15 weekend visits to clubs
AGM and Ball
Holiday (2 weeks in season)

weekends
20
12

2
6
3
6
15

.2
6
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Naturally some of the weekends are no,t committed to
a1l0w time for rating ,tests and categories.
Some idea of the priorities can be gained from the breakdown. If more refresher courses in any form are to be run,
then these would have to be at the expenSe of instructors'
courses, (Note the new type-conversion course has already
done this to some extent). Very few CF_s would agree to
this - a concensus of opinion from recent CFI seminars.
I can see that there is scope for improvement and changes
in the 1974 programme go a little way towards this with
one-day briefings and one-day debriefings after the courses.
Regularly meeting CFls at seminars should also improve
communication.
Obviousiy one improvement John envisages is CFI participation in instructor training. I'm afraid I must disillusion
him. Before a CH becomes active in the training of instruc.tors, he must have a club organisation to back him (a
number of senior instructors at least). John is evidently in
this situation and one can only praise him for the support
and further training he gives his instructors. However, t1e
typical eFt is in the post for three years or so and quite
unable to allocate enough time to this aspect of the job,
So the system that John would like is unobtainable.
To provide a complete coaching system would require
(Hee or four C03c1les and two aircraft. Furthermore the
amount of travelling would be considerable and, with annual
mileage already approaching 3ססoo per Coach, I think there
would be a diminishing return.
The members of the committee, most of whom have been
CFIs, are only too anxious to help clubs and it would seem
that visits at weekends ate Qne way in which .theycan, and SQ
supp'lement the work of the Coaches. As John says, they
must come to "help" not "check". CFIs who wOlilld wel·
come such help, please write and ask for a visit. They are
waiting to hear from you.
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FLASH BACK TO 1973-

Extracts from the Annual Repo.rt

The BGA annual general meeting was at the Cairn Hotel,
'Harrogate, on March 9, followed by a dinner-dance and
presentation of trophies, this year organised by the
Yorksh'ire Gliding C'lub.
Airspace Committee Report
JO HN ELLlS, CHAIRMAN.
1973 has been a "waiting" year with only two small changes
since the last report; a small ail'way extension over the Ulster
and Shorts Gliding Club current base at Newtownards, and a
Special Rules Zone at Fearn airfield, north-east of Inverness
and mostly within the highly active Moray Firth danger area.
Negotiations have continued at a high level. Those concerned with the London TMA, two years in progress so far,
may finally be completed by early 1974. They have been very
complicated and radical changes can be expected. However, it
is still not certain what the effect will be on gliding in southeast England, since the all important q'uestion of YFR flight
for gliders wi,thin the TMA has not yet been properly discussed. There is undoubtedly considerable opposition to the
continuation of our current rights in this respect; if they were
to cease, cross-eountry flying will become v.ery difficult, if not
impossible, under the new TMA. Restrictiolils on soaring may
cause severe problems for some of the clubs under, or on the
,edge of, the planned area.
There is in existence an "Oxford Area Working Party"
whose brief is to report on the "Air Traffic situation" in the
large FIR area, north·west of London and loosely centred on
Oxford. Since their aim is to suggest "improvements", we
shall be watching their act,ivities with close interest.
Negotiations have been re-opened on the Brize Norton
SRZ with a view to glider penetration at weekends for crosscountry flights. In the slightly longer term, propOsals can be
expected for Special Rules Zones, around East Midlands and
Newcastle airfields.
1973 has also been Census Year. After previous well
organised Censuses, this one has been noticeably badly done
-the results should be interesting if only because of that
fact, providing they are not produced in similar computerese
fashion. Finally, on the international scene, the answers to an
"airspace for gliding" questionnaire are arriving. Some 14
countries have replied to date, showing a remarkable spirit
of co.operation.

Devel,opment Committee Report
JOAN CLOKE, CHAIRMAN,
To secure the future of om site-threatened clubs we need
a minimum of £500,000. This would be just sufficient at
current prices to buy 40 acres of land and the necessary
buildings for ten clubs. These are the clubs which are in
immediate or imminent danger of dispossession. It takes no
account of .the remaining .23 clubs which have little or no
security of tenure. Nor does it provide for those areas of the
country where there is demand for gliding but no club
because there is no site'.
Twelve of our clubs operate from MoD airfields. These
have no security and in some cases their position is aggra-
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vated by unreasonable operational restrictions. The granting
of adequate security of tenure and proper facilities on these
and other airfields would go a long way towards meeting the
gliding needs of the country.
There seems to be no real reason why sensible use ·of
certain MoD airfields for civilian gliding should not be
permitted, without onerous restrictions, especially at week·
ends. During the year we have made a number of approaches
to try to secure this reasonable and sensible use of scarce
and valuable land and we shall continue to bring as much
pressure as possible te bear on the authorities in the future.
We believe that we have the suppor,t of the Sports Councils in
this, for they have long held that the dual use of government
land should be encouraged.
The Sports Council grants have continued to be available
to gliding dubs and several have been awarded for land,
buildings and equipment. The Regional Sports Councils have
an increasingly important role and following the policy of
regional'isation are preparing development plans for their
areas.

Instructors· Committee Report
DON SPOTTISWOOD, CHAIRMAN
The National Coaches have run 14 courses during the year
and as a result of ,these, a further 88 instwctors have been
trained and standards continue to improve. There are now
noo instructors registered, a significant proportion of the
total membership which is around 9000.
With the Safety Panel Chairman, the Ins,tmctors' Committee have been preoccupied throughout the year with
accident rates, particularly in association with the rapid
increase in high performance glass,fibre gliders in the UK. In
197t}, 21 of these aircraft were owned in the UK now there
are 163.
The Senior National Coach and John Williamson were
asked independently to examine the efficiency of present
training methods in the light of improved glider performance.
Not surprisingly both concluded that a very real problem
does exist in training and supervision.
The alterations they recommended to bring training
methods mOre in line with current requirements include a
closer control and supervision of a pilot making a type
conversion; the refinement of basic training methods to meet
the needs of the pilot who may quickly graduate to the high
performance glider and help for the long-established
instructor to supervise properly the operation of high performance gliders.
The subject is given maximum publicity and raised at CFI
seminars. To give greater emphasis, the' Committee are
introducing three·day courses to examine the problems of
type conversion and to train instructors to assess glider
handling characteristics more accurately.
In the longer term, the Committee are investigating ways
of making a high performance two-seater glider available to

gliding instructors. The Caproni Calif has been evaluated and
the Janus, which hasn't yet flown, will be considered, though
such a venture has financial. problems.

Flying Committee Report
IAN SIRACHAN, CHAmMAN.
A circular was sent to all Nationals pilots asking f.or views
on several issues of rules and scoring. As a result several
changes were made. These include the cancellation of all
distance tasks except eat's Cradle, the withdrawal of further
contest launches in Nationals to pilots landing out, and the
modification to the 1972 placing rules lo reduce the number
of tied places.
There was a trend towards standardisation with CIVV
contest and scoring rules, which may be pursued further as
the Sporring Code is due to be revised in 1974. The Cornmitteeintend to formulate and make known a BGA view on
revisions to the Code, as it is the heart of an Sporting
Gliding matters. Any constructive comments on the Sporting
Code from any BGA member will be welcomed by the
Committee.

Technical Committee Report
R. TETLOW, CHAIRMAN.
The BGA has at last been granted Approved Desigll
Organisation status by the CAA for recommending the issue
of Special Category C's of A for motor gliders, following
the scrutiny of our inspection and monitoring procedures by
CAA personnel.
.
The year has not been without its problems, two of which
had sOme similar features. The grounding of the Breguet
Fauvette due to corrosion in the metal-wood bonded joints
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at the interface and the major inspection called for by
Slingsbys on the composite metal-wood sparred Darts. The
latter resulted from severe corrosion being detected
by Slingsbys on a Dart which had been sorely neglected,
having been left outside on an open trailer during rainy
weather. The defect was detected during a major ,inspection
for a, C of A prior to export; fortunately, other inspections
carried out ,to date at C of A renewal have not yet produced
a similar case.
The question of the use of multi-chan.nel radios has been
under review this year. Whilst the mode of operation of these
sets is the concern of other BGA Committees, gliders fitteci
with radio equipment will only be issued with C's of A if this
,equipment is approved by the CAA for use in gliders. We are,
in fact, concerned with the approval of the installation rather
than the approval of the radio equipment which is under
the jurisdiction of the CAA.

Safety Panel Report
IAN DANDlE, CHA'IRMAN.
The 1973 accident Fate, '0.46 per 1000 launches, is the worst
since 1969 and compares with O.4~ for 197.2. The Panel
received 164 reports and from these considered 133 accidents.
The three fatal accidents were the result of spins, one
unexpla,ined.
Considering the accident rate against PI experience, the
,increase is in the 100-plus hour group. Taking the increased
launch rate into consideration, there is a marginal decrease
in accidents involving pilots of less than 10011rs' experience.
A breakdown of accidents into their dillerent types gives
a mixture much as before. Worthy of mention have been a
number of ground loops following failure to release in time
when a wing has dropped on the take-off run. Supervision (If
,early solo pilots mentioned in the conclusion of last year's
report is still not good enough, with some 13 accidents in
this category. Poor airfield organisation (eg launching from
behind or close to' other aircraft and obstructions; poor surface left unrepaired; use of converging aerotow and wirelaunch lines) gave rise to another 14 accidents which should
never have been allowed to happen.
We have had approval for a modification to the Swallow
elevator which, We hope, will be fitted and thus result in a
reduction to the damage due to misuse of the control. The
Libelle nose pitot problem bas also been resolved ,to the
satisfaction of all without the loss of the canopy ventilators
and consequent misting problems.

Philip Wills Reserve Fund
ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS COVER FOR
GLIDER PILOTS AT NO LOADING

REPRESENTED AT LLOYDS, ALL LEADING

During the year a total of £3500 has been pled,ged to one
club for the purchase of the freenold of the hangar and
clubhouse site, and to another for building a bunkhouse. By
the end of the year, the whole Reserve Fund will be out on
loan. Quarterly repayments will slOWly build it up, but for the
next nine months there' will be little available.

COMPANIES

RING CAROL TAYLOR AT
THIRSK 23018

(NorthaHerton 3586 24 hour answering service)

or write to:
48a Market Place, Thirsk, Yorkshire.

MBE FOR GLIDING MAN;
F/LT KEN PEARSON, CO' for the last three years of No.
644 Gliding School RAF Spitalgate and their CFI for 20
years, was awarded a MBE in the New Year's Honours List
for his work with cadets. As well as the Gliding Schoot he
runs the Northampton ATC Squadron. Ken, the Mayor of
Northampton last year, was a founder member and CFl
of the old Northamptonshire Gliding Club and is a life
member and instructor of the Coventry Club.
He is an approved inspector of many years standing and
has held a BGA fun instructors ra,ting for 16yrs.
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Distance
Height Gain
Absolute Height
Goal and Return
Goal Flight
100km Triangle
300km Triangle
500km Triangle

INTERNATIONAL GLIDING RECORDS (correct as at 26.3.1974)
SINGLE-SEATERS
H. W. Grosse, West Germany
ASW-12
1A6Q.8km
P. F. Bikle, USA
12,894m
SGS 1-23E
P. f. Bikle, USA
SGS 1-23E
14,1'02m
W. C. Holbrook, USA
L1belle 301
1,260.44km
K. Tesch, West Germany
LS-1C
1,051.2km
Nimbus 2
169.24kmlh K. Holighaus. West Germany (in Sw,itzerland)
Kestrel' 604
153.43I<m/h W. Neubert, West Germany (in Kenya)
BJ-3
135.32km/h M.Jackson. South Africa

Distance
Height Gain
Absolute Height
Goal' and Return
Goal flight
100km Triangle
300km Triangle
500km Triangle

9'21.95I<m
11,680m
13,489m
718.2km
864.86km
130.73:km/h
113.72km/h
101.18km/h

Distance
Height Gain
Absolute Height
Goal and Return
Goal Flight
100km Triangle
300km Triangle
500km Triangle

749.20km
9,119m
12,190.2m
672.2km
731.60km
120.15km/h
114.45km/h
108.9km/h

Distance
Height Gain
Absolute Height
Goal and Return
Goal Flight
100km Triangle
300km Triangle
500km Triangle

864.86km
8,430m
9,519m
515.82km
864.86km
90.95km/h
74.31km/h
69.6km/h

25. 4 ..1972
25. 2.1961
25. 2.1961
5. 5.1973
25. 4.1972
14. 8.1973
3. 3.1972
28.12.1967

MULTI·SEATERS

J. Kouznetsov and J. Barkhamov. USSR
S. Josefczak and J. Tarczon, Poland
L. Ed9car and H. Klieforth, USA
E. Makula. Poland and J. Serafin (in USA)
Isabella Gorokhova and Z. Koslova, USSR
E. Makula, Poland and' H. G. Taskovich (in USA)
E. Makula, Poland and J.. Serafin (in USA)
E. Makula, Poland and J. Serafin (in USA)

Blanik
Bocian
Pratt-Read G-1
Calif A-21
Blanik
Calif A-21
Calif A-21
Calif A-21

3. 6.1967
5.11.1966
19. 3.1952
8. 8.1972
3. 6.1967
6. 8.1972
31. 7.1972
4 8.1972

SINGlE-SEATERS (WOMEN)
Olga Klepikova, USSR
Anne Burns, GB (in South Africa)
Betsy Woodward, USA
Adela Dankowska, Poland
Tamara Zaiganova, USSR
Adele Orsi, Italy
Susan Martin, Australia
Angela Smith. GB (in South Africa)

Rot Front
Skylark 3B
Pratt-Read 195
Jantar
A-15
Kestrol 604
Kestrel 17
Libelle 301

6. 7.1939
13. 1.1961
14. 4.1955
29. 5.1973
29. 7.1966
17. 8.1973
11. 2.1972
28.12.1972

M ULTI-SEATERS (WOMEN)
Tatiana Pavlova and L. Filomechkina. USSR
Adela Dankowska and M. Mateliska, Poland
Anne Burns, GB and J. Oesch (in USA)
Isabella Gorokhova and N. Tinkova, USSR
Isabella Gorokhova and Z. Koslova, USSR
Yvonne Leeman and M. Human. South Africa
Olga Manofova and V. Lamova, USSR
Tamara Zaiganova and V. Lobanova, USSR

Blanik
Rocian
~GS 2-32
Blanik
Blanik
Kranich 3
KAI-19
Blanik

3. 6.1967
17.10.1967
5. 1.1967
6. 6.1973
3. 6.1967
27.12.1967
12. 6.1964
29. 5.1968

Skylark 3F
Skylark 4
Skylark 4
Std Libelle
Skylark 3
Diam"ll'lt 16.5
Std C'irrus
Kestrel 19

1. 6.1962
5.1972
9. 5.Hl72
20. 1.1973
10. 5.1959
1 . 1.Hl72
21.12.1972

MULTI-SEATERS
J. S. Fielden and Vera Fielden
L. S. Hood and M. V. Slater (in Francel
Anne Burns and Janie Oesch, USA (in USA)
A. H. lJ.lqrminQer B"d R. TI'cker (in South Africa)
J. S. Fielden and Vera Fielden
F. Pear"on 'and A. Martin lin South Africa)
A. H. Warminger and R. Tucker (in South Africa)

Be.rgfalke 3
K·7
SGS 2-3?SGS 2.32
Bergfalke, 3
Krilnlch 3
SGS 2-32

14. 8.1970
3. 2.1970
5. 1.1s:lf\7
4. 1.1~6~
14. 8.1970
7. 1.1968
29.12.1968

SINGLE-SEATERS (WOMEN)
Anne RIJrns (in ~nuth Afrir.il)
Anne Burns (in South Africa)
Anne Rurns (in South Afrka)
Anne Burns (in South Africa)
Ann Wp.lch Hn Poland)
Anne Burns (In South Africa)
Anqel'8 Smith Hn SOllth Africa)
Angel.a Smith (In South Africa)

S'<vlark 3B
Skylar:< 38
Skvlar~< 38
Std Austria
Jaskolka
Skvlark 3B
I..Ihelle 301
libelle 301

31. 1.1961
13. 1.1M1

MULTI-SEATERS (WOMEN'
Anne Burns and Janie Oesch, USA (In USA)

SGS 2-32

Distance
Height Gain
Absolute Height
Goal, and Return
Goal FliQht
100km Triangle
::lOOk'm Triangle
500km Triangle

BRITISH NATIONAL RECORDS (correct as at 26.3.1974)
SINGLE-SEATERS
741km
P. D. Lane (deceased) (in G(3rmany)
12,700m
M. J. Field
13,050m
M. J. Field
658km
J. S. Williamson (in Australia)
579km
H. C. N. Goodhart
126.4km/h
E. P. Hodge (in Rhodesia)
130.9km/h
E. Pearson /in South Africa)
121km/h
J. Delafield (in South Africa)

Distance
Height 'Gain
Absolute Height
GOal and Return
Goal Flight
100km TrianQle
300l<m Triangle
500km Triangle

421.5km
R,300m
9.5Hlm
3R2km
4?1.5km
83.52km/h
72.3km/h
(not claimed)

Distance
Height Gain
Absolute Height
Goal' and Return
Cl031 Flight
100km TrIangle
300km Triangle
500km Triangle
Absolute Height
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524km
~,120m

10,5f)Om
~45km

5?8km
84km/h
102.16km/J1
108.9km/h
9,519m

n.

1.11.1~70

1~. 1.1~61

6. 1.1966
20. 6,.19A1
12. 1.19R3
'-1.12.1~n

28.12.1972
5. 1.1967

UNITED KINGDOM RECORDS (correct as at 26.3.1974)
SINGLE-SEATERS
10. 5.1959
Skylark 3
H. C. N. GQQdhart
579km
DIstance
9. 5.1972
Skylark 4
M. J. Field
12,700m
Height Gain
Skylark 4
9. 5.1972
M. J. Field
13,050m
Absolute Height
Std Libelle
18. 7.1971
G. Lee
W6.2km
Goall and Return
Skylark 3B
10. 5.1959
H. C. N. Goodhaft
Goal Flight
579krn
Kestrel 19
10. 8.1973
J. Del~field
105.5km/h
100km Triangle
Kestrel 19
29. 4.1973
!;l2.6km/h
G. Lee
200km Triangl.e
Nimbus 2
1. 6.1'973
90.15km/h R. Jones
300km Triangle
Nimbus 2
11. 5,1973
A. D. Purnell
400km Triangle
79.3km/h
Std Cirrus
28. 4.1971
S. A. White
77.4km/h
500km Trian.gle
SHK
K. A. Harrison
13. 4.1969
100km Goal Speed
128.4km/h
Skylark 4
I. W. Strachan
2. 6.1963
114.3km/h
200km Goal Speed
Skylark 2
E. A. Moore
27. 5.1957
300km Goal Speed
92.1km/h
Skylark 3
H. C. N. Goodhart
10. 5,1959
500km Goa I Speed
90.7km/h
SINGLE-SEATERS (WOMEN)
Skylark 3B
A,nne Burns
4541<m
10. 5.1959
Distance
Std Cirrus
5,500m
Rhoda Partridge
7.11.1973
Height Gain
Std Cirrus
Rhoda Part,ridge
7.11.1973
Absollute Height
6,140m
K-6E
Angela Smith
Goal and Return
303km
14. 8.1970
Skylark 3B
Anne Burns
12. 4.1958
Goal Flight
309km
Cirrus
Anne Burns
100km Triangle
14. 6.1969
80km/tl
Std Austria
Anne Burns
200km Triangle
22. 8.1964
69.3km/h
SHK
Anne Burns
300km Tlr/angle
28. G.1966
60.2km/h
SHK
Anne Burns
,400km Triangle
5. 8.1967
60,6km/h
Cirrus
Anne Bums
'500km Triangle
67.9km/h
28. 4.1971
Rika Harweod
Olympia 2B
100km Goal Speed
83km/h
27. 5.1957
Olympia 419
200km Goal Speed
Anne BIJrns
85.5km/h
2. 6.1963
300km Goal Speed
Anne Burns
Skylark 3B
63.9I<m/h
12. 4.1958
MULTI-SEATERS
Bergfalke 3
Distance
421,5km
J. S. Fielden and Vera Fielden
14. 8.1970
Capstan
6,705m
J. R. Montelth, USA and M. C. Mahon
Height Gain
2.11.1972
Capstan
Absolute Height
7,620m
J. R. Monteith, USA and M. C. Mahon
2.11.1972
Blanik
Goal and Return
324km
B. J. WiIIson and H. Daniels
27. 7.1969
Bergfalke 3
421,15km
J. S. Fielden and Vera Fielden
Goal Flight
14. 8.1970
Blanik
100krn Triangle
77.57km/h B. J. Willson and H. Daniels
19. 4.1969
200km Triangle
Blanik
64.63km/h B. J. Willson and H. Daniels
20. 4.1969
300km Triangle
Blanik
B. J. Willson and H. Daniels
55.8km/h
15. 5.1966
100km Goal Speed
Gull 2
O. B. James and K. O'Riley
96.5km/h
27. 5.1957
200km Goa I Speed
B. J. Willson and H. Oaniels
Blanik
77.8krn/h
11. 7.1970
300km Goal Speed
Eagle
W. A. H, Kahn and J, S. Williamson
69.2km/h
14. 4.1958
MOTOR GLIDERS
WOkm Triangle
57.3km/h
I. W. Strachan
SF-27M
13. 6.1971
100km Goal Speed
SF-27M
85.7km/h
I. W. Strachan
16. 7.1971
INTERNATIONAL MOTOR GLIDER RECORDS
Distance
536.96~m
W. Col lee, West Germany
SF-27M
28. 7.1968
Goal Fllight
!i28.8km
F. KILih, West Germany
ASK-14
3. 6.1970
HBigliltGain*
6,220m
D. Mayr, West Germany
SF-25B
19.11.1971
Abso'lute Height*
7,536m
D. Mavr, West Germany
SF-25B
19.11.1971
Distance~
608km
O. E. Venator, West Germany
SF-27M
4. 6.1971
INTERNATIONAL 1,OOOkm FAI DIPLOMAS
At the CIVV meeting on March 5, 1971 it was agreed to issue FAI Diplomas to pilots who achieve, or had
achieved, 1,000km fliQhts. So far the following pilots have exceeded that distance.
1 Distance
1,041.52km
A. H. Parker, USA
Sisu 1A
31. 7.1964
2 Go~1 Flight
1,032.02km
H-W. Grosse, West Germany
ASW-12
4. 6.1970
3=Distance
1,153.82km
W. A. Scott, USA
ASW-12
26. 7.1970
3=Oistance
1,153.R2km
B. W. Greene, USA
ASW-12
26. 7.H170
5 Distance
'1,460.BOkm
H-W. Gros!':e, West Germany
ASW-12
25. 4.1972
6 Goal FIIi~ht
'f.051.20km
K. Tesch, West Germany
LS-1 C
25. 4.1972
1 ,0~1.94km
W. Seott Jr, USA
ASW-12
7 Distance18. 8.1972
8 Goal and Return 1.001.94km
S. H. Georlleson, New Zealand
Kestrel 19
7. 9.1972
K. H. StrierlIer.k, USA
ASW-15
9 Goal end Return 1,025.0'Jkm
7.10.197/
10 Goal and Return 1,056.64km
.1. Smiley, USA
Libelle 301 B
9.10.1972
11 Distance·
1,057.33km
W. C. Hnlbrook, USA
LihBlle 301
15.10.Hl72
12 GOal and Return 1,098.54km
K. H. Striedieck, USA
ASW- Hi
15.10.1972
13 Goal and 'Return 1,260.44km
W. C. Holoroo'k, USA
Libelle 301
5. 5.1973
"Subiect to homologation.
New records have to exceed the Qhl ones hy:
Conversion factors:
10km
Distances
Multiply km by 0 .. 621 to get statute miles
Hejqhts
3%
M'lIltiolv km by O.!l4 to get nalJtlical miles
Trianqles
2km 1~
Multiply km by 0.54 to get knots
Straight Goals
5'km/h
Multiply km/h by 0.621 to get mph
Multiolv metres by 3.28 to get feet
No side of a triangle may have a length of less than 28% of the total di!':tflnce of the co'Urse when
the flight Is made to obtain a record. (fAI Sporting Code, 1.1..1971. paragraph 2.1.5.(dl.
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The general lay-out of Iha 'domes lie' end of Ihe compelition sile•
••• Photo: "River news", Waikerie

.

In this report I hav~ tried to keep to the bare bones of the contest. This means that many items worth men·
tioning have been left out. However, at a later stage, we hope to cov,er some other aspects of general
interest.
WITH but few exceptions the teams, arrived in. Australia
well before the practice week, Acclimatisation was the
intention and the clubs in tbe area gave them a great welcome and assistance where needed, and Hans-Werner
Grosse, Germany, made several attempts to complete tbe
first 1000km triangle - the nearest being 930km!
But the National New Year holidays in Souln Australia
hampered several pilots. Their gliders were' locked up in
various ports, and Dick lohnso'n's, USA, even spent the
practice week in a ship's hold. It finally arrived at Waikerie
at 7am on the Opening Day! As it happened the practice
week weather did not excel itself, and only a couple of good
tasks under difficult cOl1dit,ions were flown; the pilots were
beginning to' think t'hat Australian weather could be as fickle
as Hs ElIfopean counterpart,
On January 8, an official reception by the Lord Mayor
of Adelaide was attended by officials and many team
members as well as pil0ts who had driven through Adelaide
in procession in the 45 cars lent, very generously, by the G.
M. Holden Car and Motor Company. Needless to say this
was one of the better flying days.
By the time the (non-flying) Opening Day arrived the
wea;ther really bad taken a ·turn for the worse and it was
debatable whether the Ceremonies could be held in the open.
Luckily the rain held off long enough to give the Prime
Minister, Gough WhitIam, time to welcome everyone to
Australia and for TOIlY Tabart to make a fly past at the
"moment critique" j,ust as the Prime Minister was declaring
the Htb World Gliding Championships open _ .. and that
was the last flying we saw for the next couple of days!
A late entry of Jim Carpenter, Canada, Cirrus, and -a
change for Mexican, Michel Kun, from Open to Standard
Class gave a final entry list of 28 pilots in the Open and
39 in the Standard Class.
The Germans, who bad entered tbeir Open Class gliders
as having alternative wingspans of J9 or 2J In. had been told
by the Director that they could only enter with one
wingspan. This led to the unprecedented situation that the
contest period started with a protest handed in by the .
German team manager befOl~e the Championships had even
got off the ground!
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Sunday - January 13
The weather did not allow a task to be set after a second
briefing at 12,30. This waS received with mixed feelings frustration for some, but for Dick Johnson it afforded valuable t,ime to check over his glider, and for Jean-Pierre
Cartry, France, more time to recover from a bad attack of
tonsillitis which probably would have prevented him flying
in any case!
An International Jury meeting was called for J 5.00hrs
to discuss the German protest. The no-task day gave team
managers a little more time to consider the existing rules
but in the end the vot,ing did no! reach the -} majori,ty

Gough Whir/llm, Ihll Prime M;nisler:~ Ill/king 10 Bernll;d Filche'lI, GB" on
Ihll opening day.

required to permit both wingspans. to be used. The German
pilots afterwards selected to fly with the 10Rger wings.
Manfred Reinhardt, the German team manager, felt ,that
the Internationa'l Jury's thinking had been directed rather
to a h:>ng-term view as to what migbt happen in future
World Championships whereas bis protest was based on
the rules in existence at that moment in time as to whether
or not his properly certificated gliders, allowing alternative
span, should be accepted in the "no speciall rules" Open
Class in this World Championships!

Monday - January 14
Again two briefings - but no task - and no change in
the weather pattern was likely for the next 12hrs either!
Jan Coolhaas, the Australian team manager, asked for
an informal team managers meeting to discuss the weighing
of gliders. Over the last few days there had been a lot of
talk .about water ballast, and whether SOme gliders were
carrying more than was allowed in the C of A. The
organisers were also aware of this and could of course
claim ,the right to weigh any glider they wished; but such
a process would create no end of organisational problems at
this. late stage.
The final solution reached was simple .and straightforward.
The Director required all .team managers to sign an underlaking that ,their pilots WQuld fly within the AUW figures
stated in Iheir Certificate of Airworthiness.

away, nei-ther did the Calif A·21, ,the only two-seater in
the contest.
Cruising heights were "very British" between 1500 and
2200n with occasional good bits of lift to 3400, but this
was Australlia not Europe! It was a battle· of survival pilots tip-toeing carefully amongst those about to land.
John Delafield, GB, who nearly had to give up 15km
out, finally got to the first TP (turning point) at 18.40, he
was down to 800ft shortly after but now drifting with
the wind. An exceedingly slow final climb ·to the best height
,Jf the day, 4000ft, gave hirn enougb height to join six other
pilots Who had exceeded tine 200km mark. He landed just
before 8pm.
Despite the difficulties the day was a great success for
the whole French team, especially for Open Class winner
Cartry, still suffering sorne after effects of having been
ill. Penaud was in fact the only pilot in the Standard Class
to cover more than 200km. It was for them a much de·
valued day with only the required eight pilots over tOOkm
to make it a contest.
As Fred Slingsby used to say - there is no substitute
for span, and this was shown in the Open Class. In spite
of their later start they still had eight pilots over 200km.
Had one asked the organisers beforehand, I doubt whether
they would have believed it possible that the whole field of 67
pilots would land out as this is indeed II rare occasion in
Australia.
LEADING RESULTS OPEN
1 Cartry
F
2 Ragot
F
3= Moffat
USA
3=Zegels
B
3=Grosse
D
GB
6 DeJafield
*7 Carpenter CAN
17=Burlon
GB

km
220
219
209
209
209
208
205
183

(International registration letters

Hey Joe you've forgotten your lunch! Courtesy Championships Bulletin.

The Yugoslav team manager had quite another problem
- their flag had disappeared from the flagpole - this was
quite 'serious and obviously he could not let his pilots fly
unless it was found or another hoisted. He was also
p:o:rturbed that some of his glider's instruments had been
tampered with - but il was all kept very quiet - another
flag was produced, they flew and that was the last we
heard of it!

Day 1 a depressing start
At last ,the first task was on the board - a 269km
triangle for both Classes. Now that it was set the pilots
did not look too pleased, and who could b!ame them? The
Met was also on ,the board and how depressing it looked!
Low cloud base, weak thermals, stratus,6/8 cumulus and
(;onditions in general deteriorating early - and first launch
not until 1300hrs. A~tually, pilots were kept on ,the grid
until 14.15 when Kepka, Poland, had the first launch.
The contest had started - albeit wi,th reluctant pilots,
already convinced that with this very late start, completion waS out of the qUl~sti(m - and they were right, everyone landed out.
Water ballast was dropped right, left and centre - even
on ,t p of some of the pilots soon after take-off. Adele Orsi,
Italy, the only lady pilot, who hates flying low, never got

pts STANDARD
km pts
925
I Penaud
F
201i 108
920
1: Mercier
F
197 102
868
3 Bluekens
B
193
99
868 12 Fjtch~tt
GB 70 19
868 28=Williamson GB
45
3
863 (*asterisk= 19m day w:nner)
8S3 (3 did not sco~e in Open Class)
735 (7 did not score in Standard)
l"S~:l

fcr countries to say; space)

Day 2 - another "European" day
Yesterday's task had been too long; and Scbubert,
Austria, had lbeen out all night, unlocated by his crew
because of darkness. The organisers therefore would not
want a repeat performance. and the tasks were accordingly
made a little shorter,. especially as ,the forecast promised
even more difficult conditions with the added risk of
showers in the late afternoon.
TASK OPEN: 223km triangle Alawoolla 76km, 144°;
Morgan IlOkm, 314°; Waikerie 37km, 116°.
TASK STANDARD: 1921<m triangle &enmark 60km,
091 0; Morgan 945km, 280°; Waikerie 37km, 116°.
After a difficult and slow start cOlldi,tions proved slightly
better than expected, and all but three pilots completed the
course in the Opea Class. After the first eight pilots had
returned (they a'll exceeded) 90km / h). there was a large
time gap as the rest of them were held up by a shower at
the 2TP. This included George Burton, GB, who lost 15min
while waiting for it to pass. Also Klaus Holighaus,
Germany, rounded the 2TP in rain but took his photo and
made for home. Just before fina~ glide J5km out he was
having great doubts about this photo and convinced himself that it was no good - so he went back to ,take another
picture-, losing 30min. Afterwards he was told that this first
shot was OK and thus he had lost some valuable points,
it was frustrating, he said.
In th~ St3ndard Class only four pilots managed more
Clan 70km/h. The generally slow speeds (16 :between 59.6
and 40.3km/h) perhaps shows what a slog it had been for
this Class and the pilots had more than earned their points!
Ben Gr,eene, USA, proved that persistence pays: Failing
10 ge'l away he had a relight, but then still could 110t get
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started. At last at 15.35,· during a local improvement, he
left when the others were on their way home and scored a
creditable 62.9km/h.
Bernard Fitchett, GB, initially was delayed by a s.tartline
fumble, but felt afterwards that it had been a blessing in
disguise as conditions had improved in the meantime. Trying to save time by not using ,the weaker thermals to cloudbase he· found· me made reasonable progress, using the
Claylike any English-type soaring day!
km/h

pts

93.1

1000

2 Ragot
Franoe
*3 Wiitanen
Finland
9 D:lafield
GB
11 Burton
GB
(I pilot did nol scor<l)

94.6
93. L
86.1

994
972
874

81.5

809

SrANOARO

km/h

LEADING RESULTS OPEN
I Zegels
B~lgium

1 Gordon
2 Nurminen

NZ
no
Finland 71.6
Spain
71.6
Australia 71.0

3 d'Orleans
4 Renner
.5 fitch-ell
GB
34 Williamson OB
(I pilot did not scote)

69.5

133km

piS

+998

994
993
983
957

224

2 DAYS
1 Ragot

2 Zegels
3 Grosse
4 Molfat
6 D~lafiefd
16 Burton

2 DAYS
1 Mercier
2 Gordon

r pts

1912
1868

1819
1804

1737
1544

pts
1042

The previous two days had by no means been easy, today
was even more difficult. Especially the first into wind leg
for the Open Class \:reated problems as thermals were often
spaced 15·20kms apart.
Moffat and Johnson left as early as they could and
decided to pair fly, which. worked well for -them. Most
pilots got rid of ,their water baflast in order ,to stay airborne,
and progress was slow; seldom seeing 3000ft, or more than
2-4kts. Once the lTP was rounded it seemed easier for a
white' as they no longer !lad to cope with the headwind.
Also ,the Standard Class were announcing great difficulty
and as the two courses would converge shorUy it gave the
Open boys time' to divert south of track.
There was a 12km hole at ,the 2TP which Moffat rounded
at IOOOft, dropping his ballast soon after. And so ,they
struggled home - Moffat gaining about 8min on Johnson
and crossing the finish at 18.35. Obviously there would be
many outIandings if the first were as late as this I We had
already heard, that amongst others, Jnhn Delafield had
landed, but George Burton was still airborne :and needed
one more thermal for a marginal final glide. We had just
seen how Schubert landed 5km short of the finisb, either
he had misjudged his final or it had been too margina'l!
George, however, made it - the lUh pilot ,to do so and it
was now quarter to eight - surely the last one possible!
Adele Orsi,. one of the 11, was especially pleased with today's effort; she cwssed to the sound of loud applause
from the many bystanders!
All of a sudden renewed excitement - Klaus Holighaus
was, still airborne - and in the end made a spectacular
finish well after 8.1 5pm. Down to 400ft and ready to land
at Renmark airfield, 60km away, he ran into zero sink; he
nursed the Nimbus round and round in this, until at last
a thermal started which took him back to nearly 100Oft. The
last gaggle of the day was just ahead of him and included
the Poles, on joining it they all left leaving Klaus once
more in zero sink. Utter patience was rewarded with a 5kt
thermal ,to 2500ft and a final climb to 3000 .at I kt. Enough
height to fly carefully along the Murray river with a highly
elated Klaus flashing past the finish.

1009
997
994
976

3 ~enner
4 Nurminen
8 Fitchett
34 Williamson
227
+sign denotes penalty

Day 3 Australian conditions a myth
No winner of he Standard Class was announced at
briefing, for a number of pilots, including the provisional
winner in that Class, had infringed the recognition time
interval rule (This rule 'is important on tasks where tfae first
leg is a short one). Later a penalty of 2pts each was
deducted from the scores of nine pilots. Rory Gordon, NZ,
however, r,emained in first place with 998pts.
The wind bad at last changed direction with the passing
of a cold front during the night. It flOW came from a
SE direction at about l7kts. A high centred in the
Australian Bight was expected to move eastwards which
would dry the air over the contest area considerably and
improve the[lua.1 activ.1ty and c1oudbase.
Today, however, there would still be plenty of problems
with 8/8 cloud cover at first breaking to 4/8 later, base
around 4000ft and narrow, broken lift.
TASK OPEN: 333km triangle - Alawoona 76km, 144°;
Lake Cullulleraine 1I2km, 063°; Waikerie 145km, 274°.
TASK STANDARD: 294km triangfe Meringur 122km,
102°; Lake CulluUeraine 27km, 061°; Waikerie 145km.
274°. Again part of the course ,to be shared by both Classes.

Tnls very 8Rpropr;ate sign appeared on the road to the airfield on the
mOSl difficu/l day.
Courtesy Championships Bulletin

The J 5-metre boys had an even worse t,ime trying to cope
with the large gaps which Was accentuated by ,the inability
to get much higher than 3000ft.
Although they had all thrown speed overboard long ago,
only nine pilots made it to the finish. Bernard FitcbeH had
his best day so far and came in: third.
The two Frenchmen, Ragot and Mercier were still in
overall lead. Moffat had reduced Ragot's lead to 28pts,
while Mercier with his day win was new 80pts ahead.
We now had had ,three days in very "European" conditions and the p,ilots were thorougbly brainwashed into ithinking that Australian conditions were a myth!

LEADING RESULTS OPEN

I

2
3
..
*5
10
15

Moffat
Johnson
Cartry
Ax
Hammerle
BurtoD
D;:lafield

USA
USA
F.·ance
Sweden
Austria
GB
GB

STANDARD

·1 Mercier
2 PetterSSQn
:3 Fitchell
4=Firth
4=Gordon
30 Willialnson

France
Sweden
GB
Canada
NZ
GB

km/h
72.0
70.0
67.3
67.0
66.9
58.2
270km
kmjh
63.8

61.3
61.0
58.0
S7.9
161Km

pts
1003
982
958
956
955

877
533

3 DAYS

I
2

Ragot
Moffat

3

~gels

4 Grosse
5 Ax
10 Burton
12 Delafield

pts

3

1000

1
2
3
4
5
37

979
976
951

951
575

DAYS

Mercier
Gordon
Fitchett
Cameron
Reichmann
Williamson

pIS
2832
2804
2788
2760
2649
2421
2270
pts
2042
1960
1952
1894
1853
802

Day 4 - better speeds achieved
After spending an uncomfortable night in the cockpit of
the PIK 20. Raimo Nurminen, Finland, arrived back after
the first briefing at 10.3'0. Although only 5km separated
him from his crew, the inaccessability of the field and
darkness made it impossible to locate each other even
though re.infoFcements and a four-wheel drive car had
gone out ,to rescue the unfortunate pilot. It was not unm
dawn broke that the retrieve could :be effected.
The initial 375 and 353km quadrilaterals set had to be
reduced at noon 10 a more realisti9 stze.
TASK OP£N: 285km triangle - Karoonda f02km, 18]0;
Renmark 123km, 036 0 ; Waikerie 60km, 271 0 •
TASK STANDARD: 255km triangle - Karoonda 102km,
187 0 ; LoMon 95km, 042 0 ; Waikerie 58km, 300°.
The reduction came about because the local overcast did
not brea'k as early as anticipated. The forecast was for
similar conditions as, yesterday, but a much lighter wind
from the north-east shoufd give better overall soaring
wea.ther. Malcolm links, the snifter, felt that the forecast
Was correct and, if anything, it would be a better day as
fong as pilots did not leave too sOon. Bearing in mind the
reduction, and yesterday's difficulties, of course some pilots
in the Standa,rd Class did leave too early - including
Bernard Fitchett by about 20 minutes.
MalcoJm was right, it was the best day so far although
not without some risks as here and there dead areas and
sOme overdevelopment were encountered. The startline was
kept very busy as pilots came back for later starts. Except
the earlier ones, all had left between 14.30 and 15.08 Grosse being the last as he had found it difficult to get
started - but wben he did he made excellent time and
soon caught up the others. A,t ,the end of the day the early
starters found teat their times, were just not good enough
for high placings and it cost Bemard dear witb a 26th
place!
John Firth, Canada, who had bis best day yet with 3rd
place, found to his chagrin that he was just outside the
finish line; his score was changed several times ending up
as 3rd with 100 penalty points - dropping him to 21st for
the day!
In the Open Class the .three most diverse personalities
and characters, Ragot, MofIat and Grosse were all flying
consistently well. So far none of them had boobed in the
difficult weather; could they stand the strain, with improving
conditions, and keep on making ,the right decisions again
and again? At this moment in time it was anybody's guess,
but )t gave the s,peculators plenty to talk about!
Penalties for infringement of the recogni,tion time rule
were cliscussed at anether meeting of the International Jury.
While they were at it two more pilots were added to the
Day 2 list and lost 2pts each.
Another interesting item on cloud flying aids, came under

Jean-C/aude Penaud, France, winner of Day

1

in the Standard Class,

discussion. When cloud fiying is banned in a contest no
gyro instruments of any sort are aUowed to be carried. But
the Bohli compass, used by a number of pilots in this contest, apparendygives such accurate information en the
glider's attitude that it could conceivably be used as an
aid to cloud flying. The organisers therefore ruled that
during this contest all gliders fitted with .this compass must
carry sealed barographs wbich could be checked on the
slightest suspicion of anyone having broken the cloud flying
ban.
km/h
Germany 9\.9
USA
9\.6
90.7
USA
89.3
France
GB
81.2GB
79.•

LEADING RESULTS OPEN

I

2
3
4

*9
12

'Orosse
Johnson
Moffat
Ragot
Burton
Delafield

STANDARD

Renner
Australia
Poland
2 Kep'ka
Canada
3 Webb
4 Cameron
NZ
26 Fitchctt
GB
29 Williamson GB
(6 pilots each Class did not
I

pts
1000
996
984
966
863
835

km/h pts
87.5
WOO
82.8
932
82.0
920
81.8
918
71.0
762
69.4
737
complete)

4

DAYS

1
2
3
4
10
12
4

Ragot
Moffat
Grosse
Zegels
Burton
Delafield

DAYS

I
2

3

4
5
6
36

Mercier
Gordon
Carneron
Reichmann
Renner
Fitchett
Williamson

pts
3798
3788
3760
3679
3284
3105
pts
2896
2876
2812
2726
2715
2714
1320

Dav 5 a taste of 'better' things to come
A north-easterly humid airstream greeted us tllis moming
- the high had m0ved east of Tasmania and with the
moisture and higher temperatures expected there was a
risk of thunderstorms in the contest area. Strongish winds
of 22kts but with much stronger ,thermal activity up to
7500£1 were forecast with maximum temps at 3rC.
TASK OPEN: 451km triangle - Spalding 152km, 299';
Alawoona 233km, 127 Waikerie 76km, 324°.
TASJ( STANDARD: 426km quadrilateral - Spalding 152km,
299 0 ; Robertstown 70km, 141 0 ; LOllton 146km, 111°;
Waikerie 58km, 300°. (Note: Waikerie was in fact along
the Spalding-Loxton leg, with only 10 difference on the
course line - hence the quadrilateral).
Like yesterday the weather tU1"ned out much better than
expected. It gave pilots a .taste of what Aussie conditions
could be like and good use was made of it.
The thunderstorms did not materialise but instead some
0

;
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high patches of cirrus weakened thermal activity. Nevertheless strong lift of up ,to 13kt$ indicated was encountered
by many and today it was difficult, .they said, to keep
down to startline crossing height! The first leg, shared by
bat!l Classes, turned out a little slower than anticipated, but
even so 10::>km/h along this leg was quite common, and
pilots were able to disregard lift less than 6-8kts.
Despite a fumble in opening the startJine most Open
gliders had departed between 12.38 and 12.49. Five of them
went after this with Cartry the latest at 12.58.
In the Standard Class Bernard Fitchett was last to leave
at 12.59 and he hit it just right - nearly all the way. He
had a few anxious moments at Loxtan TP but. managed
to get out from under the clag back into the sun. A most
exciting flight, he remarked, travelling mainly between 5500
and 7500[t and one of his best ever flying days!
According to Dick Johnson today's task was underset
although it had been great fun flying it. Hans-Werner
Grosse of course, felt that a 1000km would have been possible, although he himself had lost time near Alawoona
and then made another mistalce by diverting instead of
keeping straight on track.
Seven Open Class pitots averaged between 108.7 and
100.2km/h. Ragot being the seventh was very unfortunate
- his airbrakes had sucked open during the latter part
of the flight thus spoiling the ASW-ITs performance. He
tried to jam the brake lever with a pencil to prevent further
trouble - but it only stopped them opening further. It was
the worst possible day for this to happen as each km/h
was worth 13pts - and so George Maffa,t, today's winner,
took over the lead with 70pts in hand.
Roberto Sada, and his bride on honeymoon from
Mexico, were excited and elated at his having completed
the task. One cannot help but feel reassured that World
Championships are not only for the top pilots and countries, but also give a lot of pleasure and a sense of achievement to pilots of smaller countries where organised flying
is not often possible!
LEADING RESULTS OPEN
USA
I Moffat
France
2 Clrlry
Sweden
3 Ax
Finland
·6 Wiitanen
GB
15 D~lafieJd
GB
18 Burlon
{2 pilots did nol complele)

km/h
108.7
107.7
107.5
100.6
96.9
95.4

pts
1000
987
984
896
848
830

5 DAYS
I Moffal
2 Grosse
3 Ragol
4 Johnson
5 Cartry
10 Burton
12 DeJafield

STANDARD
I Pellersson
2 Filchell
3 Kepka
4 B:llz
5 Reichmlnn
28 Williamson
(3 pilols did nol

km/h
91.6
89.7
89.6
89.4
88.9
76.6

p's

5 DAYS
pIs
I Mercier
3827
2 Gordon
3815
3694
3 Fitchell
4 Reichmann 3690
3671
5 Cameron
3639
6 Renner
37 Williamson 2094

Sweden
GB
Poland
USA
Germany
GB
complele)

lOOn

972
969
967
959
774

pts
4788
4718
4689
4557
4534
41'14
3953

Dav 6 - a "Boeing 707" day
TASK OPEN: 707km triangle Clare 138km, 286";
Nangiloc 353km, 101°; Waikerie 216km, 279°.
TASK TANDARD: 308km FAI triangle - Teal Flat 90km,
210°; Meribah 123km, 08r; Waikerie 945km, 30r.
It is a pity one can't describe the facial expressions and
reactions as the pilots attended briefing - as it dawned on
them that today was going to be something very special
one could fee'! the excitement rising. Outside the sky looked
promising and the forecast told of good strong thermals,
cloud streets, 2/8 cumulus up to 7000ft with the wind from
a west .to north-westerly direction at 12kts . . . but to keep
things in perspective, there was a front coming in. from the
WSW.
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It was the longest speed task ever set, and was to take
the 28 Open pilots over the hills to begin with and into a
narrow valley containing the ITP. The long second leg
led away from the hills but across the scrub towards the
elbow of the Murray river at Morgan, north of Waikerie,
and then along the edge of the scrub passing well-known
Renmark and Lake Cullulleraine on .towards' Nangiloc to
start the long haul back to Waikerie.
At least 6 to 7{-hrs or more would be needed to complete
the task, so as soon as Malcolm, the snifter, remained airborne launching commenced. The first few off found it
quite difficult.to stay up and several low gaggles built up.
The moment, however, the startIine was open pilots left
as soon as they could manage,
Bert Zegels, Belgium, found the first leg exceedingly
difficult and just did not fly well, he said. On the second
leg things improved and so did his flying. On the last leg
he met up with Johnson. When they parted Dick flew towards a sunny patch, while Bert thought the river was a
better bet for an evening thermal - he got back - Dick
didn't!
Molfa.t shared Bert's view as he had an equally poor start
to his flight at first never getting mlilch more than 2000ft.
With a good second leg cruising between 4000 and 7000ft he
increased his average speed considerably, but after Renmark
the clouds had disappeared and the lift was narrow and very
turbulent. Until then, he reckoned, he had had at least a
15km lead but as the thermals became wider apart he had
to slow down again.
Ragot, who had left 4min after Moffat at 12.00hrs had
an excellent run to the ITP often getting up to 6500-7500ft.
Also the second leg created no problems other than the more
widely spaced thermals. Somewhere on the last leg he caught
up with Moffat and overtook him but on the final glide the
Nimbus, being the heavier ship, caught him again and so
these two great pilots shared the honour of crossing the finish
line together at 18.45 precisely. 1.2km/h was all that separated them - a historic moment indeed!
Of the ten who completed Andreas Hammerle, Austria,
was the only 'first-entry' and furthermore the only 19m cup
pilot (Kestrel 19) to finish. John Delafield waS delighted, as
he had had great trouble ,to contact the front and had to use
-}kt south of track to do so but the gamble had paid off and
so he had a share in the jubilationsl
Of course it was very frustrating for those who missed
contacting the frollt, often by. only a few hundred feet and
thus had to land - but even for some of the outlanders
there was reason for rejoice. Jim Carpenter, Canada, who

had covered 597km was greeted by his crew with ice-eold
champagne to celebrate his Diamond distance! Also, I believe, Saburo Fujiknra, Japan, with 585km claimed bis - as
well as a National record.
As was hoped a number of National records were broken
in the Sandard Class and many interesting flights using the
front had been done, but Peter Teunisse, Holland, and Ingo
Renner were the only two to exceed l00km/h. The day will
be remembered, however, as the 707 day for the Open Class
but it did give the Standard boys ,the rare chance to join the
organisers and the many spectators, all standing on tables
and chairs peering into the distance, to watch the Open Class
finishers come in - and no doubt they ,too will remember
the day as the 707 day!
.
For the second time ROTy Gordon received a penalty for
not observing the recognition rule. This time it cost him
rather more, 64 pts, and dropped him from 2nd to, 5th over·
all. Thus by default Bernard Fitchett, although he did not
know it att,he time, was now in 2nd place overall.
LEADING RESULTS
I Ragot
2 Molfat
3 Orosse
4 Holighaus
5 Ax
6 Cartry
7 Zegels
*8 BiimmerJe
9 Delafield
10 Tabart
17 Burton
STANDARD
I Teunisse
2 Renner
3 Beltz
4 Strukelj
5 Mercier
6 Fitchett
14 Williamson
(6 pilots did not

OPEN
krn/h
104.5
France
USA
103.3
Germany 96.4
Germany 94.9
Sweden
94.8
France
91.4
B~lgium
89.9
Austria
88.8
87.4
GB
Australia 86.8
653km
GB

km/h
Holland 101.0
Australia 100.9
USA
99.5
Yu'slavia 99.4
98.5
France
98.0
GB
GB
91.5
complete)

pts
1000

994
958
951
950
933
925
919
912
909
673
pts
1000
999
981
980
968
962
881

6 DAYS
pts
1 Molfat
5782
5689
2 Ragot
5676
3 Gmsse
5467
4 Cartry
5 Zegels
5445
11 Delafield
4865
4787
12 Burton
(We have listed all
10 pilots who
completed the
707km triangle)
6 DAYS
I Mercier
2 Fitchett
3 Renner
4 Reichmann
5 Gordon
6 Cameron
7 Kepka
33 Williamson

pts
4786
4648
4634
4608
4604
4534
4433
2967

back to the grindston~
The passage of the front through Waikerie, which for a
time made it look as if the Open Class were going to ,be
defeated on the last few kilometers yesterday, had feft a
<cooler southerly airs'tream behind. A strong inversion was
Day 7 -

shown on the chart and patches of cirrus could be seen over
the site.
TASK OPEN: 242km triangle - Sandelwood 85km, 174°;
Renmark 97km, 031 0; Waikerie 60km, 271 0.
TASK STANDARD: 213km triangle - Meribah 95km, 12r;
Renmark 58km, 344°; Waikerie 60km, 271°.
It was back to the grindstone and water ditching for most.
The day turned out as difficult as any they had had so far,
and pilots had to resort to gaggle flying ·to a large extent and
had to fly into the inhospitable scrub areas to get better lift.
Especially the final leg created great problems with large
dead 'areas and a much stronger wind than forecast. For
John Williamson, GB, however it was an exciting day. On
the second leg he found the inversion had suddenly broken
and he could climb at 8-lOkts to 4800ft. This enabled him
to catch up with tbe leading gaggle, who by now were forced
to take a weak thermal. John found another 8kts and this
allowed him to divert over the scrub where he contacted 4kts
to take him to final glide height to beat most of the gaggle
home. Reichmann, on the other hand, was lucky to get back
at all. His LS-2 is built for really strong conditions and its
high wing loading does not even allow water ballast to be
carried. A day like this was thus a great handicap. However,
he did make it with 31st place and 781pts enough to stay in
the running. Teunisse won for the second day in succession
and it gave him, he said, a lot of extra confidence.
It was a disastrous day for Francois Ragot, he had had a
last climb from 300 to 1400ft north of Renmark and that
was it - as simple as that, he said. The one thing which upset him most was that he did not know where he had gone
wrong! Dick Johnson, however, who scored the same distance 182km, said that he had left too late at 15.17 (Ragot
at 15.32). Hans·Werner Grosse's (last at 15.38) only comfort
was that at least he had made it back - albeit by the skin
of his teeth landing long after everyone else at 7.30p.m.
Thus by winning this "miserable day" as MofIat described
it he had increased his lead to 253pts, while Ragot now
804pts behind had almost certainly lost his chance to win
unless the five pilots ahead of him had an equally bad day!
There was more jubilation in the Japanese camp as Fujikura
broke the 200km National record.
Owing to the strong cross wind for landing there were
several mishaps today, resulting in minor damage for some,
and a full blown groundloop for Hiimmerle, who was lucky
to get away without any damage.
LEADING RESULTS OPEN
USA
1 Molfat
Poland
*2 Pozniak
Austria
3 Schubert
4 Holighaus Germany
GB
8 Burton
GB
15 Delafield
Germany
20 Grosse
France
25=Ragot
(6 pilots did not complete)
STANDARD
Holland
1 Teunisse
Spain
2 d'Orleans
Australia
3 Renner
4 Williamson GB
GB
7 Filchelt
(5 pilots did hot complete)
(I pilot did not score)

Youngesl competitor
al 22, Tom Beltl,
USA, finished in the
first ten all seven
da,ys.

km/h pts
1000
79.7
955
76.7
954
76.6
943
75.8
914
73.9
837
68.7
753
63.0
182km 289

km/h
77.5
75.0
74.6
74.0
71.7

pls
1000

959
953
942
906

7 DAYS
1 Motral
2 Grosse
3 Zegels
4 Cartry
5 AY.
6 Ragot
*7 Hammerle
10 Delafiefd
II Burton

pts
6782
6429
6387
6348
6285
5978
5967
5702
5701

7 DAYS
1 Mercier
2 Renner
3 Fitchett
4 Reichmann
5 Gordon
6 Kepka
31 Williamson

pts
5606
5587
5554
5389
5387
5346
3909

January 22
After keeping pilots on the grid until 14.45 the tasks for
both Classes had to be cancelled. This )Vas received with
acclamation and everyone seemed happy to have this short
respite.
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Alvaraz
d'OrleansBorbon. Spain. was
pleased
with
a
second and third day
placing. Photo: Ann
Welch.

Today was also a good day for Kluk, Poland. So far he
had not shown great form, but today he Was one of ,the
seven pilots to finish and the winner in the 19m cup.
Time was getting on and' made our commentator remark
Qver the tannoy "has anyone seen the Standard Class. we
have lost them?", and so we had. The strong wind had made
it impossible for them to get back and thus Moffat's observation this morning had proved right!
There were so many pilots in the same fields that only
93pts were shared out between the first 24 pilots in tbe
Standard Class. It gave Reichmann, 4km short, his first
1000pts in this contest.
Trying to avoid a trailer going towards another glider in
a field, John Firth overshot ,into the next field and groundlooped so badly that he broke nis fuselage in half and had
to retire from the contest.
LEADING RESUHS OPEN

I

Day 8 -

we have lost the Standard Class

The high over Tasmania was maintaining an easterly flow
of [2- [5kts. A hot and dry day was forecast with a risk of
high·level cu-nims north of the 1TP. There would be 3/8
cumulus and good to strong thermals in the mountains to
the north.
TASK OPEN; 531 km "Boomerang·shaped" quadrilateral
- Spalding 152km, 300°; Carrieton 119km, 354°; Surra
14Jkm, 165,°; Waikerie 117krn, 119°
TAs.~< SHNDARD: 462km "Boomerang-shaped" quadrilateral - Spalding 152km, 300°; OFforoo 85km, 001°; Burra
108km, 164°; Waikerie 1I7km, 09°.
Moffat felt after briefing that the tasks would prove to be
too long ,by about I OOkm' - mainly because launching was
late at 13.00hrs.
To safeguatd his position he planned his flight to corn·
plete the ,task rather than fly for speed and he left as early
as possible at 13.28, crossing the line at 2900ft with Dick
Johnson ahead of him at 13.04. For the first 37km to Mor·
,gan he was never above launch height and found himself in
frustrating gaggles with others who had left early. Conditions remained difficult until well on the second leg when
at last progress could be made in the mountains though the
wind was a good deal stronger than forecas·t Dick Johnson
advised him to divert west as there were some good clouds
about, this he did, by at least [5km and he lost the gaggles
as welll
He now steamed to the 2TP and! used the same clouds on
the way back. Again a timely warning hy Dick gave him a
chance to play it safe when everything went dead and he
kept as high as possible. The final part of the flight was
ra,ther risky, the wind, he estimated, was now NE 25·30kts
at l'Iying height, but flying with great care he made it home
to cross the finish at 19.. 09.
Goran Ax, Sweden, defending Champion and today's
winner, diverted north of track on the last leg realising that
there was a wiodshear effect which he could use jf contacted;
when he did, it enabled him to glide for long stretches, once
[aining 300ft over a 15k-m glide. He started his final glide
from 6500ft Wkm out which was not .eriougl\ but now the
windshear was visible with small wisps of cloud. He tagged
on to i,t, being joined by Dick Johnson, who had been delayed earlier on. They flew along it ,for the last 20km Goran
pushing up his speed all the way to make a fast finish.
.Bert Zegels foUnd the same problems as the others but
always seems to blame his flying - in fact he is so modest
that he is. his own hardest taskmaster - probably one of the
reasons that he is flying consistently we! .
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Ax

Sweden
Belgium
Germany
USA
Poland
GB
GB

:2= Zegels
2= Holighaus
4 Mof'fal
*7 Kluk
16=Burlon
16= Delafield
SrANDARD

I Reichmaflrl
2 Renner
3= Htchell
3=Kepka
5 Gordon
25=Williamson

Day 9 -

kmjh pts
96.4
1000
94.7
993
94.7
993
93.2
98&
83.3
949
478km 725
478km 725

kms
Germany 458
Australia 455
GB
440
Poland
4~O
NZ
439
GB
409

pIs
1000
993
957
957
955
883

8 1iM.¥S
I Moffat
2 Grosse
3 Zegels
4 Ax
5 Carlry
!'I Delafi~ld
12 Burlon

pIS
7770
74JO
7380
7285
7124
6427
6426

8

pIS

DAYS

I,

2
3
4

5
31

Renner
6589
Mercier
6539
Fitchell
65'11
Reichmann 6389
Gordon
6342
WiI'Iiamson 4i92

slow.at 100km/h

With the possibi ity of a big task tomarmw today's 513km
triangle for botb Classes had been kept relatively short for
the Open Class. Karoonda 102km, 18r; Mildma 222krn,
064°; Waikerie I 89km, 272°.
The forecast was straightforward with I 1'8 cllmulus up to
9000H, strong thermals with plenty of streeting, and the wind
decreasing with height.
The two slowest pilots in .the Open Class (all completed)
averaged 112.3 and 101.3krn/h. In the Standard 32 out of
38 averaged over 100km!h and only two pilots faj'led to
complete, which gives some indication as to wbat sort of
day it had been.
It was, especially for the less experienced pilots, a day
they wi-ll long rem:;:mber, either it was their first time to
complete such a task, or they exceeded their personal best
at speeds they would never have dreamt off. For the top
pilots it was equally exciting - one mistake or an error
of judgment and they would drop out with little chance
of recovery.
The finish line was nearly caught napping as pilots came
roaring back thick and fast an hour before they were
expected. Five Open pilots did tne trip in under 4hrs and
Goran Ax outshone everyone by topping 14G.2km/h.
Bert Zegels, unlucky chap, had been sitting in a pool
of Water for the duration - his watertank tap had leaked
badly. Helmut Reichmann came in exceedingly worried
about his camera and spent an agonising half-hour waiting
fot' his film to b~ checked - and his wife feeting rather
guilty for not checking it before take-off, heaved a big
sigh of relief when it was passed OK - he W;,iS second for
the day behind Kepka who won at 125.1'kmfh.
Renner increased his overall lead from 50 to 108pts
wh:ile Bernard Fitchett .though still ,in 3rd place had
dropped from 122 to only 17pts ahead of Reichmann and the weather now favoured the' LS-2!

In order to keep pilots away fmm the coast, for there was
a risk of seabreeze, the triangle as set, did not comply with
the 28% rule. But for tbis nearly every record in the book
would have been broken, several pilots, however. could
claim their Diamond distances.
Moffat who came Jrd increased his lead to 439pts and
someone asked "does that chap nevel make a mistake?'"
LEADING RESULTS OPEN
I Ax
Sweden
2 Cartry
France
3 Moffat
USA
*9 Kluk
POland
10 Delafield
GB
IS Burlon
GB
(8 pilots between 14'J.2 and

km/h pts
140.2 1000
'l37.6
973
136.8
964
128.8
879
127.6
866
126.0
848
13'J.3km/h)

(8 pilots between 128.8 and 125.3km/h)
STANDARD
1 Kepka
Poland
2 Reichmann Germany
3 Beltz
USA
15 Fitchetl
GB
24 Williamson GB
(IF pilots b~tw~en 125.1 and

km/h pts
.125.1 1000
123.8
985
121.5
959
1: 14.5
88G
111.4
844
116.2km/h)

(14 pilots between 115.2 and 111.1 km/h)

Day 10 -

9 DAYS
p~s
I Motrat
8734
2 Grosse
829.5
3 Zegels
8287
4 Ax
8285
1I Delafield
7293
12 Burtol'
7274
(8 pilots between 122.3
and 116.1 km/h)
(4 pilots between 114.4
and I,Ol.3km/h)
9 DAYS
pIs
1 Renner
7538
2 Mercier
7430
3 Fitchetl
7391
4 Reichmann 7374
31 Williamson 5636
(J I pilots between
110.9 and 86.0krnjh)
(2 pilots did not
complete)

not as good but still 10 records

There it was 8J4 and 612km tasks on the board! I was
told even .a ] 000 .had been considered, but with this task
they hoped they would get 50% completion.
The high SW of Adelaide would produce hot, humid
·conditions and the front. which had gone through last
night had left an easterly airstream behind. With this
rathel unstable airmass there was a risk of thunderstorms.
It was expected ,that about 9hrs of soaring weather would
be available. P·ilots to be on the grid at lOam for an early
start.
It was obvious very quickly that things were not brewing up as rapidly as they should and so only an hour after
brlefing the tasks were changed to a 509'km F AI triangle
for both Classes: Coomandook 146km, 1no; Lake Cullulleraine 218km, 053°; Waikerie J451<m, 274°.

After a big confusion on the grid because the 'tasks had
been changed, and the Standard had to go first, it was
found easier to holc;t the startline for the Open Class. This
meant that the Open were hanging around in gaggles for
nearly an hour before they could go.
After all ,the initial excitement the day did not qui-te
come up to expectations - the wind was rather stronger
and from a different direction than forecast. Lift was difficult to work, turbulent and narrow. Thermal strength
varied a great deal. Luckily the last leg was downwind and
this made it easier for pilots to get back. Of course j,t was
only in relation to yesterday's superb conditions that this
task was not so straightforward. At the end of the day
10 National records had been broken - alas at slower
speeds, but still very acceptable to the pilots cflncerned.
Again the Open Class, came back complete, the first 14
at over l00krn/h and slowest at 82.3km/h. Ragot won
with HO.2 with . . . yes you have guessed Moffat in 2nd
p'lace with J06..6km/h. Grosse's time of 98.Jkm/h was not
fast enough to maililtain his 2nd place overall and he dropped .to 4th. Thus Moffat was nQw leading Zegels with
458p't. The question here was who was going to be 2nd
and 3rd?
Reichmann and Kepka were also going all out and took
the top two places. Helmut's win put him 2nd overall
Mercier dropped to 5th place.. Bemard Fitchett, 13,th today,
only had 19pts over Kepka who was now in 4th while
Renner was still ill .the lead with ] 09pts - and only one
more day to go!
LEAolNG RESULTS OPEN
I Ragot
France
2 Moffal
USA
3 Holighaus Germany

kmfh
110.2
106.6
106.0
104.4
.6=Ti~ermansNZ
10 Dela eld
GB
103.1
13 Btlrlon
101.4
GB
14 Grosse
Germany 98.1

pIs
1000

951
942
921

903
880
834

STANDARD
kmfh p:s
1000
1 Reichmann germany 96.8
2=Kepka
Poland
93.6
963
2=Slrukelj
Yu'slavia 93.6
96J
7 Renner
945
Australia 92.1
13 flitchell
87.8
GB
894
14 Williamson GB
89.6 +890
(9 pilots did not eomplete) +penalt.y

Last contest day -

10 DAYS
1 Moffal
2 Zegels
3 Ax
4 Grosse
5 Cartry
11 Delafe:d
12 Burlcn

pts
968.5
9227
9190
9129
9018
8196
8154

10 DAYS
1 Renner
2 Reichmann
3 Fitchetl
4 Kepka
5 Mercier
6 Gordon
25 Williamson

pts
8483
8374
8285
8266
8230
816.5
6526

too short

TASK OPEN: 247km triangle - Meribah 95km 12r;
Karoonda 92km, 244°; Waikerie 102km, 007
TASK STANDARD: 247km triangle - Alawoona 76km,
144"; Karoonda 69km, 235°; Waikerie l02km,
The tasks were kept down to a comparatively modest
size because of a strong 27-33kt easterly wind at flying height.
Cloud streets and 2/8 cumulus with base around 7000ft
should produce strong lift but strong downdraughts were
also indicated on the board. Conditions in general would
be very turbulent.
Unlike yesterday today's conditions were rather be·tter
and both tasks proved to be rather too short and the day
was full of surpr,ises!
The locals had tumed out in force to watch the ,takeoffs for the last time. There was a gasp from the crowd
as Ingo Renner, their favourite, landed back with airorake
trouble and was delayed while this was being sorted out.
It was of course a dreadful thing to happen to a,nyone, but
they felt it was a bit much it should happen to him.
The startline was exceedingly busy, partly because pilo~s
not finding good lift after crossing came back to try again.
At least 80 or so crossings must have been made between
0

•

oor

Ben Green6, USA, in, we hope, a comforrable position.
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13.20 and 13.47 - which is roughly 3 per minute for 27
minutes.
Confusion also arose between the start times of No 19
and No 9. No 9, Goran Ax, was given a "negative" after
he had left thinking be had been given a "good" start (but
the "good" was for No 19) and so he had to come back
about 5min after be had left and made another crossing
at 14.19.
Renner had also left in the meantime at 13.54 about
6-8min after Kepka and Fitchett. From various radio
reports we gathered that despite some difficulties progress
was being made and Reichmann, 13.38, was well on his
way.
The first shock came when we heard that Ax bad landed
at the ITP - eitber his "negative start" had upset him
considerably, or he had flown all out to try and catch the
others - but whatever it was he was on the ground and
out of the top positions! Later that evening the Swedes
put in a protest about this confusion but of COUFse nothing
could be' done about it and only delayed the resul.ts.
Also Pozniak, Poland, had landed back on si,te just ,before
the first Standard Class. gliders finished - but he was Open
Class and as he bad not crossed the finish line we wondered
what had happened to him? Anyway he was launohed
again quick~y and he crossed tine startline at 16.15. It was
Ake Pettersson, Sweden, whQ was the first home at 15.15.7
soon followed by Reichmann, Kepka and Wujczak, Poland,
- all fast times. Reichmann took off again at once to have
another go, and several others followed him later including
Bernard Fitchett.
It soon besame clear what had happened to Pozniak.
He had flown the Standard Class task as a snifter for Kepka
and Wujczak - flying ahead of them and keeping in touch
on the radio - thus nelpingto ensure the best possible
speeds for his team mates, but especially for Kepl<a only
19pts behind 3rd place when he took off!
it paid off handsomely because Kepka won the day with
llOkmlh and overtook Fitchett easily to secure the 3rd
place for the fourth time in succession. Also Reichmann
profited by this. When Klaus Ahrens, his team mate,
obviously surprised by what he saw announced over the
radio "there is an Open Pole on our task", Helmut was
quick to realise what was happening, and when the Poles
overtook him on the second leg he was ready to tag onto
the "express train" and use the tactics of the Poles to his
own advantage.
In the meantime excitement and despondency was growing rapidly (depending on which pilot you were backing).

SHEPLEY LANE,
HAWK GREEN,
MARPLE t
CHESHIRE.
,
Postcode: SK6 7JW
Telephone: 061·427 2488
A.R.B .• B.G.A., P.F.A. Approved
Renner's time in hand was running out fast a-od unless. he
came in very soon c0uld lose to Reichmann. By now
people were doing calculations like mad to establish on how
many points per km/h it could possibly give, but by the
time Ingo came in most were pretty sure that the points
per km/h would be on the high side and Reichma,nn must
have beaten him - and so it proved - a bitter pm to
swallow for the Australian supporters. Mote ,than likely
this morning's trouble had upset him more than one
imagines possible, but it shows clearly the enormous stre.ss
pilots fly under!
Reichmann was totally unaware of his win until he had
landed after his second but slower time round. A·t first be
could not g,tasp the tact and looked utterly smprised. Of
course the German team went wild with joy wheh the
results did not leave any doubt. Also for .the bottom of tbe
list tber,e was great cause to celebrate - Michel Kun,
Mexico, had for the first time in the 11 days completed the
task and, good sport that he is, gave his crew plenty of
champagne to <celebrate!
Apar.t from the surprise landing by Ax only one other
Open Class pilot landed out. .Pozniak, bowever, with his
late start, finished with l03km/h for 16th place having
flown the two tasks a total of 541 km! Of course a
lot of talk resulted as to' the ethics of his first flight. It .is
well-known that the Poles always fly very much as a Team,
either by pair flying or tactics, and Kepka was quite .taken
aback when it was suggested that what had happened was
open to critisism. So far as he was concerned Pozniak's UIl·
se:Ifishness was the ultimate in spor.tmanship and in the
best Team spirit p0ssible. J.t waS also within the rules.
Bernard Fitchett came a very creditable 4th in this
closely fought, and exciting to the last minute, contest the highest place a British pilot has yet achieved in the
Standard Class.
Moffat's outstanding win came as no surprise and Bert
Zegels with his day win was securely in 2nd place followed
by Hans-Werner Grosse with a sixth for the' day in 3rd.
In 1970 at Marfa, Texas, George Moffat and Helmut
Reichmann became World Champions for the first time
flying the Nimbus 1 and LS-J. For b0lh of them to win
each Class again nearly four years later, in Nimbus 2 and
LS·2, is indeed a feat such as one would expect to find
in The Guinness Book of Records.
LEADING RESULTS OPEN

,
h
A dele Vrsi. Italy. the only. lady competitor. discussess the tut witl!
fellow country man 'F. Pitudv.
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STANDARD

km/h pts
I Zeg~ls
B
1[8.8 1000 1
2 Holighaus D
116.3 971
2
3 Motrat
USA [14.6 950
3
·7 K[uk
PL 112.8 929 4
8 Delafield GB 1[2.4 92S 11
10 Burton
GB 11 1.0 909 1'5
(For final results see p, ..)
19

Kepka

PL
Wujczak
PL
Reichmann D
Webb
CAN'
Filchett
GB
Renner
AUS
WiHiamson GB

km/h p'IS
110.0 WOO
107.4 966
106.2 951
103.1 -910
98.7 853
95.6 813
9.3.8 790

Closing day -

January 27

14ttlIM1RlOGUOlNG

Normally the last day is set aside for exchange flying
but the weather put an effectiv.e stop to this and the rain
came down in buckets.
At 18.00brs Sir Donald Anderson, Chairman of Qantas,
gave away the prizes. This simple ceremony had to be
carrried out in the hangar and was folIowed later that evening by a final banquet held in the largest packing station in
Waikerie. Here the first ten ;in each Class received .their
F AI Diplomas and for the last time the beer and wine
flowed freely.
The 14th World Gliding Championships were over and
as pirat Gehriger, President CIVV, said in his speech,
our Australian friends did not only try, they succeeded in organising one of the best, if not ,the greatest
World Gliding Show we ever had ..." a sentiment which
nO doubt is endorsed by all who were there!

CHAMPIONSHIPS
WArKERlE AUSTRALIA
12-27th.JANUARYA0974
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A tGtal of 239,460km in 3,691.4hrs had been flown in
competition by the 67 pi,lo:ts of 22 countries.
The weather,. although not appreciated at times, gave
the pilots a variety of conditions in which to test their skills
over the 11 contest days. The Met forecasts were hot
always accurate and ,therefore the pilots who wef,e better at
assessing conditions did best as ,time of departure was often
critical. In the past a pilot who scored on average between
850-900pts a day in the Open Olass had a good chance to
finish in the top three - here they had to score an average
of 900 plus and only the first four did so. (966, 929, 914
and 905).
In the Standard Class (taking the first devalued day into
account) the average for the first three was 847, 845 and
844 (Bernard Fitchett 830) - a pretty high standard all
round. As George Moffat said "You used to be able to
make a few mistakes and get away with it. But not any
longer".

COMMEMORATIVE COVERS
An opportunity for you to have your own memento
of the recent World Gliding Championships.
At Waikeria each specially designed envelope was
flown, and then individually signed, by olle of the
British team pilots. The Australian 8 cents stamp
illustrating Rymill's OH Fox Moth was cancelled with
the Championships postmark on the opening day.
These covers cost 35p plus 5p postage each.

A limited number (1250) of envelopes with 20 cents
stamps were flown in a two-seater gli.der at the end
of tlhe Championships by the winner of the World
19rn Cup, Andy Haemmerle from Austria, and Ann
Welch OBE, the only woman e.ver to fly for Br,itain
in a World Gliding Champlonslitips, who has signed
each of them. Haemmerle was flying a Kestrel 19 in
the competition, the same type of glider that is
shown 011 the covers. Tnis special I'imited edition
costs £1 plus 5p postage each.

The covers will be available mid-April and all
proceeds are shared by the BGA Boomerang fund
and tha Royal Air Force Museum. Order now by
sending your cheque/PO made payable to 'RAF
Museum" to Fit. Lt. J. Williamson, ARS-CSDE, RAr:
Farn'borough, Hants.

Geor.qe Moflat. USA.
walking towards success/
Photo:
Ann
Welch.

L1LIENTHAL MEDAL 'FOR 1973
is to receive the I...ilienthal Medal for 1973 for her
outstal1ding services to gliding, This FA) award is the highest
available to Gliding and is aWarded annually for a partiGu~arly
remarkable performance or eminent ·services to gliding over a
long period of time. Anlle Burns was the first British lady pilot
to receive this award in J966.

ANN WELCH

Nam,e

,

..

Address

1 enclose a cheque/PO for f
please send me:
............ (quantity}cover(s) at 40p each (including
postage)
...... _..... (quantity) of the special limited edition at
£1.05 each (including postage)
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all pilots can read - but the BEST PILOTS read

Sailplane & Gliding
The magazine can be obtained from most Gliding Clubs in Gt. Britain,
alternatively send £2.75 postage included for an annual subscription
to the British Gliding Association, Artillery Mansions, 75 Victoria Street,
London SW1 OJB. Single copi~s, including postage 47p.

OVERSEAS AGENTS
AUSTRALIA:

HOLLAND:
SOUTH AFRICA:
SWEDEN:

Peter Hanneman, Soaring Imports Pty Ltd, 11 Cranbrook
Place, IIlawong, NSW 2232.
T. R. Beasley, Soaring Supplies, PO Box 621.
St laurent. 379 (MTL) PO.
J. Th. van Eck, Noordvliet 6, Maassluis.
Peter Eich, PO Box Bertsham, Johannesburg, Transvaal.
Flyg-Biblioteket, Box 2, S-260 70 ljungbyhed.

USA and all
other
Countries

Please apply direct to the British Gliding Association.
Payable in either Sterling or US$ but International Money
Orders preferred.

CANADA:

Red leather-cloth binders to take the new format now available
Price £1.40. £1.65 including post or$4.25.

The cockpit camera
Gliding provides so many fine picture taking opportunities. But there's rarely time to
fiddle with camera settings and film loading. Even more so in competition gliding when
photographic evidence may be requiredThots when a Kodak'lnstamatic' camera
comes into its own. With drop-in film cartridge loading, minimal adjustment. big clear
viewfinder and compact shape its made for
shooting fast and sure.

That's why they're recommended by the B.G.A.
IYou'1I find them quite at home on ground
level tooll
Look one over soon at your Kodak Dealer.

Kodak and Instamatic are trade marks
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The winners IL to RI 5efL Zef,els, BelgIUm, 2nd Open: Hans-Werner Grosse, Germany, 3rd Open: Helmut Reichmann,
Germany, Standard Class Chamo;on; George Moffat, USA Open Class Champion; Andreas Hammerle, Austria, Winner
19m Cup; Ingo Renner, Australia, 2nd Standard and Francisze/( Kepka, Poland, 3rd Standard Class.
Photo: 'River News', Waikerie.

Rex Coates, the President of the Waikerie Club, who
amongst his many other jobs was in charge of the
irregation project.

Tommy Thompson, the Championships Registrar (left)
shares a Joke with Roger Barrett, the British team manager.
Photo: River News, Waikerie.

Max How/and (left) Chief tasksetter talking to Frank
/rving, GB.

Jan Coolhaas, Australian team manager, (in cockpit) surrounded by South Australian police. Harold Salisbury (4th
from left) The Commissioner. is an ex-member of the Yorkshire Gliding Club. Photo: South Australian Police.

British team members (L to R) Dee Reeves, Con Greaves, Paddy Clark-Irons, John Wi
Delafield, Bernard Fitchett, Frank Irving, Roger Barretf and George Burton.

A case of letting sleeping dogs liel

WAIKERIE-1974
Francois Ragot of France the 'lOT day.

the winner of

Saburo Fujikura, Japan, flying over the local orange
groves in his Kestrel 19.
Photo: Courtesy 'The Sun', Melbourne.
ALL PHOTOGRAPHS
NOT OrHERWISE
ACKNOWLEDGED BY
Ready to go home after a job well done Wally Wallington, the Championships Director, and his wife Joyce.

RIKA HARWtJOD

(L to R
Gross!,
mooner~

Watching the finishing line was a populo

illiamson, John

Moss Potter (left) head of the Operations department in discussion before briefing. Photo: Ann Welch

,If
Dee Reeves poses for a picture while (L to R)
Bernard Fitchett, Wally Wallington and Michel
Mercier, France, have a chat.
Photo: Australian Information Service.

R) Michel Kun, Mexico; Hans-Werner

, Germany, and the Mexican honey-

's Roberto Sada and his bride.
lar pass-time.

Seen at the Mad Hattor's party.
Numerous parties were given by Jack Nielsen and
his wife, the owners of Hardy's Wine Cellars.
(L to R) Goran Andersson, Sweden; Jan Coolhaas, Australian TM and two of his pilots Paul
Mander and Ingo Renner.
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Waikerie - Australia January 12-27
FINAL RESULTS

OPeN CLASS
No

Pilot

Comp
No

Country

Sailplane

Day 1
15.1.

Day 2
16.1.

Day 3
17.1.

Day 4
18.1.

Day 5
19.1.

Day 6
20.1.

Day 7
21.1.

984(3)
891 (7)
1000(1)
947(5)
924(6)

1000(1)
841 (16)
958(4)
987(2)
834(17)

994(2)
925(7)
958(3)
933(6)
951 (4)

1000(1)
942(5)
753(20)
881 (9)
943(4)

1000(1 )
950(5)
671 (18)
919(8)
91.2(9)

1
2
3
4
5

Moffat
Zegels
Grosse
Cartry
Holighaus

USA
Belgium
W. Germany
France
W. Germany

14
'il
41
4
17

Nimbus 2
Kestrel 604
ASW-17S
Nimbus 2
Nimbus 2i3

863(3=)
936(6)
863(3=) 1000(1)
863(3=)
951 (5)
925(1)
717(16)
807(11=) 605(20)

6
7
8
9
10

Rago!
Ax
Johnson
Hammerle
Delafield

France
$,weden
USA
Austria
Gt. Britain

1
9
30
19

ASW'-17
Nimbus 2
ASW-17
Kestrel 19*
Nimbus 2

920(2)
735(17=)
807(11=)
637(20)
863(6)

992(2)
958(4)
818(10)
930(8)
874(9)

920.(7= )
956(4)
9"82(2)
955(5)
533(15)

966(4)
842(11 )
996(2)
777(18)
835(1'2)

891(7)
984(3)
954(5)
880(8)
848(15)

11 Wiitanen
12 Burton
13 Tabart
14 Schubert
15 Pozniak

Finland
Gt. Britain
Australia
Austria
Poland

49
7
71
12
21

Kestrel 19*
Kestrel 19*
Nimbus 2
Nimb",s 2
Jantar*

786(15)
735(17= )
699(19)
766(16)
827(8)

970(3)
809(11)
934(7)
792(13)
635(18)

892(9)
877(10)
442(17)
665(13)
577.(14)

803(17)
863(9)
879(8)
858(10)
807(16)

896(6)
830 (18)
812(19)
850(14)
879(9=)

698(14)
673(17)
909(10)
717(11)
681(15=)

16
17
18
18
20

Australia
Holland
Poland
Switzerland
N. Zealand

70
37
20
45
44

Kestrel 19*
Kestrel 17*
Jantar*
Nimbus 2
Kestrel 19*

812(9=)
791 (14)
807(11=)
812(9=)
15([4)

771 (14)
801 (12)
745(15)
574(22)
607(19)

197(27)
278(26)
447(16)
422(18)
296(24)

833(13)
748(20)
310(27)
827(14)
810(15)

856(13)
867(12)
726(21)
29!l(27)
874(11)

21 Carpenter
22 Heglnbotham
21 Mamlne
14 Adele Orsi
III Smet

Canada
N. Zealand
Canada
Italy
Belgium

76
77
8
32
00

Cirrus
Nimbus 2
Kestrel 19*
Kestrel 604
Nimbus 2

853(7)
560(21)
0
0
5(25)

t 5114 (2 I )
t696(17)
'294(26)
280(27)
370(25)

310(22)
345(19)
317(21)
876(11)

614(25)

338(20)

379(24)
337(25)
719(21)
335(26)
381(23)

R W ....k:s
27 FuJ!IIura
28 Serra and

Sweden
Japan

3
18

Kestrel 17*
Kestrel 19*
Calif A-21

26(23)
164(22)

559(23)
433(24)
238(28)

306(23)
287(25)
69(28)

758(19)
283(28)
712(22)

•

Mander
Teuling
Kluk
Wetli
Tlmmermans

63

Italy

Cettaneo
denot.~ 1'm Cup Clas,.

40

f

denQtes penalty.

0

.

1000(1)
920(7=)
941 (6)
958(3)
860(12)

Day 8
23.1.

Day 9
24.1.

Day 10
25.1.

988(4)
993(2=)
971 (5)
776(10)
993(2=)

964(3)
907(6)
895(8)
973(2)
914(5)

951 (2)
940(5)
834(15)
921(6=)
942(3)

Day 11 Total
Pts
26.1.
950(3)
1000(1 )
930(6)
'937(4)
971 (2)

10635
10227
10059
9955
9744

852(13)
289(25=) 746(12)
860(13)
1000(1)
1000(1)
289(25=) 952(6)
928(4)
869(11 )
789(8=)
779(20) .
837(15=) 725(16= ) 866(10=),

1000(1)
905(9)
883(12)
907(8)
903(10)

813(17)
. 55(28)
932(5)
737(23)
925(8)

9389
9245
9212
9179
9121

863(12)
914(8)
923(7)
954(3)
955(2)

745(15)
725(16=)
697(22)
789(8=)
746(13= )

776(21)
848(15)
866(10=)
763(23)
841 (16)

804(18)
880(13)
941 (4)
862(14)
764(21)

e47(15)
909(10)
921(9)
809(18)
825(16)

9080
9063
9023
8825
8537

703(12)
701 (f3)
681(15=)
625(21)
602(24)

926(6)
880(10)
844(14)
837(15= )
394(23)

715(19)
751(11)
949(7)
725(16=)
746(13=)

813(17)
857(12)
879(9)
906(7)
851(14)

826(16)
889(12)
782(19= ) 799(19)
929(1)
763(22)
907(11)
900(11)
852(14)
921 (6=)

8341
8255
8030

879(9=)
671(24)
683(23)

611 (23)
668(19)
614(22)
540(21)
577(26)

708(21)
810(17)
801 (19)
289(25=)
804(18)

639(24=)
705(21)
617•.27)
690(23)
639(24=)

773(22)
781 (19)
702(27)
787(18)
742(24)

620(28)
807(17)
690(26)
709(25)
654(27)

635(26)
72(27)
860(13)
781 (20)
742(22)

6726
6550
6493
5958
5935

707(22)
290(28)
591 (26)

640(20)
598(25)
494(28)

364(24)
662(22)
203(28)

281(28)
624(26)
708(20)

584(28)
705(26)
724(25)

782(19=)
736(23)
710(24)

764(21)
680(24)
662(25)

5771
5463

76~(2O)

,

~

~

78Z4
6968

~111

FINAL RESULTS
STANDARD CLASS
No
1
2
3
·4
5

Pilot
Reichmann
Renner
Kepka
fitchett
Gordon

6 Mercier
7 Cameron
8 Wujczak
9 Greene
10 Ahrens
11
12
1'3
14
15

Andersson
Petters son
Nurminen
Pare
Penaud

16 d'Orleans
17 Beltz
18 Webb
19 Bradney
20 Teunisse

923(9)
999(2)
922(10)
962(6)
t795(22)

6~(21=)

854(1.4)
918(4)
912(7)
841(180=)
856(12=)

922(9)
848(18)
919(10)
895(12)
936(6)

968(5)
874,(15)
893(12)
959(7)
834(18)

820(19)
783(28=)
803(2'6)
869(15)
829(1;8)

933(17=)
9a8(7=)
938(7=)
938(7=)
859(32)

891(12)
878(1:8)
920(5=)
886(14)
9,12(7= )

892(11)
979(2)
213(35)
947(6)
5)3(24)

91.7(5)
569(35)
856(12=) 1000(1)
881 (14)
842(17)
861 (17)
872(9)
841(1'9)
859(11)

,6,31(32)
94(37)
885(13)
863(1£)
800(21 )

888(11)
836(17)
899(9)
806(24)

938(7=)
938(7=)
861(30=)
852(33)
'933(17=)

993(3)
0
34(9)
910(10)
14(15=) t711(26)
84(4)
783(18)
14(15=) t81" (16)

852(14)
526(27=)
224(34)
934(8)
204(36)

865(10)
707(30)
920(3)
767(24)
841(18=)

230(39)
967(4)
862(16)
889(13)
814(23)

782(24)
931(3)
833(19)
839(17)
1000(1 )

959(2)
256(36)
873(12)
329(35)
1000(1)

LF
GB

lS-2
Std Cirrus
Std Jantar
Std Cirrus
Liballe 301

France
N. Zealand
Poland
USA
W. Germany

FM
RB
SW
TI
GA

L$-1D
Libelle 301
Std Jantar
Std Cirrus
Std Cirrus

102(2)
70(6)
0
14(15=)
0

Sweden
Sweden
Finland
Holland
France

SL

Std Cirrus
Std Cirrus
PIK 20
Std libelle

14(15=) 736(21)=)
78(5)
694(27)
0
994(~)
21 (11)
715(25)
108(1)
t736(20=)

Spain
USA
Canada
Austtatia
Holland

CT
TB
SW
GC
TT

Std
Std
Std
Std
Std

6(26)
903(11)
14(15=) 983(4)
65(7)
917(7)
19(12)
957(5)
11(24)
t998(1)

940(6)
914(9)
898(12)
841(14)
814(15)

944(7)
718(15)
627(20)
976(3)
951 (4=)
1000(1)
910(10)
604(21::0 )
702(16)

1000(1)
993(2)
957(3=)
913(5)
957(3=)
906(7)
955{5)
783(~=)

9325
9296
'9266
9138
9056

800(20)
934(9)
961 (4)
798(21=)
951 (5)

TIO(22)
820(13)
966(2)
675(29)
795(17)

9000
8887
8820
8418

838(26=)
899(11 )
862(20)
749(32)
887(13)

935(8)
948(6)
869(15)
784(23=)
784(23=)

859(10)
888(6)
881 (7)
763(24)
769.(23)

8367
821,0
8187
8153
81c21

797(37)
938(7=)
938(7= )
868(27=)
938(7=)

803(29)
959(3),
850(22)
838(26=)
920(5=)

913(11)
867(16)
825(18)
798(21=)
404(31)

879(8)
86'1(9)
9,10.(4)
810(16)
817(14)

8074
8012
7960
7939
7760

963(3)
919(10)
233(37)
801 (19)
t890(14)

246(38)
829(12)
777(21 )
688(27)
790(19)

7550
7544

793(18)
755(25)
718(26)
622(33)
541(35)

7288

9S3(~)

985(2)
1000(1)
958(4)
945(7)
963(2)
1000(1)
880(15=) 894(13)
912(7=)
911 (12)

Day 11 Total
Pts
26.1.
951 (3)
813(15)
1QOO(1 )
853(11)
891(5)

781(31)

726~33)

Day 10
25.1.

Slrukelj
Frehner
0ye
Nietlispach
Williamson

Yugoslavia
SWitzerland
Denmark
SWitzerl·and
Gt.. B.ritain

SF
ZO
XZ
CV
JW

Std Cirrus
Std Cirrus
ASW-t5
Std Libelle
Std Libelle

3(28=)
22(10)
5(27)
41(8)
3(23=)

916(8)
722(24)
6JO(29)
761 (19)
224(34)

552(25=)
263(32)
633(17=)
187(37)
348(30=)

,318(35=)
739(28)
847(15=)
697(31)
737(29)

917(11)
826(22)
650(36=)
798(25)
774(28)

979(4)
!;i77(33)
945(8)
76,7(26)
88H14)

811(23)
912(6)
872(13)
819(20)
942(4)

938(7=)
868(27=)
933(17=)
938(7=)
883(24=.)

907(9)
865(19)

26
27
28
29
30

S0rensen
Bluekens
Puch
Urbancic

ZE

Std Libelle
Std Libelle
ASW-15B
Std Libelle
ASW-15B

14(15=)
99(3)
3(23=)
15(14)
18(13)

187(36)
6'J1(33)
692(28)
637(31)
725(22)

552(25=)
6J4(21=)
343(30=)
891(2)
633(17=)

804(22)
TI6(23)
591(33)
~7(37)_
766(25)

684(32)
877(15)
833.(20)
751 (29)
735(30)

910(11)
783(23)
749(27)
738(29)
83(39)

893(10)
814(21)
790(27)
752(32)
812(22)

811£'35=)
811(35=)
950(6)
883(24=)
933(17=)

857(21)
800(30)
681 (34)
703(33)
809(28)

783(25)
:;23(32)
778(26)
743(28)

Wedl

Denm3.rk
Belgiu:n
Austria
Argentina
Austria

Pissoort
Piludu
Pintar
Rizzi
Bulukin

Belgiu:n
Italy
Yugoslavia
Ar'g-entina
Norway

Libelle
Libelle
Cirrus
libelle
Cirrus

14(15=) 803(17)
14(15=) t870(13)
670(30)
0
14(15=) 723(23)
3(23=) 614(32)

23(39)
864(13)
233(33)
918(9)
417(29)

743(27)
847(15=)
598(32)
316(35=)
350(34)

809(24)
650(36=)
675(33)
176(27)
785(26)

780(25)
699(30)
813(20)
1.24(35)
697(31)

871(14)
361(34)
845(16)
783(28=)

863(27=)
861(30=)
837(34)
883(24=)
725(39)

879(17)
880(15=)
841(25)
556(35)
753(31)

422(30)
315(33)

ET

Std
Std
Std
Std
Std

YR
BK
CZ
ZS

Std
Std
Std
Std

Libelle
Libelle
Libelle
Libelle

10(25)
3(28=)
0
0

633(17=) 833(20)
526(27=) 243(39)
931 (4=) t323(21)
46(38)
245(33)

671(34)
699(31)
828(24)
256(38)

108(36)
739(28)
337(34)
91 (39)

9:J0(8)
0
114(38)
£49(37)

907(23)
931 (21)
911(22)
727(38)

155(38)
556(36)

3~(35)

691 (29)

636(32)
665(30)

266(37)

163(38)

483(36)

33
34
35

Italy
Mexico
Canada
38 F'irttJ
Mexico
39 Kun
t deno,tes penalty.

36
37

...,

959(5)
930(8)
969(3)
972{2)
933(7)

LS
ZR
FK.

Day 3
17.1.

21
22
23
24
25

31
32

<P

873(8)
1000(1)
932(2)
762(26)
91'6(1;i=)

W. Germany
Australia
Poland
Gt. Britain
N. Zealand

libelle
Cirrus
LibeJle
Cirrus
Cirrus

Day 9
24.1.

Day 6
20.1.

Sailplane

LS-tD

Day S
23.1.

Day 5
19.1.

Day 2
16.1.

NQ

YZ
FN
SQ
FP

Day 7
21.1.

Day 4
18.1.

Day 1
15.1.

Country

Perotti
Sad a

BA
ER
BD
ES

BV
YQ
PJ

XG

0
0
212(35)
0

804(25)

903(HI)
846(23)
844(24)

-

85)(11)

309(34)
763(27)
284(36)

-

685(28)
782(20)
649(31 )
275(37)
604(34)

-

8390

7478
7343
7316

7243
71'33
7032
6914
6897

6B09
6429
6205
6015
5169
5053
4176
2526

A POM IN OZ
ROGER BARRETT

COMING back to gloomy Britain after 'being able to drive
S-litre cars in lovely Oz sunshine without thinking about
petrol consumption gives you a ra,ther guilty feeling. So let's
get it over with straightaway - we really are sorry but we
couldn't help hav,ing a falbulous time I In fact at one stage
I had my work cut out to persuade quite a few of our party
that ,it might not be such a good idea to become an immigrant there and then.
Prior to our advance party (1ock Wishart and Al Farmer)
arriving in Adelaide in the middle of December, "Our-M anIn-Oz" Hugh Campbell had lined up our accommoda,tion
and done 101 other admin jobs for us so there was relatively
little for the pilots and their skeleton crews to sort out when
they touched down at Adelaide airport just after Christmas.
The week of practice flying at Gawler, just north of
Adelaide, was mostly taken up with pilot familiarisation of
the TPs being used in the comps. One day was spent painting the fuselages with our sponsor's name and being suitably
photographed so that Reed International could get some
publicity in return for their help. 'fhat was one of the
warmer days and after standing around in the sun for so
long with the heat being reflected olf whi'te wings, George
Burton's face, amongst others, was never quite the same
again.
The weather during the practice period at Waikerie j,tself
was not exceptional but the temperature got up into the 80s
and occasionally the Iow 90s so by the time the Champs
flroper started we had got used to the heat, ,the flies and
drinking around a gallon of liquid a day, On the best day
for soaring we found ourselves driving in a 'motor cavalcade
to the Lord Mayor's reception a.t Adelaide City Hall to give
some publicity to General Motors - Holden who had kindly
provided creW cars for most teams including us. The British
dress, courtesy Marks and Spencer, was informal and just
right for a really hot day in Adelaide. The outfit for our
girls, chosen by two mere males, was s-triking and only a
colour photograph could do proper justice to the vi,vid red
and white striped blouses.
By the day before the first contest it was obvious that the
standard of the pilots from countries which might be expected to produce a champion was very high indeed, We
retired early that night knowing that our equipment was
100% OK, 0ur pilots were ,fit and very soon we would discover just what our chances were of bringing back a world
champion to Britain. Then came two days of wind and rain
and the mood changed: everyone went around making
slightly strained jokes about SpLasham; Damphill and Vrsac.
The Met men tord John Delafield as they had no previous
records of this type of situation it could go on raining for
the next 14 days! Team managers had. a real problem because, despite the all-pervading gloom, it was cri.tical that
when the first task did come - and it might creep up on us
unexpectedly after a second briefing - every()ne was in top
gear, mentally and physically. With the kind of competition
at Waikerie a bad mistake on any day could mean a pilot
was out of the, running for a top place. In the end the first

contest day turned out to be a too,big triangle that became
a devalued distance task f(Or both Classes.
As the weather improved the contest got into top gear and
in its s~cond week the distinctive style of the 14th World
Championships became clear. A Championships Director,
like it or not, largely determines the character of a contest
by the decisions he takes, or fails to take, and by the way
in which he communicates these. The single most impressive
thing about the Waikerie organisation was the care t!hat had
been taken to select the heads of all the different sections.
Not only had ,they been chosen with an eye to their job
efficiency, which was very good, but they were also, almost
without exception, helpful and courteous even when under
pressure. The Australians were obviously intent on putting
On the best organised World ChampionShips ever and for the
first few days they were somewhat over-anxious about how
well they were doing. They need not have worried, it turned
out a real beaut. The disaster they always feared might
turn up the next day never did and the cool, relaxed way
Wally WaIlington, the Director, dealt with the problems
that could have spoilt the excellent atmosphere was very
tmpressive.

Routine Established
As the organisat>ion and the weather both settled into their
routiNes, so did the Britisn team. We were aB staying at
Barmera, a township created in the 19208 by a South Australian Government ex-serviceman settlement scheme. Barmera's
main attraction is that it overlooks Lake Bonney where you
can swim, fish, water-ski or just mess about in a small boat.
Each day we had a thirty mile drive to Waikerie alongside
the flooded Murray River, timed so that everyone arrived
tor the 9.30 briefing. While the pilots plotted their tracks and
crews worried about water ballast, wing polishing and all
the other things a pilot should not have to concern himself
with in a World Champs, the base team erected the British
Awning. Remembering the advice from medico Pete Saundby
- and Noel Coward too - I was determined that no Bries
shOUld be out in the mid-day sun, so our HQ caravan was the
first to sport a do-it-yourself annex.
Then came the pull-out to the grid from the glider park
(not a rigging area this time as the machines were parked out
at night under floodlights and the watchful eye of a security
patrol). We had to get used to the day peaking as late 3S
16.00 which meant starts were usually between 13.00 and
14.00 and finishes around 17.30 - 18.30. While the pilots
and crews fitted themselves into .the narrow strips of shade
provided by our wings, the base team got the radios in our
caravan set up ready for the start.
The starting system used by the organisers generally
worked well: all pilots called up on the Start and Finish
frequency to request permission to approaoh the start line.
If the traffic was heavy they might be told to "Orbit" but
usually the reply was "Proceed". When the Start 0bservers
identified a glider in their mirror-sighting device (very neat
indeed) Ihey were able to give instant confirmation ("Good
Start") or otherwise. They had radar as a back-up too, so
complaining pilOls were usually in the end convinced they
had misjudged the timing of their pull-up and this waS the
reason they got "Negative High'; response. To make the
system work it was essential that ,this frequency was limited
to the operational calls concerned with star,ling. If you
wanted to complain or query the start time that showed up
wiithin a few minutes on the score-board you had ,to Use
another frequency ("Waikerie Base") that also broadcast
the numbers of ,those ,gliders that bad got confirmed starts.
The British team, like all the others, als'o had its own discrete
frequency for messages between gliders and to crews. Back

at base, therefore, we had to monitor three frequencies at
.once as well as record the start Itimes of our pilots and the
opposition ones they were most interested in. We taped the
start frequency too and this enabled us to be positive that
,critical "Good Starts" had indeed been given to all our team
whenever there was an occasional fumble and the organIsation contradicated themselves.
With all the start excitement over and the crews on the
road, the base team was left to listen to ever-quieter
radio messages as our gliders reported their progress over
strange-sounding TPs.: just try your tongue round Lake
Cullulleraine, Nangiloc, Maggea and Orroroo. Thanks to
Telecommunications Dublin (Pye In Ireland) we sported an
jmpressive aerial on a 30ft pole and <this enabled us to keep
an ear on our pilots even when their crews wer,e out of range
- added peace of mind when an outlanding in trackless
desert scrub was always a possibifity.
In the middle of the afternoon, if they were not attending
a Jury meeting, you would nnd team managers Wandering
round looking for tha,t elusive bit of shade with their portable radios tuned to their own frequ~ncies. Word soon got
around about where the leaders of the pack had reached and
a certain amount of amusing one-upmanship was indulged
in to extract information about how well other teams were
doing without divulging anything about your own team that
might conceivably help the opposition. As the afternoon
wore on the pool proved irresistible. Some of us dozed in the
sun and tried not to think about the Bri,tish winter. Australia
does not have everything, but natural resources and most of
the material advantages of life are therein abundance: the
standard of living is undoubtedly a lot. higher than in the
UK. And if they are lacking something when it comes to
the arts, at what other world comps have they played Handel,
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GOOD PARK,ING

Run by a "Gliding Type" at Lasham

Mozart and Vivaldi over the PA? And they do have gliding
conditions the like of which we Shall never see in Europe.
If you want to know what frustration really is go all the
way out to Australia and be stuck on the ground at a gliding
site on a day when 18,kts lift is all over the sky 'up to 8000ft
and you hear that some pilots have just completed ,the second
leg of a 500km triangle without throwing a circle!
As the temperatur~ dropped to the lower 90s, there would
be a movement towards the best vantage point to watch the
finishers. A:s the British team crossed the line there wa!'W much
instant computing to compare the times with those of their
nearest rivals and then we went out to greet a suitably elated
or dejected pilot. Covers were put on the wings (Velero we
discovered was ideal for joining them up) and then everyone
would go back to the caravan for a natter and a cooling
drink of the local orange juice, vino Or a glass of beer.
Which reminds me that Australian wine in its home country
Is another of the attractions of the place - if you ever come
across a Hardy's St Thomas burgundy or their Old Castle
riesling remember it carries the British 'ream Seal of
Approval,
An evening meal at the local school proVided by Army
cooks was better than it might sound from the description.
Then back to the site for some evening entertainment
organised by Sall'y, the organisation's sel;ret weapon who
had the kind of personality that could have charmed and
cheered us if it had rained for all 14 days! Or We might be
off to someone's house for a par,ty if we were not hosting
one ourselves for other teams and organisers. They even,
tually gave up asking us in their many and varied accents
"Vot iss ,this Scotch Mist?" when we poured their measure
of Justerini and. Brooks J&8 whisky. And then a general
move off to Barmera to get the pilots, if not all the crews,
into bed for an early night.
So, for eleven contest days, the pilots flew as well as they
knew how, the crews supported them magnificently and the
base team tried to ensure that thin.gs were organised in such
a way ,that all the pilots had to do was worry about their
flying. At the end of it all we still seem to have some money
in our bank so - thanks to the Royal Air Force, Reed
International, Rolls Royce Ltd, Kodak Lld and a. host of
others in industry and in gliding clubs throughout the country who, contributed .goods, services or money to the Boomerang Fund - it looks as though the BGA will not start with
a completely empty exchequer for the next Championships
in Finland.
•
Sometime last year your Ed quoted me as saying we were,
going to Australia to win. Well, let's face it, we didn't do
that so by my reckoning we failed. Just now good ,or 'bad
a performance the British team put up we must leave others
to judge. The important thing noW is to start thinking about
1976 straightaway. To my mind the procedure we adopt to
select a team which usuaUy causes so much controversy is
of far less importance than doing all we can to ensure that
our best pilots have every incentive to fly competitively
against top class opposition for as long as possible prior to
world events. Only if we do this shall we be able to maintain, let alone improve, Our standing in World Champi\;lnships.
British Team at Waikerie
George Burton. Crew: Con. Greaves. Padody C1ark-lrons.
John Delafield. Crew: Dickie Feakes, lane Delafield.
BerDard Fitchett. Crew: Frank Irving, Deirdre Reeves.
John Williamson. Crew: Jock Wishart, Boel WilliamsoD.
Base team: Roger Barrett (Manager), AI Farmer (Deputy),
Hugh Camp,bell (Treasurer) - plus help from various ether
current or ex-Poms including Angela Campbell, Mike Cleav,er
and Rika Harwooo.
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The Spy at the Launch Pad
FRANK IRVING

"

IS-2

/)

~I

Photo: Ann Welch

THE display of glassware a.t Waikerie suggests that sailplane
design has achieved a plateau of excellence since, with very
few excepti'ons, ,the machines on display were tried ,md
trusted designs. The table displayed below shows the rlUmber
of entries of each type, but one must be a little wary of
regarding it as an indicat,ion of popularity rating: this may be
so in the Open Class, but the Standard Class was doubtless
biased in the direction of the Libelle by the number of
locally-:-'ired machines.
OPEN CLASS
No. of STANDARD CLASS No. of
TYPE
entries
TYPE
entries
Nimbus 2
10
Std Libelle
15
Kestrel 19
7
Std Cirrus
13
ASW-17
3
ASW-15B
3
JaAtar I
2
Std Jantar
.2
Kestrel 17
2
Libelle 30 I **
2
Kestrel 604
.2
LS-10
2
Cirrus
I
LS-2
1
1
Caproni A-21 *
PIK-.20
1
Total
28
Total
39
*Two-seater, metal structure
"'Flown with flaps locked and tail parachutes removed.
The only completely new aircraft entered was the prototype PIK-20, despa,tched from Finland to Australia immediately after flight testing with no previous championship
flying. With a bright yellow gel coat and red letters, it stood
out amongst the otherwise univ,ersal white like a good deed
in a naughty woFld due, We were told, to the use of a modern
epOJ!iy resin which was good for temperatures up to 70°C.
(The traditional brew is only good for 54°C).
At a distance, It looks like a slightly paunchy mini-Kestrel.
It was one of only ,two machines presenlt - the other being
the LS-2 - which used camber-cum-brake flaps, operated by
a great crank on the left side of the cockpit. We were told
that it was quite easy to achieve enough flap to meet the
German requirement (VNE in a 45° dive), but full flap required a bit more effort. I hope the designers have got the
system right, for some of uS have unhappy memories of
cranking down flaps on the earlier HpcI4's.
As protetypes go, this one was expectionally well-finished
and had a general air of neatness and competence. It is pretty
82

heavy (5181b empty) and can take rather more waterballast
than. most standard ships (I761b) so, at its maximum flying
weight (8801b) the wing loading is a formidable 8.21b/fl".
There is still a certain amount of tidying-up to 'be done before
production. The front fuselage could, with advantage, look
a little less pregnant and the present tailskld is both dragworthy and ugly. It also seems rather curious to see external
rUdder control horns, albeit nicely faired.
The main attmction of the PIK-20 at the launch pad was
the instrumentation. De.prived of gyro instruments, most
panels looked distinctly stark; Tango Bravo, Torn Beltz's
Std Cirrus, didn't even have a MacCready ring on its varic.
-;- "When yuh hit sink, yuh just fly faster . . . .". The PIK,
on the other hand, was a riot of electronJcs. Black box No I
was associated with an electric vario of fairly conventional
aspect and appeared to be a straightforward ADC. Box; No 2
occupied much of the panel and would have been more at
home in the starship "Enterprise". It ran to sundry buttons
for punching-in the weight, knobs for "polar Information",
more knobs for putting in wind speed and direction, and
digital read-out. Across the top was emblazoned F.A.C.T.S.,
perhaps an acronym to confuse the beholders: one felt
tempted to make-up a Dymo tape reading "RUMOURS"_
More seriously, ,this was also a prototype device and will be
greatly diminished in size and complex,ity for production. By
the next WGC, no doubt on-board computers will be quite
commonplace: a Swedish fil'lTl will be happy to sell you
an analog computer with the unfortunate name BULS,AC
for an undisclosed amount of gold, and also offer q digital
device with the less exuberant title DIGIGLIDE.
Notwithstanding all the electronics, Nurminen of Finland
flew the PIK-20 to 13th place ,in the Standard Class, a very
commendable placing for a previously-untried prototype.
Little jokes from the Championships Bulletin: (I) "If any·
one stole the PIK·20 they would be pik-nickers". (2) "No,
no, no! Pik-nickers are the covers that go on the rear end
of the PIK-20".

Feeble MI,erQns
Reichmann's LS-2, in which he won the Standard Class,
was also comparatively new. The fuselage is much the same
as the LS-[ but ,the wing has slight forward' sweep and very
long flaps. Indeed, one suspects that the Standard Class rule
which prohibits the interconnection of flaps and ailerons is
encourag,ing desi.gners to pr.ovide rather feeble aiferons in
their desire to put flaps over most of the span. These ailerons
were of wide chord and remarkably shont span, usually a
recipe for high stick forces and a poor roll rate. By way of
contrast, the elevator was of quite astonishingly small chord:
if you thought the Ubelle had a tiny elevator, you ought to
see the LS-2's. Presumably, it works on the theory that the
flaps are always in the right place. Despite his immense success, Helmut was not .entirely overjoyed with his ship mainly,
one suspects, due to a reluctance tQ climb on feeble days.
The Caproni Calif A-11 has been around for some time
(see previous S&O's) but was making its first appearance at
WGc. It waS mainly distinguished by being the only nOn·
glass sailplane present and by fetching-up in bottom place
in the Open Class. There is probably little connection be-

.ween these two facts, and its sponsors probably did the
design a disservice. Whatever its merits, and they are COFlsiderable, it could hardly hope to compete on eVen terms
with Nimbi and suchlike.
Other technicanHes were of a relatively minor nature: the
mass balance oh one of the Kestrel 604 rudders, an arc. of
solid lead running through the rear fuselage, gave one to
think. John Delafield was pretty happy with Anne Burns'
extended-span (and extended-aileron) Nimbus: roll wise, tine
ailerons won. Fences at ,the enos of Std Libelle ailerons,
evid~n!ly an Australian fetish, seemed to be of dubious
merit.
On the operational side, Hans Nietlispaeh's camera, which
also photographs a digi,tal timer, seems to have possibilities
for simplifying timing over start and finish lines. Again, it
requires more compact electronics, but it centainly seems to
work. No doubt ilt will be the subject of much discussion in
many eountrie's, mainly concerned with one obvious pro-

bIem: how do the scorers deal with a natural tendency of
pilots to take the start photograph as late as possible and the
finish photo as early as possible, consistent with showing
the start and finish lines in the pictures? Unless some means
of applying corrections is invented, a crafty chap might steal
a few seconds and this could make a difference. (see also
p. 84),
In ,the Open Class, the big ships were clearly at the top.
One has to go down to ninth place to find anything as small
as a Kestrel 19 (the carbonfibre Kestrel, flown by Hammerle
of Austr'ia). All the more reason for adding three metres to
the K~strel's span. The Standard Class seems to be in a state
of almost suspended animation, waiting for CIVV to carve
their next edict on tablelts of stone. There has been no great
rush to indulge in camber-change/airbra~e flaps, despite the
claims of their proponents and, no doubt, the expense of
new moulds has encouraged a wait-and-see attiude. It will
be very interes,ting to see.

BACK TO THE RULE BOO:K
ANN WELCH
COMPETITION gliding progresses in such kangaroo leaps
that the Rules have a hard time catching, up with new situations. This is probably 'better, however, than brewing up
a restrictive rule book that stifles enterprise and development.
At Waikerie the problems were interesting, the first one
involving the question of whether a competing glider should
be able to change its wingspan from day to day, by means
of different and separate tip components. The arguments
for doing ·so were that a) there were no special rules in the
Open Class, and 'b) tl1at it was safer to be able to fly w,itl1
less span in really rough conditions. The opposite view was
that a) a competing glider was a single finite ,item, all of
which shou!d fly on aH Rights - as in the case with normal
aircraft, and b) that If it became possible for competitors
to change component parts of their aircraft at will, this
would quick1ly lead to much more than the use of interchangeable wingt'ips - glider pilots being as ingenious as
they are. At the very least, Championships would become
mOre expensive.

Instruments Removed
Wileo cloud flying ,is prohibited in Championships,. all
instruments enabling the pilot to fly without visual rderence to the ground have to be removed!. But what about the
Bohli compass? This dever device gives information on the
attitude of the aircraft in pitch and roll, as well as its direction. Certainly, it would not be easy to use except in small
clOUds, but the capability is there. At Waikerie, it was ruled
,tha,t pilots with Bohli .compasses sh"mld carry sealed barographs as a check of possible cloud flying - not the final
answer, but all that could be done at the ,time, since pilots
had not come with other compasses. In any case cloud flying in f1ese Championships was not considered to be much
of a benefit.
External aid to competing pilots popped up. In its simplest
form, large aerials started once again to sprout from the
headquarters of teams. This was not the intentioR when
Managers were given the go-ahead to carry small transmitteFs to deal with local communicatIon, and at Waikerie

they were not aillowed to hitch their transmitters on to the
big aerials, although the rules did flotprevent a retrieve car
being so connected.
More serious was the USe ef a glider in the Open Class
to lead a competitor in the Standard Class around the course
to obtain a better time. When both classes have the same
task it is accepted tha't interaction must exist, but it is the
same for all. Further, no one objects to pair flying within
the class, er even cross transmissions on the radio from
anyone competitor to another. Wh3t was objectionable was
the deliberate use of a glider which itself was not going to
win, to fly the separate task of the other class in order to
aid a well p'laced team pilot. In both these areas the rules
will have lo be tightened up to prevent abuse.
In World Championships .the whole area of penalty and
disqualification has been left loose, because no two problems
(and there are not many of them anyway) seem to b~ the
same. However, it would appear that there is now a need
for some more formal thinking in the area of penalties. If
the Director gives too ligl1t a penalty, pilots who stick COrrectly to the rules feel aggrieved. On the other hand if the
Director keeps fully to the letter of the rules, the erring pilots
might get no points at all for the day. He would be effectively out of the Championships for a small failu~e, which
probably had not gained him 3lly,thing iA me first place.
One thought on this is that all technical types of failure
should carry a minimum points loss penalty - say 20-25pts.
For example, a pilot who crosses ,the Finish Line, but just
wide of the marker, or who takes a photograph of the tun:ing pOint but from a slightly incorrect position, or who
exceeds the recognition ,time interval by a couple of minutes
on a weak lift day, should be given the minimum penalty,
automatical'ly and without discretion. However, in cases of
a repeat performance or a more serious infringement, the
Director would be free to increase the penalty, as he can
now.
In World Championships, infringement of the rules
is generally not a problem. But Rules are necessary, and
after each Championships they need a li'ttle tidying up, so
that the flying itself can continue to be the primary object
of the exercise.
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A print of a demonstration sequence ()f negatives. Note frame number one is on ,the far right with number six on the leU. Frame 1
Task board with official clock; 2 Starting point, taken according to the same rules as 101' TPs (hangars at Waikerie); 3 Turning point
(silos at Waikerie); 4 Finish line (runway at Waikerie); S Glider ldentficaton marks; 6 Offical clock.

CHRONOMAT

(Patent Pending)

HANS NIETLlSPACH
Technical description.
A cartridge-type camera with automatic film transport is. equipped with an
electronically controlled timer which simultaneously exposes a five-digit
number onto the aegattve when taking each picture. The digital indicator
depicting continuously elapsed time in seconds is built-in inside che camera
between the lens and film. The separate electronic box contains an operating
test light, a device blocking the indicator during film exposure, a counter with
film transport control.

General.
The elapsed time needed by the ~ompetitor for tbe ,task is
the difference between the indicated time on the start point
photo and the nnish line photo; thus the time is documented
on tbe same film as the turning point evidence. The two
pictures, of tbe official clock permit checking, the accuracy
of the elapsed time indicated by the Chronomat. Any number
of pilots, can use the method without a traffic jam at tbe
departur,e point and each one call choose his own starting
time.
The altitude for taking the start point photograph may weil
be unrestricted since the meteorological conditions allow all
pilots to attaiQ :the same height before the starting point is
opened. The dangerous high speed dashes over a startline
are thus eliminated sincit the pil0ts will depart at their
selected cross~ountry speed. The starting point may be any

WINTER BAROGRAPHS
MAIN STOCKISTS:

THERMAL EQUIPMENT
LIMITED
Lasham Airfield, Alton. Hampshire
Te'lephone Hercriard 359 or 0256-83 359
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well defined object on or outside the airfield which permits
the avoiding of restricted airspace. The entire vocal radio
traffic as well as the numerous people now needed to operate
the start line are eliminated. There is no limitation to the
number of competitors using the new method simultanuously
which results in a great advantage when compared with tbe
existillcg method - particularly in weak weather conditions.
The responsibility for proper timing r,ests with pilots themselves and is no longer with the organisers. The existing
problems of close turning points and regular reporting over
the start gate become obsolete (Recognition time ifiterval
rule Ed]. The high financial and personnel Teq\.lirements of
the presen't method are eliminated. The ratio of cost versus
effectiveness of the proposed system is very favourable.
Reliability of the system.
The reliability is at least equal to that of the pure photographic part of the installation.
Development and Future plans
A prototype series will be used this year by the Swiss national team to ga,in practical experience. It wiU allsQ be used
in a Swiss National Championships. It is estimated tha't the
apparatus and the practical experience together with tbe proposed amendments to the Rules will be available and
submitted internationally by the end of 1975. The cost per
installation can only be given towards the end of the testing
period; it is 'expected, however, that it will remain on the
lower side of the price range of present gliding instruments,

*

*

*

Developed by Hans Nietlispach, Bern, Switzerland; in cooperation with Stefan Bilhler, Rudi Vogeli, Jilrg Rofmann,
Karl Weber and Fritz BadeI'.
Waikerie, January 12, 1974

Is Your Parachute
a Valid Insurance?

JAN WRIGHT
(Chi;! Inspector Irvin GB)

THIS ar,ticle is not written for you, the discerning and above
average glider pilot, but really for the other chaps-that
group at the other end of the bar, who never quite get the
height you do, or who get lost more often. You know the
·ones. However, you may just be interested enough to ea-vesdrop (>n what one may say to them.
Insurance comes in different packages, some not as easily
recognisable as others. All too familiar is the type one
grudgingly writes a cheque for then forgets, happy in the
thought that if one "writes your gear off" all will still be
well due to others having taken care of the details. Another
package is a 'trifle different. It does involve recourse to the
old cheque book on occasion, but that is not the end of it
as fcar as you are concerned. After payment, it is up to you
this time to keep the small print valid. We are, of course,
talking about your parachute.
Not all flying types think of their parachutes as insurance.
Often it is regarded as just additional weight which the book
decrees one must carry, and at best is often the most uncomfortable cushion one could pick. Now yOll may be right,
well most of the time that is, until a particularly dodgy situa'tion presents itself. It is then quite remarkable how quickly
views can change.
A1arming Condition
Some time ago a parachute assembly was sent to the
manufacturers for repair and following its examinat,ion some
interesting facts came to light. Not least of interest was that
in its condition when examined i,t had been used in flight,
not just once but, from the evidence available, often and in
a steadily deteriorating state. The photograph shows this
very state. Quite odd what ,the other chap will do, isn't it?
Tests on the hamess showed that the tensile strength of
the lif webs (the webbing straps to which the parachute
rigging lines are attached) had been reduced to about one
quarter of the specified amount. Although a very considerable safety factor is built into ·your parachute assembly design, as may be expected, reduction in strength of this order
do~s not enhance your life iJ/1surance cover.
Of course this is, happily, an extreme exampl'e, but it
serves to show how some types of insurance on a pilot's own
I:fc are regarded, perhaps for the sake of a couple of pounds,
or even in the view that "it can't happen to me".
However, a more subtle, but equally serious, erosion of
the validity of the cushion on your seat can ta'ke p'lace.
Increasingly these days, the gliding fraternity find themselves shar,ing fields and airspace with groups of the spor't
parachutin3 community. Now these parachute chaps, ,in the
main, are reasonable types and as they pack their own parachutes (and they must be good at it you may argue as you
see them work so often) one can be tempted to get them
to do a quick re-pack on yours for the price of a pint or so.

This is all very well and reasonable provided the packing
instructions of your particular parachute assembly are
adhered to and no physical changes are made to your equipment.
The disciplines and design function involved in sport
parachute equipment and those assemblies used as emergency packs, such as glider parachutes, can be, and often
are, quite different. If one reads across from one to the other
without due care, it can be courting trou.ble.
Citing another case recently, a hitherto standard (and
CAA approved) assembfy was submitted for a service and
repack. On delivery to the works the customer commented
that he had had it repacked once or twice before by a
"fun jumper". This parachutist had criticised the design of
the assembly and, in consequence, cbanged and "improved"
it.
In effect, what the albeit well meaning sport parachutist
had done was to put the glider pilot's life at considerable
hazard. The changes made to the parachute assembly could
have delayedl Hs openIng under certain circumstances (not a
feature to be recommended if yeu abandon your craft at
low altitude). Also, if the pilot had collided with tne glider's
tai'l structure or other debris in the air during escape, and
with his parachute already partly deployed, it could have
quite successfully tied the pilot to the wreckage instead of
allowing for a weak-link breakaway fea'ture, such as is incorporated in the correct design.
You may well ask. how are you to assure yourself that
the chap whom you approach, or who offers"to repack your
'chute, is properly qualified?
There is no straightforward answer these days as there
WaS some years ago. At one time the ARB used to issue
licences to qualified parachute packers, in simi'lar manner to
present day civil aircraft engineers' licences; but this was
discontinued. The best assurance is to have your parachute
checked and packed either by the manufacturer or by a
person who hords a manufacturer's pack,ing certificate.
Alternatively, a properly trained RAF parachute packer
would be quite competent.
None of these people will take offence if you ask to see
their credentials or object to you asking to see the packing
instructions hom which they intend to work.
In effect, you will have to use jlUSt plain common sense
when deciding who you will permit to service your parachute, fortified with the knowl.edge of whalt yO]J expect your
chosen individual to know.
As the opening remarks in:dicated, this is not aimed at
you; it was the other chap who needed to read this. You, of
,course, were regarded as always being aware of the servic,ing
needs of your parachute and just how valid an insurance
on your own life it was. Well, you were,-weren't you?
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STRUCTURE OF THE BGA

NATIONAL LADDER

THE membership structure of the BGA
is now made up of 74 full members
and .\43 associate members. The 74 full
members include Olree members which
have affiliated clubs as follows: Army
Gliding Association, .2 clubs, RAF Gliding and Soaring Association, 14, ,and
Royal Navy Gliding and Soaring AssoCiation, 4.

THE National Ladder 'is headed by two
members of Imperial College. D. West
is in the lead with 1. D. Parker second.
The next retUFnS for the Ladders should
reach the National Steward, Michael
Garrod, by Aprill 2.

Operations
DURING the year ending September
30, 1973· (l972 figures in brackets), civi·
lian clubs flew a total of 81629 (62868)
hours from club sites from 279835
(268170) hunches.
Club owned gtiders totalled 273 (261)
and privately owned gliders 535 (486).
The combined services flew ,23612
(17812 hours from 102863 (86181)
launches.
Certificates
CERTIFICATES
were
issued as
follows:
A&B endorsemen,ts 2320
t2041), C 205 (247), Bronze C 579 (473),
Silver C 254 (210), Gold C 47 (25).
Gold C distance 43 (l5), Gold C
height 123 (42), Diamond goal 43 (18),
Diamond height 26 (6), and Diamond
distance .\4 (3).
A&B certificates were applied for by
1371 (l H 5) holders of the ATC proficiency certificates.
Whitbread Bursaries
A REMINDER that Wbitbread Bursaries from tbe BOA of £10 ate available on application to pilots who complete their Bronze C before their 19th
birthday. Air Training Corps pilots are
not eligible.
Churchill Award
THE Churchill Award of £50 a year is
to assist a project organised and carried
out by an individual glider pilot. Eligible
projects must include flying and could,
for example, involve meteorological re·
search by glider, development and flight
testing of new instruments, or investigation into some quite new aspect associated with gliding.
Application forms are from the BGA
and the dosing date is March 31.
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Leading pilot
1 D. West
2 I. D. Parker
3 T; J. Bradbury
4 C. Nichotas

Club
Pts FIts
Imperial CoLlege 607 2
Imperial College 575 2
Bristol & Glos 565 1
Essex
500 1

ANNUAL AWARDS

11973·

THE BGA has announi;;et! the foHowing awards fOf 1973-:

DOUGLAS TROPHY (f'OF club with
three fligbts by three different club
members aggregating the greatest cross€ountry distance): Wycombe Gliding
School for flights by L. Beer, A. J. Stone
and J. Wills, totalling l566km.
CIlL/FORNIA . IN
ENGLAND
(longest flight by a woman): Anne
Burns, Surrey & Hants, 240km, 2,
August 24, NImbus 2.
DE HAVILLAND CUP (best gain of
height): George Lee, Four Counties,
23400ft, October 24, Kestrel 19.
FRANK FOSTER TROPHY (best
speed lOOkm triangle): JohFl Delafield,
Cranwell, I06.2km, August 10, Kestrel
19.
MANIO CUP (best speed 300km trio
angle): Ralph Jones, Inkpen, 90.l5km,
June 1, Nimbus 2.
ROBERT PERFECT TROPHY (to
the club with the most instructors per
member): Chilterns, seven to 65.
SEAGER CUP (best closed circuit in
two-seater): Ray Stafford Allen and
Miss J. Abrahams, London, 164km,
July 7, Capstan.
YOLK CUP (longest closed circuit
flight Barry Ootdsbrough, Yorkshire,
5l5km out-and-return, June 14, Kestrel
19.
W AKEFlELD CUP (longest flight):
Justin Wills, Thames Valley, '560km,
July 1, Std l.ibelle.
.

NATIONAL LADDER TROPHIES
ENIGMA trophy (winner in any aircraft): Alan Purnell, Surrey & Hants,
3922pts.
LE DU GARDE PEACH TROPHY
(winner in dub aircraft): Guy ButlerMadden, Surrey & Hants, 2143pts.
BGA Diplomas were awarded to Jack
Aked, Artimf Doughty and Dr. P. R.
BradweIl. Full details in the next issue ..
S&G LATE
Our apologies {or (he last issue o{ S&G being
fate but, like practically every other Magazine
in the country. we were hit by tha three-day
week. Then we had the set-back of some o{ the
parcels to clubs coming adrift in transit, which
Caused even longer delays.

GLIDING CERTIFICATES
ALL THREE DIAMONDS

No.
H

Name
G. Oarlick

DIAMOND HEIGHT
3/183 G. G.rlick
3/184 T. J. O'Donovan
3/185 P. J. Howgego
3/186 P. M. Kil1&will
3/187 K. A. W.tson
3/188 J. F. McAulay
GOLD C HEIGH1i
p. D. Brag&
W. C. Williams
P. D. Light
o. C. Grainser
J. Simkins
J. S. w. Tuck
G. GarJick
M. C. Mahon
C. Camp
T. J. O'Donovan
B. E. Evanl
P. M. Kingwill
R. H. T. Blackmore
W. A. L. MitchelI
K. A. Watson
J. F. McAulay
J. F. Crawford
A. R. 'aylor
D. Macphie
J. D. Price
J. C. 1'ait
G. W. Cline
T: A. S. Ros!e
R. BurllhalI
B. w. navies
M. O'Connell
J. M. W. Howlell
f. D. Burn

Club
Auslralia

1973'
18.10

Aus r.lia
'
Fenl.nd
An&lia
Fenl.nd
Cl'anwell
Cl'anwelI

18.10
29.12
27; I I
24.10
7.11
29.10

Fenland
Yorkshire
Aberdeen Univ
Cranwell
Cranwell
USA
Cranwell
E. Midlands
(mpedal College
Highland
1974
Ouse
Fulmar
Hamblelon.
Hambleions
Fulmar
Fulmal'
Fulmar

1973
8.16
8.16
6.11
6.11
18.11
8.10
IS.10
24.10
24.10
29.12
2.9
24.10
I. 9
24.10
7.1 I
29.10
4.9
2.9
7.11
30.9
2.1
19.1
19.1
19.1
18.1
2.1
4.1
26.1

Fenland
Fenland
Cranwell
Cranwel!

1973
24.10
24.10
31.10
3.11

S. W. District
~se~/Sulfolk

Worcester
Worcester
Clevelands
.
Imperial ColIege
Austra!!a
Fenland
Penland
Fulmar
Hambleto~

S(LVER C HEIGHT
35S7 M. C. Mahon
3558 C. Camp
3559 O. A. Hagger
·3560 J. F. McAulay

'THE AV,IATIO,N COUNCIL
PHILlP WILLS
IN THE issue of S&G June 1971 I outlined the general
shape of what has now become, to give it its full name,
the Aviation Counci'l of the United Service & Royal Aero
Club. In the December 1973 issue Ann Welch outlined the
functions and structure of the Federation Aeronautique
Internationale'. Gliding people should know how the two are
coupled together.
The Aviation Councitconsists in general of representatives
of the different bodies representing the interests of the various
sectors of sporting flying. Each individual member is repr,esented on its relative FAI Commission (or Committee);
the Gliding Committee is of course CIVV, and the BGA is
represented on it by Ann who is a Vice-President.
Bl1t the FAI membersh'ip is composed of the various
National Aero Clubs (in our case the USRAeC), and it is
they who pay the FAT membership fees, which are relatively
substantial and of course increasing with inflation. Unless
the USRAeCwas a member of FAJ, the BOA could not of
course have a me'mbe!' on CIVV, we could not hold or
participate in World Championships and British pilots could
not win International awards, or Silver; Gold and Diamond
badges, and so on.
The FAI General Conference (which annually awards
their various me9als ete), the FAI Council, Finance Committee and one or two others, carry out general functions
which obviously should not and cannot be paid for by any

national unit representing a limited field of sporting flying
(such as the BGA). Our representative on these bodies must

be acting for British spor6ng aviation as a Whole. Hence
one major need for the Aviation Council.
The second major function of this Council is to select
nominees for the various national medals and awards, to
arrange for award ceremonies, and to buy and keep a stock
of any medals which are regularly awarded.
The Royal Aero Club used to do both these jobs, and pay
for them. But there really seems liUle reason to expect tile
United Service & Royal Aero Club to continue to do so why should the many members of the old Un,ited Service
Club,contribute7 But, very generously, they do - the Aviation Council receives a grant of no less than £3.200pa from
the USRAeC from which the payment of the FAI membership due is first priority. Yet the Club js only one member
of the Council, and it is the other mem'bers who receive aU
the benefits!
These other members also make contributions, varying
with their size and the comparative affluence of their own
spor,ts - in 1973 the BOA contribution was £200.
We have very real reason ,to feel grateful to the USRAeC,
and if any gliding enthusiast wants to jo,in a traditional
London club, this is the best one for them.
The Chairman of the Aviation Council is also ex-officio
a Vice-Chairman of the Club, and the present Chairman of
the Club is Prince Philip, who of course is also BGA patron.
The first Chairman of the Aviation Council was -Prince
William of G1ouces,ter. After his tragic and disastrous death,
I was asked to succeed him.
This is the story up to date. The Council's part-time
Secretary is John Blake, its office is in the splendid club building in Pall Mall.

New foryou!
____---....~5p~os::it~ion::'flaps on a15 meter
.
sailplane
I:f you are looking for the obvious advantages of 5-positioll flaps without the disadvantages of
costly 19m sailp,lanes, be one of the first in the U.K. to buy and fly the new meta'l IS-29D, a
unique aire.raftin its class.
The metal constrUlction of tnelS-29D substantial'ly reduces tbe usually high repair and maintenance
costs of fibre glass gliders. Designed to OSTIV requirements, the IS-290 jls a 15m standard cl'ass air
cr81ft, superbly built and finished with first-class handling characteristics and low circling speed.
It feartures rea'lly effectlive top, and bottom air brakes and is deHvered complete with ASI, two PZL
variometers, altimeter, compass and miniature T&S to Dunstable or lLasham for only £4,300 + V.A.T.
A demonstrator w.ill be avairlable early in April.
FuU details from either:
SOLE IMPORTER
DISTRIBUTOR
.f'.. Sit)ger Products Inc.(U.K)Ltd .•The Parade Dani'Son Import Export ltd.,
49 Tamworth Road, Hertford. Te.lephone:
Frim:ley, Surrey. Telephone:
Hertford 2461/2/3
Camberly 20717 Telex 85147

f;J7
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Cambridge. CB4 2BQ. England.
A. E. Slater, 7 Highworth Avenue,
of jou rnals to the Overseas Editor:
P,]ease send news and exchange copies
\

RHONBABY FLIES AGAIN
YOUNGEST competitor at the first
gliding contest held on the Wasserkuppe
in 1920 was Peter Riedel, aged 14, who
turned up with a small biplane glider
of his own design and construction
ealled Rhonbaby with a wing span of
20ft, fuselage enclosed at the front end

the little biplane really handled well, an
"Of course," he added, "since the ·total
weight in flight was now 3251bs instead
of 2421bs in 1920, with the wing area
being equal, the min speed of the replica
was about 28km/h instead of 22km/h.
It would require a pretty strong wind (<tow the replica by hand, while in 1920
impression • had gained as a beginner

~

\

\

The Open Class Champion was Heini
Heiriss (SA) in an ASW-17.
The Championships, which attracted
12 competitors in the Open Class and 13
in the Standard, were split in two parts
with the handicapped Team Championships from Dec 18 - 24. The National!>
aren't handicapped althou~h the Open
and Standard Classes, which share the
same tasks, are scored separately to give
individual Champions.
Only two of the nine days were declared no-contest, although the weather
pattern was variable throughout the
Championships with thunderstorms,
high winds and rain intermin~led with
rromising days.
pis

Final Leading ReslJlls
I Heiress (SA)
Z Eckle (Gel')

3 Liegner (SA)

ASW- 17
Nimbus 2
Kestrel 19

6855
6665
6297

Std Cirrus
Std Cirrus
ASW-15

6519
6499
6051

piS

Standard cress

1 Falkenbridre (GB)
2 Gantenb-ink (Gel')
3 Clifford (SA)

only, resting on two skids launched by
two men holding up the lower wing and
running.
It was finished only a few days before
the competition and Peter recalls: ".
could only play the proud student in the
eockpit of my own design on two days.
Two men towed'-me'up like a kite, and
didn't release me until the flying instructor shouted 'let go'.
"Then a few seconds followed of free
f1i~ht, lead;ng to a landing at about
100ft ahead of my towing team. All
three were panting from the run of
about 200 to 300ft - three, because the
flying instructor was sprinting along
shouting instructions. Once he even
prevented a hard landing by grabbing
the landing gear, assisting the two tow
mates in speeding up the biplane after
I had stalled it."
Since then he has held the ambition
to build a replica but this wasn't possible until his recent retirement. The
new Rhonbaby was test flown in
December at the Schweinfurt Aero Club
and prompted Peter to comment: "It
gave me great satisfaction to find that
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53 years before.
only a breeze blew in my face before
take-off." A total of 21 tows were made
behind a Cilr but as the biplane isn't
licenced, the altitude was limited to [Oft.
"It remaim to be seen whether the
German aviation authorities will grant
permission to repeat the experiment of
1920, namely to train absolute beginnerl'
on my biplane, in tow by hand or b~
car at the limited altitude," Peter said.

BRITAIN WINS IN SOUTH AFRICA
CHRIS FALKENBRlDGE of Great
Britain and an ex-member of the Coventry Club, won the Standard Class in the
South
African
Championships
at
Oranjekraag, Dec 26 - Jan 3, having
spent one night sleeping in the cockpit
of his Std Cirrus.
He landed near a farmhouse on th~
last leg of a 5.25km trianr[e set on the
first day, only to find the farmer away.
His crew retrieved him in time for him
to fly the next day.

GERMAN STATISTICS
IN the West German decentralized
competition for 1973, 530 pilots from
seven provinces flew 6069.29km, according to calculations by KarJ·Heinz
Rempp, a German Aero Club offici'al,
calculating from points earned. He
estimates the total cross-countries for
the year for the whole country to have
exceeded two million kilometres; and in
its report of the Annual Gliding Conference held at Schwabisch Gmilnd
last November, this is stated by Aun·
kurier in a headline to be "Five Times
Round the Earth". But, by definition, a
kilometre is one part in 40000 of the
earth's circumference, so the figure
should be 50 times round the earth.
At the time of the Conference,
members of affiliated organisations
numbered 48369 plus those who did nol
send in returns. The number must
therefore be over 50000, but of these
only 3041 are women. There were 3215
gliders in the country. both club and
privately owned. (Aerokurier)

SOVIET CHAMPIONSHIPS
THE 35th Soviet Championships (1973)
coincided with the 50th anniversary of
the beginning of soaring in the Soviet
Union. All 39 entrants flew Blaniks and
15 tugs of Yak-12 types were available.
Nine tasks were flown.
Yuri Kusnetzov won with 2916pts; A.
Bolgun came second with 2709. Feminine winner was T. Sagainova with
1875pts, and' M. Afrikanova second
with 1686. Moscow Aerocluo won the
team prize with 7003pts.
Bronislaw Navaratilwon the 1973
Czechoslovak Championship. (Flieger
Revue).

ELECTRIC MOTOR GLIDER
BELIEVED to be tbe first 'of its kind
in ,the world, a motor glider propelled
by electricity has been produced iD
Austria by the firm
Brd'itschkd
Flugzeug;bau, according to Aviasport
It is developed from the HB-3 motur
glider, the two-cylinder mo,tor being re·
placed by a Bosch electric Inotor with
an ensemble of four batteries in series;
giving 24 volts, weighing 4kg and producing 13hp for -eight minutes.
Like ourselves, Aviasport has ceased
publishing in pocket size and its
February issue is enlarged to exactly
the same size as S&G.

You could be in his place by Spring 1974

JANTAR

BRIAN WEARE
Clapper Lane Honiton
Devon EX14 BOO
PHONE: HONITON 2940

Glider - Motor Glider - C's of A
and repairs
TRAILERS

Wycombe
Regionals

11th May -19th May
1974
Send for your entry forms to
the Gliding Secretary for our
early tune up Competition
organised by Bert Page and
Arthur Doughty. Come and
enjoy our facilites - (we have
a brand new Clubhouse) set
in pleasant countryside informal atmosphere - lots of
interesting people and gliders
(also aeroplanes !)
JANTAR

19m Sailplane Winner of 19m Cup at Vrsac 1972-48: 1
glide angle at 59 kts. All glass fibre - very easy to rig.
£6,600 Ex Works with instruments. Delivery 4 by end of
March 1974. Demonstrations now.
COBRA 15 15m sailplane 1:38 glide angle- Price with full set of instruments ex altimeter £3,500 Ex Works- Delivery 2-3
months.
PIRAT
16m 1:33 glide angle. Price £2,632 Ex Works- Delivery
2-3 months.
BOCIAN lE Two-seater £2,662 Ex Works.
All delivered to Booker AiJfield, Marlow, Bucks.

WYCOMBE GLIDING' SCHOOL
WYCOMBE AIR PARK,
BOQ'KER, Nr. MARLOW,
BUOKS. Tel: 29263

CONGRATULATIONS!

PZL instruments in stock

- to S & G on the new format
- to discerning pilots who use
J. S. W. GLIDE CALCULATORS.
Eighteen models in stock; to suit
Grunau to Kestrel. new improved
construction; knots, mph or metric.

For PZL Instrument repairs send direct to:
GLIDER INSTRUMENTS, 5 GLENIDEVON ROAD. WOOOLEY, READING, BERKS.
Tel. Reading 696491

£1.75 (UK); £2.00 (Euro,pe)
£2.20 elsewhere (ai,r post paid)

Polish Tug Aircraft WILGA 35,. Full 8'ritish C of A. Very cheap to
operate. Special .Ieasing arrangements. £9,000 Ex Works with spares.

For full details contact JOHN STRUGNELL at:
DALTRA'DE lTD'., 181·183, WARWICK ROAD', LONDON. W148PU
Telephone: 01-.3706181 or evenings BOllrne End 23458

Sole 'Exporter - Pezetel Ltd. 4a Czestochowska Stleet, Warsaw. Poland

J. S. W. Calcut'ators
11 Galaxie :Road
Cowplain, Portsmouth P08 94T
England.
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ENCOURAGEMENT ,FOR THE 19m
Dear Editor,
Reams have been written on "Class warfar,e" but in tbe
same way that J Srn has a fundamental property, ie Min
span for high performance, 19m is the largest practh:al span
{or a two-piece wing, quick rigging and routine club operation by average pilots.
Is there any sympathy ,in the Movement to give the "19m
Class." concept long term backing and tbus encourage permanent manufacture of this prac,tical size? (Now that tbe
Nimbus is sprouting longer tips and Slingsby's are bavmg
to counter with the new 22, one' can visualise 24 - 26m
being developed in the next few years).
There is now a solid core of Kestrel 19's etc, and the new
Jantar should soon sell well, so an engraved teaspoon or
something for the 19m placed I, 1 and 3 in the Nationals
might be very well worthwhile.
Ripon, Yorks.
BARRIE GOLDSBROUGH

BALLAST CONTROVERSY CONTINUED
Dear Editor,
I read with interest Brennig James' letter (S&G December,
p4S9') eoncerning ballast carried in competition gliders, and
felt it. shouldn't pass unanswered. He claims that since
"contest gliders are stressed to +6 and -3g;' and that competition pilots rarely exceed l.Sg loads during an average
contest flight, it would be feasible to increase the payload
by adding more water ballast.
Am I right in supposing that he is proposing to reduce
the glider's stress limitation capability during contests? It
certainly seems like it, and here is another pilot who reaches
for his local Rupert Bear Goes Gliding 5p handbook for
reference instead of the appropriate engineering literature
which would deal with this subject in the right depth.
Let us get things straight - the +6 -3 stress incorporated
in gliders is to conform to OSTIV manoeuvring envelope
requirements, and, to allow the machine to encounter gusts
of considerable strength at speeds up to the rough air limit
without sustaining structural damage or distortion ~ not to
account for ham-fisted contest pilots, as Brennig lames
suggests. Nor is the SO% safety margin added for luck, but
to take into account fatigue life of the structure.
If extra ballast is seriously considered, there is only one
area in which it could be carried, and that is inside the mainplanes, which are considered self supporting in flight where
stress values are concerned. But, nevertheless, there are only
the qualified who should permit variations in the use of a
glider - the manufacturer and his design team, The task
should certainly not be undertaken by the owner, because
what Brennig lames didn't mention includes the extra load on
the undercarriage, control surface load increase due to
momentum change, reduced rate of roll, spin charactertistics
. . . tbe problems are nearly endless.
I also hope that readers understand the legal situation
shouldtbey consider such modification to their aircraft.
Extra ballast means exceeding the all up weight as stated on
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the placatd. This in turn means that the C of A isn't in
order, which could also render the insurance invalid, An
ensuing accident wouldn't amuse the authorities, and would
mean serious trouble for the owner pilot.
Finally, contrary to belief, extra ballast results in only
one effect, and that is a speed increase overall. The best glide
ratio occurs at a higher speed, as does the min sink, stall
etc. It doesn't improve performance, as some think. Increasing the weight of the aircraft beyond a wing loading of
10-12 Ibsjsq f.t results in a noticeable performance reduction,
so is it really worth all that extra trouble?
RAF rize Nortoll, Oxon.
S. JENNINGS

WATER BALLAST AND AIRWORTHINESS
REQUIREMENTS
Dear Editor,
The papers of Irving and Eppler (S&G and MIT 1973)
have adequately demonstrated that a light glider with up to
balf its own weight in extra disposable ballast will have a
very high performance in a wide range of conditions. Person'ally I would go so far as to suggest that the CIVV restrict the
Std Class to water ballast only, and permit no flaps or retractable undercarriages. Manufacturers would then be free to
concentrate on the real problems of glider production in a
developed industrial society, which are of an economic
rather tban technical nature.
The increasing use of water ballast, however, throws up
an airworthiness problem, The current situation is well
summed up in two passages from Brennig James' letter in
,the Dec. issue; "if better performanc,e Is what you are after,
,fitting larger water ballast bags Is the cheapest way of getting
it" but "it ,is becoming increasingly' apparent that c{)mpetition gliders are carrying a great deal more ballast than is
permitted by airworthiness requirements". Unfortunately he
then goes on to suggest a wholesale reductidn in load factor
requirements to permit more ballast to be carried.
This last statement shows a lack of understanding of the
nature of airworthiness requirements. The whole technique
of glider design is inexact. All that can be said with any
certainty is that no glider honestly designed to British requirements has ever shown a lack of structural integrity.
This means either that the requirements themselves, the
methods of load estimation and structural analysis, and the
assumed material properties are all conservatiive, or that the
whole system cOlltains self-cancelling errors. If, as I suspect,
the lalter is true, tllen anyone suggesting a lower standard
in any of the above areas is taking a heavy responsibility
upon himself.
Weighing gliders on the start line is a necessary precaution
in the present circumstances, but the question we should
really be asking is this'. Why do pilots who should know
better (their necks!) feel obliged to flaunt the maximum
weight permitted by the manufactuter? The answer :lies in
the way existing designs have been retrospectively modified
to carry a limited amount of ballast, which is less than is
operationally desirable.

Ballast of the order suggested by Irving and Eppler must
certainly not be permitted, unless the manufacturer can show
that the glider has been designed with this in mind. The
attached table shows that all major design cases are critical
with maximum ballast, except gust loads which are alleviated
.by the increased wing loading. I wonder how many current
gliders could show full compliance with either British or
OSTIV requirements at their maximum ballasted weights?
I would emphasise that new airworthiness requirements
are not called for, but merely the honest application of the
existing ones. Only then will there be no temptation for the
pilot to fly above a weight which is aerodynamically and
structurally desirable.

Design Case
Wing bending
Manoeuvre loads
Gust loads
Landing loads
Airbrake size
Undercarriage
loads
Fuselage strength
. Vertical
bending
Lateral
bending

Critical With Wing BaUast
Ballast CG usually inboard of centre
of lift
'Gust alleviated by high wing loading
May become critical with high ballast
Must be speed limiting at max weight
To allow for aborted take-off
Tail loads greatest at Max weight
Wing inertia greatest at Max ballast,
hence greater prcportion of fin load
reacted across wing attachments

• Critical Without Wing Ballast
Scarborough, Yorks.

JOHN SELLARS

Frank Irving comments:
. The papers of Irving and Eppler advocate designing new
sailplanes which have a low empty weight but with the
ability to carry large amounts of ballast, as in the case of
the Schweizer 1-35: I would not advocate adding amounts of
ballast to existing machines in excess of that approved by
the appropriate airworthiness authorities.
In his third paragraph, John Sellars says: " . . . . .no
glider honestly designed to British requirements has ever
shown a lack of structural integrity". The truth of this
observation really hinges on the interpretation. of the word
"honestly". In the past certain gliders designed to BCAR
have shown a lack of structural integrity due to stress concentrations arising from poor detail design. I would certainly
agree that BCAR provide adequate integrity given reasonably good design practice.
Certain existing machines are equipped with ballast tanks
which are big enough to enable one to exceed the loading
limitations with a heavy pilot on board. For example, the
"LibeIJe" has a capacity of 1I0lbs water ballast but, in a
typical case, the ballast tanks can only be completey filled if
the cockpit load is 2001bs or less. With Max cockpit load
of 230lbs, the amount of ballast must be correspondingly
reduced to 801bs. In practice, all-up weight is not necessarily
of non-lifting parts may also be involved.
The advice to pilots-which is really what Iohn Sellars is
saying-is to obey the limitations of the flight manual and/
the only limitation: the forward CG limit or the Max weight

or cockpit placards. A particularly undesirable practice is
that of adding ballast weights in the cockpit: if the loading
limitations are exceeded, the effect on the strength is much
more serious than that produced by excessive water ballast
in the wings.
HANDICAP SYSTEM QUESTIONED
Dear Editor,
I am somewhat perturbed to find that the handicap system
proposed for 1974 has in no way been revised. Having shown
in m¥ article (June, 1973) that the existing system must be
unfair, I would have .thought that some revisions would have
had to have been made, or some explanation given in defence of the existing system. One can only assume there is
some reasoning behind .the Handic~pping Committee's reluctance to change this system.
It must be obvious that in order to enliven competitions
a fair chance should be given to all machines competing,
and the result should represent the pilot's skill In the air and
not the depth of his pocket on the ground..
The existing system can only work when most of the
competing gliders are of a similar handicap figure. In many
competitions, particularly those held within clubs etc. Kestrel
19s can be competing with such machines as Skylark 4s,
and it is under such circumstances that the new handicap
system should be used in order to give a mOTe representative
assessment of pilot skill. To take these machines as examples
under the existing handicap system (Skylark. 4 -98%,
Kestrel 19 -74%), if they both received l000pts for a joint
win on a day with t speed points, then if the new system
were applied (Skylark 4 -98%, Kestl'el 19 -68%), the Skylark 4 would be given 1000pts, whereas tbe Kestrel 19 would
be given 888pts. If this difference had been applied in some
of the recent competitions, a number of placings would be
very different.
Here then is a system Which might help the BGA to limit
the escalating costs of competing on equal terms. Surely for
a great number of pilots this would be a welcome change
and perhaps go some way to helping new blood enter our
sport?
Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire.
M. WELLS

BGA HANDICAP RATING
Dear Editor,
It is important that the official handicap rating figures pub·
lished by the BGA be as accuratl? as possIble, not only in
fairness to competitors in contests, of course, but also to
designers and manufacturers because of the impact the list
is bound to make upon sales, by virtue of the worldwide
readership of S&O. We would be gl'ateful therefore to be
permitted to comment upon the BGA handicap list in your
December issue, in the light of the recent performance
measurements reported by Laursen and Zacher of the
DFVLR Munich, in Swiss Aero Review, No. 10/1973. Some
of these polars have been used to check the ratings in the
BGA list, with the following results:Type
Min Sink @ Max L/D @ Handicap
Calc.
BGA
K-6CR
1.32/36.5(kts) 29/ 42.5(kts) 100
100
Cirrus
1.16/43.5
39/48.5
86
84
Std Cirrus
1.26/41
36/52
86
88
*Std Libelle
1.3.2/44
34.5/50
96
88
v40.5/51
Libelle H·301 1.1 2/45
84 (not inc)
Pirat
1.42/39
29.5/46
104
98
*Figures coincide with those by Paul Bikle's USA Evalua·
tion, Group except for min sink @ 43kts.
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- Aldott -- Moore The great shots, the 'Popul-ar ships, superbly
lithographed for framing in l10me or ,affic-e,
Big, '1" X 15" format, finest quality papers.
£ 1 each, post and VAT paid. Order by Code#.
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LS·l

Three views available:
Blanik, Phoebus A,B,C,
Libelle Std/301, Kestrel
17/19,604, LS1,Std/
Open Cirrus; Ka-6, Ka-8,
AS-W 12/15/17, Diamant,
Salto, Nimbus 11, Pilatus,
B4, Caproni

_© Oita Aldol!

#A-l

#A-7

Plus three-view outline drawing of YOI,H favorite sailplanes (most popular, training, Standard
- a-nd Open class 8IIailable-see list). "" X 15"85 p each post andVATpaid. Order by tYpe name.

payabl~ to BRITISH
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JLS·'
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Uveges

GLIDING ASSOCIATION

CiDS.A.Aldol!

#A·2

Std.C;rrus ©S.A.Aldott #A·3
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<lilG.Uveges

#U·2
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©G. Uveges

#U-4

#A·9·

St~. Libello ©R_ L. Moor. #M-3-

-Ka·6

~iG. Uveges

#U-3

©s.A AldOl!
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---The So~ring Press
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Happily, as the datum gliders' (K-6CR and Cirrus) figures
-confirm previous r,esults from the same source and are
:accepted widely as valid, there seems to be no reason to dis.c ount the other results, achieved by pair-flying against one
or other of these dahlm gliders.
Our own interest lies mainly of course in the. l'ating of
BG-135. We would like it to be clear tbat this figl"e of 102
relates to the prototype from which the muchimproved
production BG-135 is only just released and has yet to
be evaluated!.
We hope one day to be enlightened as to how this rating
·of 101 for '''Proto 3" was arrived at, since only two widelyvarying and inconclusive sets of measurements. have ever
been made on her and as only two experienced pilots have
had enough competitive flying in her to be able to give an
acceptable subjective evalu'Ition.
Having so criticised, may we. hasten to say how, from the
sporting point of view, we admile lan Strachan and his
committee for their temerity and initiative in providing a
basis from which the fascination of contest among a field of
mixed sailplane types can be staged.
Sailplane Design Lid
Hereferd
L. P. MOORE

PLEA :FOR STANDAR.o CLASS RECORDS
Dear Editor,
.
When ·can we expect to See the introduction of Standard
Oass records, both in the United Kingdom and Bri~ish
National categories?
For some time now, the performance gap between pro(Juction Standard and Open Class gliders has been growing.
The point has now been reached where a fairly large number
of Kestrels and Nimbus's in highly competent hands make
it highly unlikely that we shall see any more speed records
.going ·to Standard Class aircraft, however skilled their pilots.
This has two results. In a minority of cases a pilot buys
an Open Class glider so he can continue to pursue records
regardless of cost, but in the majority of cases the pilot
-shrugs, sadly accepts that records are beyond his pocket, if
not his piloting, and stops bothering to make his triangles
conform to the 28 % rule.
This should not be, and isn't necessary. We have a Standard Class that was designed to ensure that competitions were
between pilots and not cheque books - and it can do ,the
same for our National reco1'ds, if we let it.
There should be no real difficul,ty in the introduction of
1hese records; it ·could be done on the same lines as the
successful introduction of .the motor glider records three
years ago.
Princes Rishorough, Bucks.
C. ROLLING

'0

A rep.ly
the las' three (ltters from lan Strachan, Flying
Committee Chairman.:
Now that the S&G format has increased in size, it follows
that scope for brickbats to be (democratically) thrown at the
BOA is also bigger! I regret that I am doubly vulnerable
because having recently taken the Chairmanship of the Flying Committee, it has so far been proved difficult to find
a volunteer to take over the Handicapping Sub-Committee
Chairmanship. (Form an orderly queue at the BOA, please'!)
Two letters above deal with handicapping. This is heartening ,to the Sub-Committee because at Nationals level there is
little interest at present, although with 22m exotics and flapped Standard Class this position may change. The position:
taken in my comment in S&G on Mr Wells's arliete of ['1st
June is still the same. We are looking at a major overhaul
0f the handicap system to; a) revise' the "therma'lling factor"

in the light of latest meteorological information on UK
themlals; b) incorporate a wind factor based on actual UK
cont~st winds; c) change the datum glider and d) invert the
list so that handicaps are direct speed indices.
The problem, which is frustrating to all of us and not only
Mol'. Wells, is the time it takes to collect and agree data. We
are not yet ,in a posiHon to make alil the above changes.
Meanwhile it was decided not to make changes ,in the policy
for the 1974 list when further changes would follow for 1975.
Mr. Moore's point abou,t the Libelle handicap is interesting· b~cause it shows the action of the Sub-Committee in
filtering many inputs of information. We receive many polar
curves from many sources and for one type of glider the
results may give variations of handicap of up to 10%. The
Libelle is but one example. We may not have been right in
keeping all of the commOn Standard Class machines at 88%,
but U we had put the Libelle at 96% as suggested by the
polar in question, this would have made it worse than a
K6E!'
The BG-135 was handicapped as a result of the pj,Jots'
evidence after the Daily Telegraph contest in 1972.
Mr. Chfis Rollings' letter on Standard Class records was
anticipated by a Flying Committee minute for our meeting
on January 16, 1974 which is quoted here: "A letter had
been received some time ago from "Rocky" Stone proposing
a separa·te list for Standard Class records. This was discussed
and the f.ollowing points emerged:
"a) In record breaking conditions and with ballast, there
was little difference between the classes. Some world
records were held by Standard Class machines. Only in
more marginal 'conditions did large span seem to count.
"b) The extra paperwork would be consider,able. We
already had women-'s records, two-sea'ter records and motor
glider records to ~ope with, plus various combinations of
these categ.ories.
.
"c) The CIVV class structure was in a state of flux. More
than two classes might result. It was decided by a large
majority that the separate class of records for Standard
Class gliders could not be recommended."
And that's it (until the next lot of let,ters!). You may not
agree with what we are doing but it is all discussed fairly democratically before decisions are made. Please feel free to
send queries to the Flying or Handicap Commit,tees through
the BGA, or to contact committee members direct. The
BGA have all our addresses and phone numbers, I can be
verbally assaulted Oil Sleaford 3778 (home) oDr Cranwell 201
ext W236 (work) at almost any tIme ... Best wishes to all
pilots and Official Observers for a successful 1974 season.

MORE STANDARDISATION
Dear Editor,
Recently in S&G we have seen pleas for standardisation;
may I suggest another area from which we could benefit
from standardisation - this concerns the plumbing of
instrument panels.
I would like to suggest that as coloured flexible translucent
PVC airline is now available, that we adopt a standard
colour code for airline connections as follows: Pitot/dynamic pressure-red piping; Static pressure-green piping;
Capacity connections-blue piping.
This would certainly make inspections easier, and perhaps
help to prevent incorrect airline connections.
Farnham, Surrey
CQLIN STREET
Correction: Scheml"p·llirth Two-seater Janus, S&G Feb-Mar
,p16. We shGufd have added that Southern Sailplanes are the
sole Agents for UK and details are availab!e from them at
Membury Airfield, Lamboum, Berks.
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Copy and photographs (or the June/July issue should be sent to the Editor, S&G, 281" Queen Editb's Way, Cambridge CBI 4NH,
tel Cambridge 47725, to ardve not later tban April 17 and for the August/September issue to arrive not later tban June 12.
February 15, 1974
Gillian Bryce-SmifII

AVRO

BUCKMINSTER

DEVON & SOMERSET

THE club was affected for a few weeks
by the Sunday ban on winch launching,
although there was an increased turneut
and earlier start to flying on Saturdays, one
member having a two hour t1'ght to a
hei'ght of 5700ft.
Many evenings have been spent in C of
work on the club's T-21 /lnd there are
preparations for C'sof A on the rest of
the fleet.
The Polish film, "The First Start" was
shown at a social evening in December.
D.F.F.

WE have not appeared in S&G for some
time. since before the tragic accident with
the lug, in which Mike Dawson and Iilis
son were kille,d. Our sincere condolences
go (0 Alln and the children. We now have
a trophy to perpetuate Mike's interests in
gliding, to be presented at our first dinnerdance in March.
Last July we added the first production
YS-53 to ollr club fleet and in August a
Skylark 2, making a total of four club
aircraft The Skylark proved an immed:ale
succe3S with two Silver C distances in the
first three weeks. Our first home-brewed
Silver C went to Nick Forman-Hardy, our
secretary, all in one flight 10 E03tone.
We now have five syndicate aircraft with
Ihe promise of two more in March. Thanks
10 Four Counties for many happy Saturday
nights in the bar this winter and to Dishforth for their hospitality to our YS-53
expedition.
The hanger project is fully p'lanned, but
lhe steel deliver'es are another problem.
However, we hope to be completed by the
autumn.
R.A.A.

WE'VE come of age! Twenty-one years.
ago, i'n 1I small room in Taunton, a group
met to discuss rorming a glidin!! club.
Although it was a few years before they
literally "got off the gl"ound", it was -the
beginning of the Taunton Vale G1;ding
Club, now the Devon and Somerset Gliding
Club.
The event was duly celebrated at the
AGM and the party which followed.
Taunton Technical C€lllege kindly made 'l
splendid cake, complete with a marzipan
glider on top and gliding scenes on the
sides.
This happy occasion .was saddened somewhat by the retirement of our long-standing, president, Mr. T. R. N. Whyte. After
many years of hard and unobtrusive work
alii behalf of the club, he has had to retire
due to ill-health. Unfortunately "Doctor's
Orders" did not allow h'm to be at the
meetiNg, but he thouglllfully phoned to
wish the club well. We hope he will be
with us soon, and we will have an opportunity to present him wiih the engraved
silver sillver to which members contributed.
His retirement has me;\nt the election of
a new president and "Our Sam'; (Mr. S. G.
Tolman) was unanimously voted in. He is
well qualified for the post, since he iirst
began flying in the early thirties - before
many of our members were even born!
We've all ben.efited from his vast experience llnd instruction, and' hope we shall
continue to do so for many years to come.
1974 began well - despite fuel restrictions and rough weather - with two new
solos. The first of these was one of our
few lady members.

BR'ISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE
OUR flying has been badly hit by the fuel
crisis, but now that the Sunday ban is over
in time for the soariog season, things are
looking a lot brighter. With Mike Munday
starting work with the club on February 20
as staff instructor, our midweek flying
should be more intensive with flying being
possible for four days per week until April
J and then six days per week.
Our long awaited Super Cub is still del<lyed in Germany but we shou'ld take delivery in spring. With Colfn Pennicuick's
Cruiser still in dock at Staverton airport
for repairs ,to -the engine and a C of A, we
are down '10 your old faithful - the
Terrier, plus, of course, the winches.
Flying over the Christmas period was
hardly outstanding with such "poor weather,
Bridget Knott had her first solo in the
Swallow on December 9 and our chair.nan reconverted to the winch after much
~oo long on the aeratow. Saturday January
19 showed all the signs 'of a super wave
Jay but i,t was elusive for most of us, the
~xcep[ion being Cnris Hughes. He flew
jown to Chepstowand back lit around
ll}OOft in Cimls 242.
OJil the social side, our traditional Christmas dinner was a roaring success. Dur'ng
,he course of the afternoon, our windsock
I.ook on a most non-aviation ,appearance __
In fact at one moment it looked surprismgly like the chairman's trousers.
R.A.R.
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COVENrTRY
WE were ralher badly hit by the ban on
Sundayfly'ng and timehaJ been spent
repairing, renewing, recover'llg and painting everything in sight for the spring season
We have /Ill been trying 10 entice members
to HO with various. attractions other than
flying ... eating, drinking and film nights
being the most popular.
The. hangar project is fully planned, but
house and the various fly'ng awards to
members were made. The T-21 syndicate
swept the two-seater awards together with
Mike Cost!n, Ben Rood, Joyce WilliamJ
and others all receiving recognition. Congratulat,ion~ to all. A very fond farewell
to John Heath and family who have left
for pastures new in 'South Africa, we wish
them much happiness.
V.M.G.

JAH.

DONCASTER & DISTRICT
THE long awaited Doncaster wave duly
pre,ented itself for the lucky few who were
able to fly into it, recognise it and stay
with it. The winter has seen the llsual
hard work on the ground - mainly the
maintenance and overhau'lin.g of the club

'fleet and private ships, now joined by a
,syndicate operat:ng Oraham Stone's Oly
2 !Ilongside his Sky.
Congratulations to Bob CoB ins who has
.gained his inspect,or's ticket, and to David
'Dinsdale" Richardson, Peter Young and
John Clark for becoming embryo tug
pilots.
D.G.W.

1974. Even the weather has been obliging
and many pilots hav.e had IheFmal soaring
flights in January and February - something most Fare indeed, for we n.ormally
cxr-er:ence North Weald dag at this time
er year. Let's hope the weather lasts and
g've.i us all a chance to practise for the
Easter task weekend. This club event is
now very popular with all members and
has become the focal point of all our flying
act: vit:es.

ESSEX & SUFFOLK
THE gliding scene has been comparatively
quite 10. our corner of Suffolk this winter.
As our only launch method from Whatfield is aerotowing, we were· seriously hit
by the Sunday restrict:ons and the shocking weather on many of be Saturdays
didn't help. We felt a few wisps of thermal
activi,ty ,in late January ;but nothing to

DORSET
THE winter at Tarrant Rushton has been
·disappointing with flying limited to one
day a week when high winds or low cloud
nave been only too frequent. However
Sunday flying has begun again and spring
is on the way.
We are adding ,a Skylark 4 to the club
fleet and remain in possess:on of our facililies al Tarrant under a new landlord. The.
Dart 17 owned by Allen Palmer is becoming a syndicate machine, and this means
.an opportunity for the formation of a new
syndicate around the Oly 2D whose memo
bers are' flying in the Dart. The club is
Iimiled in the number of private owners it
can accept, which makes these matters of
,considerable significance.
A number of social events from a children's party to a dinner-dance have been
arralilged during the winter to keep ,the
dub spirit alive.

"

_.----.
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M.LB.

ENSTONE EAGLES
1 AM sad to report that our chairman
Dave Wales has resigned, but welcome
Lorne Danieb who was unanimously
elected to take his place. Many thanks to
Dave for aH his efforts in helping to renovale the clubhouse.
Our annua') dance, held on Decembi(r 8,
was a great success. Cups were awarded
by our CFI to Pete Moss for his "dead
stick" field landing after engine failure in
the Terrier, to Martin Wells for the best
height gain and Richard Perrin for his
harcl work during the year.
We are pleased to welcome a new syndicate, the Foka 5. The pilots expect to do
S0 well in our task week in mid-April,
they have challenged a Cobra 15 syndicate
ba3ed at our neighbouring dub at Hintonin-the-Hedges airfield.
C.E.H.

Essex & Suffolk's syndicate Swallow landing alongside the dub K·7.
Several aircraft ilnd many members have
journeyed to Shobdon to try and contact
wave. Whil3t there in December, Chris
Nicholas just missed Diamond height in a
wave climb to 19000fl. At ground level, he
introduced the autotolY launching system
10 what has hitherto beeflan all aerotow
club.
Our launch:ng system is in the ,tlruces of
an eflkiency drive. We are aiming to improve our turn-round by using two launch
vehicles on our reverse pulley system. It
is hoped that the re-introduction of this
technique will produce a record numbeF
of launches in 1974. Whilst using the
system for the first time in February, we
achieved lOO launches in one day - a
hopeful sign of encouragement for the
team responsible for the operation of the
scheme.

P.F.M.

ESSEX
AT the annual dinner-dance, the chairman's, trophy was presented t,o John Bailey
for an "in excess of Silver distance" in
his Prefect with the Corbett CUD for the
ab-initio ,of the year go'ing to T~m Healy
Chris NichoJas retired as secretary but
thankFully his qualities are not lost to the
clu@ as he is to represent us as vice-chairman of the Essex County SPOIts Associations standing conference.
When the dreaded Sunday ban was
lifted, things began to' look brighter for

Glidervvork
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really call "in the green". Severa;1 pilots
have recently gone solo and are now looking forward to their first soaring season.
A new syndicate is forming under our
CH Elvin Hibbard and they are busy looking for a machine. Our itinerant tug, pilot,
Jjm French, is continuing his safari in
Afr'ca and the latest news is that he's
hoping for some gliding in Kenya. No
doubt he'll cheer us up with tales of 10kt
InermaIs and cloudbase at 8000[\.
C.C.S.

HEREFORDSHIRE
MANY viJitors took advantage of our
hospita'lity during 1973 and those from
Booker and Nympsfield don't appear to
have been too dissatisfied with the conditions available, some departing with Gold
heights.
Hugh Thompson took the. BIanik to
15000ft on November 9 during a three
hom flight for his first Bronze C leg. Not
bad for his eighth glider solo and first
soaring flight. The Blanik went to 12000ft
twice more that day, each time the climb
'being brQken deliberately.
Our first season has been successful with
almost lOOOhrs flown in club machines,
and visHors and new members deciding
that ShobdoI) is the place to be. The club
Pirat has finally arrived: and is available
10 visitors of at least Bronze C standard,
so why not pop over and see us?
Despi te generally poor weather over the.
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<:ountry, 1974 has already provided 6kt
thermals, 4000ft. cloudbase, 20000f1. waves
and, if all else Cails, even our local ridges
seem to be behaving themselves. We look
Corward to an even more exciting and
successful year.
D.L.D.

HIGHLAND
BY some amazing coincidence, every Saturday bar one during the Sunday flying ban
was quite unflyable; however, the Weather
Clerk being an Englishman we werec able
to lake him unawares duri~g the Scottish
N~w Year holiday and do s'ome weekday
flYing. And what a week! Wave flights up
10 20500ft in a south wind', with Jim Tait
and Alasda,ir Raffan getting Gold heights
and Shirley Higgins her Silver height. Since
then, we have had several good wave days
and Sundays on the wire have pn:wided
some sorely needed circuit bashing for
US whose flying is still at the "Help!
"Help! what shall I do next?!" stage.
In our efforts to keep the interest of
club members Crom flagging during the
restrictions, we have instituted social evenings on Sundays and Wednesdays, though
the proposed talks and discussions of
various aspects of gliding have yet to
materialise. We also held a Bums Supper,
where the Immortal Memory was .quickly
forgotten in favour of more absorbing
topics, such as gliding, and \ve are now
preparing for our annual dinner-dance on
February 22.
After Bob Kerr's tragic death ·in a gliding accident last May, it was decided by
the five Northern Clubs Arbroath
Cairngorm, Deeside, Fulmar and Highlami
- to raise money fora commemorative
trophy. The Bob Kerr troplTiy will go to
the pilot from one of these five clubs who
makes the best handicapped cross-country
flight during the year.
R.E.T.

DESPITE the fuel restrictions, we have
m~naged to do quite a lot of flying so far
thiS year. On January 5, when there was
a light south-east wind at ground level,
most ef the club fleet managed to wave
soar to 2000ft just upwind of the site until
dark. We are very interested in this be-

.::ause we had not found wave jn this wind
direction befere and not sure where it
comes from. January has produced more
r!dge days than we have had for a long
tIme. On January 25, John Hoye did a
50km out-and-return in his Skyla.rk 4 and
then repealed the exercise twice the followilng week-end. It is good to see the crosscountry season getting off to such an early
staJ:t.
Our twin-drum winch has been modified
serviced and is now working well, read;
for the start of the course season in
March. We have also ~ade use of some
of the non-flying Sundays to clear stones
from ·the new part of our airfield.
On the social side we have had a very
good Christmas party, quite the noisiest
ever !It Challock. Many thanks to lane
Excel, the organiser.
C.B.

LONDON
THE eurrent fuel crisis has brought about
a change of our normal operations and
aewtowing is now only permitted ~here
safety is paramount. The 'soaring price of
fuel, and lack of it, has meant that winch
launchiRg has once again become the pri.
mary method of launching.
w.e have done some bungey launching,
partIcularly one Sunday in December when
over 20 were from the emergency strip the
club has 'kept at the top of the hill. This
for the foresight of Tom Zealley, who has
kept the grass and thorn bushes down to
mana$eable proportions during the last
couple of years. Botlll K-S's and K-13's
were catapulted from the top, and landed
back on the hill, but so far we have not
tried a glass-fibre ship. Some progress has
been made lewards clearing the thorn
~ushes rig'ht down to the bottom, but it
IS a major .opera~ion. One of these days
we may bnng ghdel's up to the top on
an endless belt, just as was done' in the
thirties.
. Apa.rt from the rash of Kestrels, Libelles,
Std Cirrus and the Iike,an exciting newcomer is almost 011 our doorstep - a Calif
A-21 two-seater. This has been purchased
by a syndicate including John Jeffries, who
has ~own ene on the continent, and speaks
glowmgly of both handling and performance. It is John's intention to enter this
formidable ship in the Nationa1s at Dun·
stable.

This is the time of year for annual
awards. Frank P0zerskis claims tWI)
trophies, one for the longest flight of -the
year with a SOOkm tri·angle, the other for
the furthest oUI-and-return flight. Dilys
Yates was awarded the Dunstable trophy
for the best' flight in a club aircraft, while
Malcom Dunkeld was deemed the best
ab initio pilot for the year.
M.P.G.

MIDLAND
NEVER mind your mulH-thollsand feet
aerotows into wave. On Saturday, January
19 we bungeyed into good wave for most
of the day. Just a few 100ft of hill lift,
then quite sudden transitiOn to smoothness,
and Uj) above cloud through the gap which
obligingly stayed put in front of the hill.
The immediate locality gave 5500 to 7500
ASL, but those who pressed forward into
Wales did better. John Brenner flew highest
and furthest - 18000ft ASL in the course
of a tour wl1ich included Lake Vyrnwy
and the Bristol Channel. Some pilots
landed out - three in the same field a
few miles north of the site.
There have, .in fact, been a number of
good soaring days this winter - some of
them fortunately dur:ng the ban on Sunday
winching. It has cerlainly been one of the
best winlers we can remember for troublefree access to Ihe' hill, and for ab-initios
and early-solo people to keep in regular
practice.
We hear of (but haven't actually as y.et
seen) a newly acquired launch-point van,
bungey crews for the cosseting of Primus
slove, sellts .and s·irnilar sybaritic /illlings ...
Gad sir, what is the present generatIon
coming to!
W.J.T.

NORFOLK

BEING an all-aerolow club, the restricen Sunday flying seriously curtailed our
activities, but we are thankful that the
ban has been lifted before the soaring
season begins.
C.E.H.

UNFAIR

NORTHUMBRIA

.

~VNPAY

FLIERS
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OUR thanks to the retiring officers of the
management committee for the vast
amount of work carried out during their
term. The new treasurer is trying to give
himse1f the. sack by utilising an IBM

366/67 con\puter. Ser:ously though, using
this fiendish machine is saving the club a
lot. of money and time.. Each month club
members are presented with information
regarding the state of their account and the
amount of flying done. It also tells us,
monthly, the amount of flying for the club
.as a whole. If 'lAy club is interested in
this system please contact our treasurer,
!John Givens.
W.e have recently purchased a Chipmunk
which is undergoing mods., self starter, tow
hook etc. It is understood that Prince
'Charles trained on this a,ircraft, so no
doubt it will be approached with due respecl by members.
The Auster is now fully operational following its mishap a't the Nor,thern Regi(mals, and just in time for Ihe lifting of
the Sunday ban. It is, of course, now for
sale. The T-21, by the t,ime this is printedl,
should be back. on the line. Whilst work
{In the Capstan major (now ,comp'lete) was
in progress plus the ban, we had the frustrating experience of witnessing incredible
wave oQver the site. No doubt this was in
·common wilh other clubs.
A.J.I.

OUSE
THE optimists have always said that there
is good wave at RuffQrth, but even with
a resident tug for nearly two years we
~Iidn't find it that is until January 19
'vjth the tug away for its C of A.
Geoff Cline, in the club Skylark,
achieved over OOOOft from a 1500ft
winch launch for his Gold height. The
K·13, with duty instructor Derek MO(He,
-hovered around the l0000ft mark on a
number of occasions. This one day did a
lot to dimell the economic and climatic
g'loom of ~vinter.
G.M.

Geoff Cline, photographed with his son
Michael, alter his wave flight at R.ufforth
to 13000l..
Photo: Geoff Mitchell.

SHROPSHIRE
IAN Pau'! saw 1973 out in fine style by
climbing in wave to 15800ft in his Cirrus
on December 29. Having found a hole in
the 2000ft cloudbase, he released shorlly
afterwards and spent most of the next three
hour, riding a siiffish south-westerly above
cloud. 'Sever;l1 other wave flights were
made during necember and January.

D.V.
SOUTHDOWN

SCOTTISH GLlD:ING UNION

AT LAST we can formally announce that
we shall be moving the SOl\lthdown club
THE Sunday ban was a cruel b'low since from Firle to Parham Ai'rfield, Starrington,
we can ha ve some rea'lly good flying Sussex, sometime in late spring or eady
weather in December and January. And summer, depending on the progre3s of the
as many of our members can only fly on buil'ders. We hav.e had setbacks and holdSunday" there were a great roany pilots ups, but nOw we Can look forward to im(Jut of practice when the ban was lifted.
proved flying and a secure long term le3se.
However, some have been able to fly
We have had a very good response to
Juring the week and have managed good our appeal for funds-, both from members
wave flights, among them the dual 300km and friends and are grateful for their supdC3cribed on an earlier page.
port. Anyone who has been conlemplaling
On one really good day in OctOber, 22 a donation or loan can rest assmed that
pilots climbed to between 7000 and it's never too late. Those who have in any
[6000ft. As recently as the first week in way been involved with building know how
February we had some excellent days .and costs soar. We expect 10 do quite a lot
already this year have notched up two of practical work ourselves and have alSilver C heights and one SilMer C distance. ready had some working parties on the
Several people have been to GoM C site.
he;ghts, but there will be no claims as the
Finn Kennedy was the last person to solo
pilots involved atrcady have this leg,
in '1973 and the writer converted to the
A'Ian Milne, our chairman, is leaving Swallow on February 5. I was quite happy
Scotland to work in England.. We are sorry about it, rather more so than the winch
but wish him luck and thank him for all driver I didn't pull back enough on the first
the work he has done for SGU. The tug launch and he had visions of me head'ng
hangar doors are a worthy momento.
1>traight for him.
S.E.
K.E.B.

SOUTH WALES
1973 closed with many pilots practlslOg
instrument flying in the K-13, much to the
chagrin of ihe long-suffering instructors
and the sadistic delight of the crick-.necked
onlookers. Fuel restrictions have limited
this of late.
A ",ery successful New Year's Eve party
was he'ld in the clubhouse and willlter flying received a boost with lan Kennedy setting the paper glider duration record at
3.5secs-indoors.
The club fleet was recently expanded by
the addition of a second K-13, thanks to
the brinkmansh:p of treasurer Andrew
David and club members' monetary help.
But to fly gliders you need an airfield ancl
recently field conditions deteriorated to the
stage where the only gli<1ers were wearing
feathers and perched in trees. However,
all was not lost iIll winter's muddy grip. On
Saturday, Janl!lary 19, Ivor Shallock wavesoared his C'rrus to over 18000ft, Peler
France was limited to 12000ft with no
oxygen and both K-13, were kept busy

I
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j(t PIGGOTTS 1
SU,PPLlEf'lS HJ THE AIRCRAFT
INDUSTRY
Windcones-manufacturfod in Min of
Gefence Hypalon, also Nylon and
Cambric.
All National & Advertising Flags &
Banners.
Canvas covers for all requirements.
Flagstaffs-supplied & erected in
Steel-Alurr:inium-Fibreglass- Timber
Write for further details to
PIGGQTT BROTHERS It CO liMITED

5tanford Rivers Clngar ESsex CM5 9PJ
'fel. 027 763262
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JOHN HULME

LASHAM
REGIONALS ;74

Tunbridge Lane, Bottisham
Cambridge CB5 9DU

6th to 14th JULY

Wood, Metal and
Fibreglass Repairs

-

Telephone: Cambridge 811323

•
•
Trailers

Spares and Materials

APPLY:
COMPETITION SECRETARY
LASHAM GUDING SOCIETY,
ASHAM AIRFIELD,
ALTON,
HANTS.
Tel. HERRIARO 270

ENTRY LIMITED TO 35
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED

SAILPLANE & ENGINEERING
SERVICES LIMITED
Holmfield Road. Buxton
Derbyshire

-

ENTRY FEE £40

UK REPAIR AGENT FOR DIAMANT
AND PHOEBUS SAILPLANES

DONCASTER SAILPLANE SERVICES
CAN HELP YOU
YOU Will FIND US ON L1NESIOE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE - NOT DONCASTER AIRFIELD

UK AGENTS FOP TOST AND WI,NTER EQUIPMENT

Adjoining A53

Ring Buxton 4365 NOW
C's of A REPAIRS
REFINISHING

Sallp'lane Sales & Exchanges

STEEL TUBE WELDING
GLASS-FIBRE REPAIRS

ARTIFICIAL HORIZONS
SPERRY FERRANTI clw
INVERTORS

ASl's
ALTIMETERS Mk 19
INVERTERS
HORIZONS
BAROGRAPHS
VARIO's

'Winter' Instrument Stockists
BAROGRAPHS 10 km
VARIOMETERS ± 10 kts
COMPASSES
AS!'s o(}-140 kts
ACCELEROMETERS - SMALL
ALTIMETERS MK 19B
PYE RADIO CAR SETS

RELEASE HOOK TEST SERVICE
OTTFUR & TOST HOOKS
RECONDITIONED BY POST

'Danum' Transistor Inverters
Small Size. 12v. Input, Fused
Matched to all types of horizon
(State type when ordering)

New & Used Instruments

L1BELLE TRAILERS, FUSELAGE
TROLLEYS, RUDDER LOCKS,
WING COVERS

•

.~

ALUMINIUM STEEL TUBE - ,

. -=

TRAILERS FOR All TYPES

Large Stocks of Ply, Fabric, Tyres, Dope, etc.
The new "Supersafe" Tost Europ3 Hook now in stock

FIRST CLASS WORK AT THE
RIGHT PRICE

lINESIDE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, YORK ROAD, DONCASTER
Telephone: 030265381

D. G. C.

London Sail planes Ltd.
Tring Road, Dunstable. Beds.
Telephone Dunstable 62068

...~'a,

U.K. Agents for Tost and A. Schleicher
Open Monday to Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p,m.

C.A.A. welding and re-sprays
Repairs to wood, grass fibre and steel tub machines
Stocks of most materials for repairs and re-builds
Wide range of instruments in stock
Barograph and A.S.1. Calibration
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Aviation Services Ltd
DONCAST£R AIRPORT DON CASTER
Telephone Concaater (0302) 56066 or 55861

Specialists in Glider & Ultra-Light Aircraft
C's of A. Repairs & Sales. Craftsmen In Wood,
Metal & Glassfibre.
•

Speedy high quality, low cost C of A on all Gliders
and Motor Gliders
• Collection and delivery service throughout Gt. Britain
• Glider & light Aircraft sales and service
• B.G.A. Senior Inspection Approval
Let us quote you for your next job

"With wav.e flying. Deciding to share all this
wave, Ivor is organ·ising a wave week
beginning March 24 and welcomes visitors.
B.J.E.

STAFFORDSHI.RE
THE club's first year on its new site at
Morridge near Leek had .its share of pro,
blems and' the flying statis'tics were not
exactly our best. The early part of the year
saw the Swallow put out of action, while
shortly afterwards the K-4 demonstrated
its ruggedness in an argument with a dry
stone wall. The summer months seemed to
have a disproportionate number of nil-wind
·01' north wind weekends, the north wind
take-off run being the least developed on
the site at present
Plying received a welcome boost when
the Swallow returned in October and it has
been in great demand since. February saw
the first weekend when our hill was reaUy
working well. New members had their first
exper;ence of soaring and alone t·ime the
K-4; Swallow, Dart and BG-DS were a'll
ill the air, and there was nothing left to
launch. Soaring was halted only by
approaching darkness.
Our retrieve winch system has been giving some good lallnehes lately, ISOOft
being not uncommon. We are "looking
forward to a much beller season this year.
The AGM resulted in the follow.ing
elections: chairman, Brian Culls; vicechahman, Charles Webb; treasurer, John
Graham; secretary, Tony Boyce and ordinary members, Alan Cliffe, John HowllJ
and Len Kirkham.
After many years of sterling work as CFI
Doc Bradweil has stood down and Arthur
Lowens has taken over the reins. We offer
our congratulat'ons to Doc on the award
(If a BGA Di~loma for his services to
gHding.
The club fleet now consists of K-4,
Swallew, Capstan and Olympia 20. Privately owned gliders comprise Dart 15.
Olymoia 211, Olympia 403, Skylark 4 and
BG-135.

FB.

SURREY & HANTS
CONTRARY to our earNer doubts concerning fuel difficulties, enthusiasm for
winter flying ha.s been very encourag,ing
helped by the odd thermal' day. On the
whole lhough the weather has done its best
to keep members away; bring;ng gusts in
squalls over 80kts causing trailer damage
and even tearing lead off the clubhouse
roof, crumpling it up af:er blowing it about
Hke newspaper.
The canteen arrangements Inave had a
complete overhal!ll and a new team has
taken over - glider pilots 110 less. The bar
is to be redecorated and H the weather can
be redecorated too, we'll be in for a
bumper year.
The Kestrel 19 will be released for crossoountry flying t,his year as more members
get used to the knobbery in the cockpit

c.L.

TRENT VALlEY

YORKSHIRE

VINCENT FiHingham, who became a
member shortly after we started at Sturgate, ,is our new CFI. He has always taken
a keen interest in the club and helped 10
bring tlS ,from a one glider operation to our
present form. Peter Oasgoune, and con·
gratulations to him on gaining his full
category, becomes Vin's deputy.
It is regretted that flying was suspended
while all the JTIecessary documents were
obtained to permit us to start at Kirton-inLindsey. However, after a great deal of
work by our committee, we are now on
site. With George Nelson in charge, the
hangar base is o(lwnand the clubhouse is
taking shape. Our l'Iew twin drum winch
will soon Il>e in use and then it's "site
checks" all rOLHld.
"BI'ue John", Olympia 2, has been acquired by a synd:cate, Bob Parket" Dave
Benstead, NeviHe Wilson and Peter Sykes,
and this brings our private owner f1ect up
to four with the Pilatus B-4, Pi rat and
Skylark 311. The club fleet now comprises
a T-21, Swallow and Blanik.
P.F.S.

THE first Diamond of 1974 was notched
up on January 19 when Mike Carter, in the
K-6E, worked 25 miles upwind in wave
to ga,in a height of 17000-ft flVer Pateley
Bridge - a very commendable effort. The
frequent westerlies has meant enough wave
and ridge soaring to keep the club fleet
busy, and February thermals - four knots
even - are here aga:n.
It has been a winter involving extra
special fell ling. The K-4 emerged front !he
"Doktor's" surgery resJ}lendent in new
fabric and paint, the Super Cub has been
recovered, the Falke fitkd with a new
engine and the club's new Pirat !Jut iln a
tardy appearance around Christmas.
There has been further draina.ge to
el'minate th~ few remaining boggy patches
on the airfield and at lasI the end (If the
hangar packers' nightmare is ill sight with
the new hangar taking shape. It is hoped
it will be completed within a few mOIlths.
The Northern Regionals are to be held
at Sulton Bank fFOm August 3 to' J I; so
book now for your week's enjoyment at
our beautiful hill site.
All impressive coITection of trophies
were presented by our chairman, Fred
Knipc, at the annual dinner-<lance on
February 4 to the following: David Lilburn; gain of heighl (17000fl); Barrie
Goldsbrough, distance (515km out-andreturn, a dub record), speed round a triangle OOOkin at 103km/h) and ladder
(private aircraft); Lindsay McLane, ladder
(club aircraft) and Fiona Gregson, best
novice. The new award this yea~ for the
best Silver C distance went to Richard
Blackmore for his flight of .150km to
Spita"gate.
S.V.G..

VINTAGE
PREPARATIONS are being made to vis't
the Wasser·kuppe meeting fmm June 1-9,
but many of the owners of vintage gliders
can'! afford the long journey. So if any
experienced glider pilots (even if not
members) would like to attend this
nostalgic meeting, fly a vintage gl,ider and
share in the co"1 of the journey, please
cont~ct our secretary, Frances Furlong,
Otford House, Otford, Nr Sevenoaks,
Kent. Also apply to her if wanting to become a member of lhe Vintage G:iding
Club or to receive the news sheets.
The next vintage glider meeting will be
a the Long Mynd on May 24-27 and the
Devon & Somerset Club is allowiJlfl us to
hold a rally at North Hill dur,ing Comretitien Enterl'rise from June 22-30. Entry
form~ and
further information from
Frances.
Ou... club now has more than 60 membcrs and the Movement has started in USA
w',ere the Baby Bowlus, Super Albatross
and three examples (one 500/0 damaged) of
the legendary Bowlus Dupont 60ft span
sailplane of 1930, still ex,ist.

C.W.

WOLDS
OUR new hangar is now completed and
occupied, and we al'e findin8 that it enables
us to work with im9roved efficiency,
giving us up to an hour's extra flying time
,each operational day.
At the AGM John Durman, Les Cooper
and Mary Dixon joined the committee as
chairman, secretary and treasurer respectively, and lhanksare due 10 the retiring
officers for thc:r past labours,
R.M.D.

SERVICE NEWS
BANNERDOWN (RAF Colerne~
THE \vinter servicing f)rf'gramme is just
about over with C's of A for the entire
fleet and majors for the Bocian, K-6E and
K-6cR. The K-6E has become the new
flal.lship, resplendent in its blue and white
colour scheme. thanks to hours of hard
work by Ron Gaunt.
'Fhe club is fielding a eood team for the
Inlcr-servi,ces, R.oy Gaunt, Ken Hartley
and Dave Williams, with Trevor Allsopp
as re3erve.
Socially the club is booming which we
nroved at a farewell party for Roy and
Eve Gaunt, Bruce CouUs and Mick Elsom.
We wish them all the best for the future,
thank them for their help and welcome
Eddie Edwards as olilr new CFI in place
of Roy.
P.B,C.
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The Crusaders "hot ship" - the Olympia
401 being flown by Cliff Spink high Ilver
.he Mediterranean coast at Cyprus.

CHILTERNS
(,RAF Weston-on-the·Green)
~---

THE winter at Chilterns always seems ta
bring an influx of new members and newcomers includc two instructors from Germany, Frank Wilson and Tony Clare.
Frank's wife Linda i,s doing a grand job
supplying cuny during the cold winter
days..
The Sunday ban finished in t;me for the
start of our soaring season. Saturday January :19 I'lrovided good low level wave which
was contacted by sevcral club pilots from
winch 'launches. Our colleagues from
Bicester were being acrotowed into the
same system and at one stage there were
at least eight gliders at 5000ft over Weston.
Short landing practice continues on the
Kestrel - sometimes with amus:ng results,
in preparation for the season. 'We also have
to do ma,jor on tne K-4 and K-6E amd Cs
of A on the Cobra, K-8 and K-B, which
means a busy two months ahead. The
hanger lost part of its side wall in the
January gales but luckily the aircraft
escaped damage.

Irvime was awarded our trophy for his five
hour flight in very difficult conditions,.
Keith Watson received the ab-inito Irophy
for pr.ogressing from solo in May to a
Diamond le\: in October, wh'ile Grahaeme
Haggar qualified for the wooden spoon for
a Gald height wi,th a barograph at 'SUltoIl
Bank. A presentatio/il was also made ta
to Jim Bond for his work in the hangar.
Talking of Sutton Bank, our K-7 and
K-8 flew there for a total of 24hrs during
a weekend last September. Can any otfuer
club beal. that?
S,T,E.W.

CRUSADERS (CypruS)
THE warmer weather is just beginning,
bringing with it. belter soaring ,IftCil plenty
of new members. The last two months
have been reasonably ,quiet with mostly
local soaring due to the relatively low
cloud base of 3000ft alld the. difficulty in
organi,sing retrieve creWS petrol has
taken an astronomical leap to an equi"alent of 6211' a gallon.
Needless to say. the club Landrover is
now rarely used and our diesal tractor was
quickly \'lverhauled and brought back OIl

a.M.
CRANW,ElL
WE are alive and well - and flourishing.
A very successful year has been rewarded
by the ,presentation of the RAFGSA
Dicester Cup and Aspirants Trophy and
John DeJa,field's' 10hn Martin Memorial
Trophy for his 100km triangle. Thc club
will continue to be well represented with
fi,ve pilots flying in forthcoming competitions.
Apart from numerous A&B, Bronze and
Silver I'e,g), we hav.e gained five Gold and
three Diamond heights mostly at - yes,
you'v,e guessed - Aboyne. Nine members
visited tbat site again in October and the
expedition was enjoyable and successful,
despite several days of bad weather.
The club "hot-ship" up' to now roas beelli
the K-8 but we' roave lately acqui,red a SF26 and are hoping for a suitable 300km
machine. DuriFlg October a visitor to Cranwell would have seen only two gliders on
the line -- a T-21 and a stretched Nimbus!
At the AGM in February, Norman

10,0

-The Northerns 1974'1
ENTER TH IS CHAllENG-·
liNG COMPETITION
HAVE AN EXCITING
WEEKS HOLIDAY
FROM TH E3rd TO 11th
OF AUGUST 1974

Write now for full details
and entry forms to
THE SECRETARY

Yorkshire Gliding Club
Sutton Bank, Thirsk,
Yorkshire.
STD 08456-237

line. Diesel fuel remains at 12p. Ab-initio
trailning still cont,inues on the K-13, but
both T-21's should SOOA be oack in action.
with the K-13 rejoining the Blanik on
aerotow conversions and advanced soaring.
Congratulations tQ Alan Owbridge on
going solo, the first member 10 do sa in
troe K-13, and to George Lowe for hi,s
SHver height.
The adventure training courses, run by
Bill Dickson in the Motor Falke, are going
well with all four ooursc members solo by
the end of the first sess:on. The second
two-week course is half way through and
promises another 1'00% success rate.
The AGM was followed by an enjoyable,chicken and pineapple supper. Troe husband and wife learn of Gus and Carate
Paterson are leaving us and wi]l/ be greatly
missed. We wish them luck at their new
club, RAF Colerne.
I.R.O.

EAGLE (Detmold)
LAST year was very Sl\(;cessful. Weachieved 930hrs flying, almest 130 up on
our previous year. lit was interesting that
our two-seaters claimed 62.5% of thelaunches,
whereas
the
single-seateri>
claimed 62.5 % of the hours.
This winter members have flown more
thall normal. This is mainly due to theGerman aerotow facility, but on occasions
we h3ve managed to' winch, although
generally the airfield surface is too soggy
to retrieve the cable without ground
damage.
Two prizes were awarded to members
at the AGM. The first was to Alan Somerville, our CH, for the longest fli,ght by any
serving person in BAOR. He made a
50S'km flight during last year to complete his three Diamonds. The second
prize, for the ab-initio making the most
pmgress during the year" went to C1uis
Bowley, now a Bronze C !Jilot.
Pete Williams will again be chairman,
laking, over from Jeremy Wheeler who is
leaving. Jeremy has done a great deal for
the club and we are s6rl'y he is going.
Howard Jarvis become3 the deputy CFI,
with Ray Washer as ground equipment
memfuer in olace of Brian Bowler, al."o
leaving shortiy.
With the soaring season justarl;lund the
corner, plans are being made for expeoditions to Aosla, Norway and ZelI Am See.

H.lU.

FENLAND
FENLANDERS had a very enjoyable expedition to Aboyne in November where
one Diamond height was achieved, tlile
recipient transmitting that famous radio
message, ''I'm at 23000ft, is that enough fOT
a Diamond?". Also gailled were seven
Gold and three Silver heights.
Colin EJliotl, our former CFI, has been
awarded a DEM. He hasn't admitted what
it is for, out we are sure it is for sterling
work in the gliding Movement.
M.S.H.

FOUR COUNTIES
WE made our annual pilgrimage to Sulton
Dank in October with five hour flights For
.all except Ron CurLis who. missed the
weather by a day.
Air C()mmodore John Bronwlow presented the prizes at the AGM in December,
the Baldwin trophy going to CFI Harry
Grille; the Pilots' trophy to 10hn Bugden
~1nd the Merriman trophy
to Trevor
Gore!y. The club won the Founders trophy,
having once again clocked up al"l impressive number of launches and hours.
Harry Orme has been posted to Lossiemouth - our loss is Milltown's gain and this has meant a "cabinet reshuffle".
Albert Johnsoll becomes CFI, Al Fox
secretary and "Stew" Muldoll assistant
treasurer.
Members are now looking forward to
expedi(,jons in March and the Junior InterServices at O>sFord.
D.D.

PHOENIX (RAF Bruggen)
DESPITE the energy cr:sis, we recorded
:<00 launches From December 22 to
January I. Our CFI decreed December 23
should be Children's Day and the gliding
field was turned into a scene from
Gulliver's Travels, the Lilliputians logging
a phenomenal number of launches.
At the AGM on December I, Neil Stagg,
cur new CFI, had many plans For the

Future, the ,immediate one being an interna't,ional club competition. It is to take
place throughout the summer, and results
calculated on a handicap basis.
Derek Cowley, treasurer', made the point.
that we needed to raise exlra cash to move
into the hol ship class and our president,
Grp Capt Harcourl-Smith, suggested an
Open Day ,to swell funds. He offered his
help and already a sub-committee has been
f.ormed 10 plan this event.
Pat Warne, a raw recruit last February
who gained two Silver C legs by July, was
awarded the ab-initio trophy. Tom Jones
was presented with the CFIs trophy For
outstand'ing contributions made by a club
member. Congratulations to Peler Brian
who gained his Full rating on December 8.

A.M.

WREKIN (RAF Cosford)
SINCE our AGM in November, several
changes, have taken place. Neil Eas't is now
CFI and our thanks are due to Pete
Sturdgess and Sqd..Ldr Jones For their work
as CFI and chairman. Our new chairman,
Sqd Ldr Eva, has proved 10 be a driving
Force both on and off the field.
At the AGM Andy Bould and Dave Butt
were both given tokens of appreciation for
their club work. Andy's main award
though was in taking the first Silver height
of the year with a wave climb over 5000Ft
from a 1500Ft aerotow. Since November
the 1000 launch mark has been passed and
with a full quota of ab-inilios, a refur-

bished Bocian, the K-8B, K-6Eand a brand
new Pi latus Hning up, we really seem to
be flying high.
Th,e only sad no1e is that nothing has
as yet matured From our hopes (IF a new
tug, so the "best looking Auster in the
business" stilI flies over Cosford.
K.M.R.

Devonshire Soaring
Club
Dunkeswell Aerodrome
Honiton. Devon
Tel. Luppitt 643
or Ottery-St-Mary 2928
We are a new club on a well tried
site, offering both Aero and Auto
tow launctl. High performance
fleet. two Blaniks and Standard
Cirrus. Open seven days each
week. ring us at the above for
details of our five day course or
make a booking for your own
machine and be looked after with
the old Devonian hospitality in a
glorious West Country surrounding. Write for brochure; Secretary,
22 Coleridge Road. Ottery-StMary Ex 11 -HO

AIRCRAFT
INSURANCE

Southern Soaring

and

GOOD MEN (& WOMEN) TO

ALL TYPES
OF INSURANCE

BUY A B4

TRY THE SPECIALISTS

SOLE UK AGENT FOR PILATUS B4

NOW IS THE TIME FOR ALL

DUE TO STEP UP IN PRODUCTION
WE CAN OFFER THE 84 FOR
DELIVERY

NOW

phone. call or write

I

J. A. Harrison (Brokers) Ltd.
"Security House"
160-161 BROMSGROVE STREET.
BIRMINGHAM B5 6NY
Telephone 021-69,21245 (10 lines)
a Century of SERVICE
For Keenest Rates, Service and Security

Phone or write:

SOUTHERN SOARING. Inkpen Airfield,
Shalbourne, Wilts.
Telephone OXENWOOO 239 Day
COLlINGBOURNE DUCIS 441 Evening
Come to Inkpen for a Demonstration flight
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Advertisements, with remittance, should be
sent 1o Cheiron Press Ltd.• 8/10 Park way,
London, N.WI. Tel. 01-267 1285. Rate12p a word. Minimum £1.80. Box numbers
50p extra. Replies to Box numbers should
be sellt to the same address.

FOR SALE
DART 17R. Superb Condition, Full
Panel incl. Art. Horizon, Burton Audio
Va~io, etc., full automated trai!er. Price
£3,250 view Essex. Tel: 0702 588902 or
01-476 4742 daytime.
C1RRUS. ,:-.-"-'e-e-:-k-e-nd-,---'sh-a-r-e-av-a'j7"la----:b----:le-------=-in
Standard Cirrus. based at Dunstable.
£1100. Ship is fully equipped, with water
ballast and new metal trailer. Phone 01807 4789 or Evenings Hoddesdon 65797.
PHOEBUS 17c Corriplete instruments and
Trailer, £4500. Ruck, 39 S:eam Mills,
Cinderford, Glos.. Tel Cinderford 23359.
PYE CAMBRIDGE six channel AMTo:
BOOT as new £36. Also single channel
AMIODASH £28. Fully operational 130.4
MHz to specification. 121kHz filter £9
extra. "Pentegrew", B1ackwood Road,
Milngavie, Glasgow. 041-956 4333 evenings.
ALCMETALTrailer - Scheicher open
trailer with overcover, etc. suitable for
K-6cR or similar. A.C. White Gainslaw,
Low Road, Auchtermuchty, Fife.
FOUNTAINPEN sized recei-ve-r---::f:---o-r-a--'icr_
craft and glider frequencies. Sae for details
J. Bodkin, 35 Chipperfield Road, Bovingdon, Herts.
WEIHE - excellent condition, recent C
of A complete with instruments and fitted
trailer. £1100, Melton Mowbray 4361.
WASSMER-BALADOU 1967-new C of A
repainted throughout VOR ADF £7500
ono or will exchange for Kestrel or what
have you. Box No. S. G. 436.
SKYLARK 28 complete with trailer, 10
years C of A, £1850 ono. Ring Bill Noon,
Wolverhampton 754917.
RADIOTELEPHONES. M~lfphy MR821.
130.4 and 129.9 with aerial, Illads. £30.00.
Pye Cambridge. 130.4 and 129.9 and 128.6
receive only (London Volmet). £75.00.
Finch. Tel: Venn 4483.
MAGNIFICENl;·l<'E=OSO::T::-::R:-::E::-::L-----:-19,,-----0-n-e-y-ea-r
old and impeccably maintained. Complete with superb trailer and full set
of instruments, parachute, oxygen, barograph and radios. One-third share at
Booker £2,600 o.n.o. or possible whole
out·fit for sale if required. R. F. Aldous
9 Tierney Court, Riverside, Marlow,
Bucks.
STANDARD CIRRUS, basic instruments,
tail dolly, wing covers. Trailer avaiJable
at ·short notice. Contact C. G. Taylor. 4'8a
Market Place, Thirsk, Yorks. Tel: (0845)
23018.

SUPER CUB 150 (G-BAFS), towhook,
ful·1 panel, 360 channel radio, engine
12ool1-rs left. C of A until December 1974.
Bryce-Smith, Cambridge 47725.

1

WINNEBAGO MOTOR HOME
June 1973
Rolls Royce quality. Sleeping 3
doubles, Tub/Shower, W.e., Fr-ig.,
Ga3 Cooker, furnace, Air-Conditioner,
Generator, Electricity, can tow. £6,000
(about 2/3 new cost).
GROCOTI, ROPLEY, HANTS.
TEL: 2235

II

REPLOGLE BAROGRAPH
0-30.000 ft. Complete with calibration
chart and pressure sensitive papers.

1'.

QUARTER SHARE in Kestrel 19 based
at Husbands Bosworth. Contact Dave
Robertson, Husbands Bosworth.
1973 covered trailer fitted Pilatus B-4.
easily modified. Professionally made, £250.
View Camphill. Wilks, "Greenhills",
Hulland, Derby. Telephone 033-526 415.
SKYLARK 3 for sale with instruments,
parachute and trailer. C of A to July 1974.
Privately owned from new. Offers around
Or over £2000 to: G. Haslam, 39 Cherry
Tree Road, Blackpool, Lancs. Tel. 64965.
r

Ii

£71

I

Strugnell Aviation Services
The Old Post, Well End. Bourne End,
Bucks.
Tel. Bourne End (062 85) 23458
(Evenings)
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The CLUB L1BELLE is coming
- write to SLlNGSBYS lor
details.
TURN AND SLIPS: ball type;
standard side: nominally 28 VDC
but will operate on 1Ji- VDC.
TESTED and GUARANTEED.
£16.50 including VAT.
Or: supplied with release note
for use in light aircraft, £28.83
including VAT.
HALVE your battery consumption with a B,\TTERY MISER
INVERTER. Only 1.3 AMPS, 12v
on a FERRANTI Mk. 6. £30.80
including VAT.
THIN BACK PARACHUTES. The
only comfortable type in modern
gliders. £77 including VAT.
YOU HAVE SPACE on your
panel for a MINI WINTER
VARIO. 113-0-10 KNOTS WITH
SPEED TO FLY ring. £55.38
including VAT.
PYE V A N G U A R D RADIOS.
CRYSTALLED Qn 129.9 and
130.4 12 volt. Boot mounting,
Small panel control unit. £75.90
including VAT.

SLlN.GSBY SAILPlANES
Kirkbymoorside, Yorkshire, Y06 6EZ
Tel: Kirkbymoorside 31751-6.
Telex: 57911

,

HANG GUOIN'G
SEAGUlL III
see .pages 349/350 of Oct./Nov. San~lane
& Gliding. This unl~ue Sailwing now
available in the U.K. or further information contact:
CRITCHLEV-HUGHES & CO.
B Oak Tree Close
Virginia Water. ~urrey
,

telephones 129.9/130.4,
I Mobile radio'
Pye Cambridge £65.
Murphy Rover £50. Ultra Valianl £35.
A FEW ONLY

L

Radio Communications Ltd.,
St Sampsons, GuernsGY, C.1.
Phone 47218

I

i

I

I
I
I

I

I

Windsocks, Wind Direction and Speed
Instruments
\ Portable & Permanent Runway Lights
Litas - Angle of Approach Indicators
Reflective Night landing. Systems /lnd
Markers
Sho.rgard Airfield Accessories
I -Cross Road, Croydon. CR9 BEH
I
Telephone: 01-688 6058

I
I
!

.

I
I

Ballooning
Holidays
Tuition Plus fun Board and
Accommodation £75 p.w.
Novices Welcome
Alternative Arrangemsnts PossiblfJ
Price on Application.

AERIAL BALLOON CLUB
HOCKUFFE 585
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l.IBELLE

"lurking at Lasham" fuHy
Two quarter shares available,
price negotiable about £1,000 each. For
further details please contact G. Lubin,
-85 Collinwood Gardens, Clayhall, Ilford,
Essex. Or telephone 01-'531 22-10 day.
NEW TEST FLOWN only HO 135 Gipsy,
full panel £2900. Full details West Wales,
Clarence Esplanade, Tenby 2705.
K-6cR must give way to wife. One-third
share, re-sprayed aircraft, hangared at
Lasham. Full panel, oxygen, new parachute, £750. Chris Gadsden, telephone
01-373 8405 evenings, Shoreham-by-Sea
3951 day.
OX ....GEN SET by Dragerwerlc Lubeck,
cOlllp:ete with large capacity bottle 4
litres, mask, regulator, contents gauge and
"Olinker" flow monitor gauge. AH for
£80. Telephone Hoddesdon 65797, evenings.
WANTED
,equipp~d.

WANTED: Std Libelle. Please reply with
details to: Box No. S.G. 435.
TWO PLACE MOTOR GL'''I;rD'''E''TR'.-N~e\---v
or used. Quote price de:ivered West
Coast, U.S.A. Hugh Cu:rin, 2029 LeRoy
Street, Klamath Falls, Oregon 9760 I,
U.SA
SINGLE-SEATER, Skylark, Olympia,
K-6, Swallow or similar, no more than 10
years old. Must be in good condition,
preferably with trailer. Purchase, delivery
and shipping to be paid for in cash. F. J.
Ulm, 39 Duncan Ave, Seaford 3198, Vie.
Australia.
ABOYNE: Place as paying member in
equipped team wave hunting at Aboyne,
spring or autumn. Belfast 654366.
'PYE BANTAM glider radio required.
J. R. Jeffries, London Gliding Club. Dunstable Downs. Beds. Tel. 0582 63419.
WANTED for good home, fuselage for
O\mpia 2b and, if possible, tailplane with
elevator. Box No SG 437.

COOK
ELECTRIC VARIO
EASY TO INSTALL IN MODERN
GLIDERS
FAST RESPONSE WnH: IDEAL
DAMPING
NO ZERO SETTING REQUIRED
RELIABLE AND ACCURATE
DELIVERY FROM STOCK
QUICK SERVICE AND REPAIR
ECONOMICALLY PRICED
COOK TOTAL ENERGY AND
AUDIO UNITS AVAILABLE
J. HA'RD't INSTRUMENTS LTD.
25 Dim,ple Road, Matlock
Derbyshire Tel. Matlock 3269
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SITUATIONS WANTED
SILVeR C Glider Pilot, 5yrs Tugging
experience including Competition, requires
Tugging Jobs this season in varied locat'ions for one or two week periods. Available mid May 10 O\;tober. J. J. Smith, 31
Colbert Ave, Thorpe Bay, Essex.
TUG ,PILOT competition experience
seeks summer occupatIon. Ha:d worker.
Anything legal considered. Benson, 10
Quarry Road, Dudley, Worcs. Tel. Cradley
Heath 69210 evenings.
SITUATIONS VACANT
HOLlDA Y summer course instructor. Full
rating plus Motor Glider capability essential. May to Sept inclusive. Caravan
Accom on site with good basic pll's bonus
remun. Full details West Wales, Clarence
Esplanade, Tenby 2705.
GLIDING INSTRUCTOR and/or tug
pilot wanted for summer season AprilOctober. Requirements full BGA
instructors category. Apply to The Secretary, Devonshire Soaring Club, 22
Coleridge Road, OUery St Mary, Devon,
EXll ITD.
HANDBOOKS
HANG GLIDING, Designing/Building/
Flying Handbook. 205 pgs, 350 illus. £2.75
post paid: Dan Poynler, 48-Y Walker, N.
Quincy, MA 02171, USA.
MISCELLANEOUS
HANG GLIDING - {he "ultimate" sport,
send an SAE to the National Hang Gliding Assn, 9 The Drive, West Wickham,
Kent, for ALL de1ails.
iNSTRUCTION - in-Hot-Air Balloonil1i!.'
Europa Balloon School (Essex). 01-554
2344.
POSTCARDS
VINTAGE POSTCARDS of VINTAGE
GLIDERS, late 19305. Set of 20 £1.50.
Post free. Slater, 7 Highworth Avenue,
Cambr:dge.

GLIDING SITES

'l1I AV £

.20,000
15,00)
12,000
10,000

VD U can do this
SOUTH WALES GLIDING CLUB
USK, MON.
CLUB HOUSE, BAR Tel. RAGLAN 536
PONTYPOOL 3131

PUBLICATIONS
"SOARING"-official
organ ef the
Soar:ng Society of America. EdLed by
Douglas Lamont. Address: Box 66071,
Los Angeles, California 90066, USA.
Subscription: $8.00 outside USA; apply
to your post office for a form.
Put yourself in the Picture. Buy AIR
PICTORIAL each month for the world
air view in pictures and features. Reports
and photos of aircraft and sailplanes,
military aviation news, spoilers' notebook, etc. Price 25p from your newsagent
For free specimen copy send 5p in
stamps to Dept S.G., Seymour Press Ltd.
334 Brixton Road, London, S.W.9.
SLOPE SOARING with a radio control
model sa'lplane is a fascinating pastime
and a typical phase of aeromodelling.
Read about this and other aeromodeHing
subjects in Aeromodel/er and Radio Con(rol Models and Electronics, the world's
leading magazines, published monthly,
pricc 15p each. Model & Allied Publications Ltd., 13-35 Bridge Street, Hemel
Hempstead, Her:s.

THERE is a possibility that Daltrade
Ltd are going to buy a Wilga tug which
will be for hire. Anyone interested
should contact J. Strugnell at Daltrade.

THREE COUNTIES
AERO CLUB LIMITED
Blackbushe Airport, Camberley, Surrey
45 MINS. FROM LONDON)
Special Courses for Glider Pilots to obtain
Private Pilot's Licence
Silver C conversion horn £62
Normal Courses for Private Pilot's Licence
Night Flving - I'nstrum~nt Flving - R/T
Frasca' Flight Simulator
Board of Trade Appr,oved Courses 35 hours
Residential' Courses available
Licensed Bar. Diners Club Credir Cards accepted
Barclavcards accepted
(ON A30 TRUNK ROAD -

C.F.1. Derek Johnson
YATELEY 3747 (Management) 216,2 (Operations)

INDEX TO AOVERTISERS

IT'S THE ONLY PLACE TO GOI

*

*

*

*

For the novice or pundit

ab-initio to advanced training

circuits to cross country

aero-tow or auto launch

WHERE'S THIS

LASHAMI

Derek Piggott. our C.F.I.. leads a team of professiol'lal instructors
second to none

We shall be pleased to send 'you details, apply:

Manager,
LASHAM AIRFIELD, ,Nr. ALTON, HANTS
Te'lephone Herriard 270

---T'·--LONDON GLIDING CLUB
Dunstable Downs ,Bedfordshire Tel:: 058263419
(Just off the M1 and within easy reach of Loodon i1nd the Midlands).

We continue to offer efficient and reliable launch'ng by winch, aewtow and catapult, seven days a week.
The Club site, encompassing part of the Chiltern Hills escarpment,
provides frequent slope soaring condit,ions ,in winter as well as excellent thermals lin summer.
Training on the club's, fleet of modern dual and single seater gliders is
carried out and supervised by experienced and qualified professional
instru ctors.
The Club glider fleet is maintained on site by our own team-of professional~ground ,engineers.
Catering is provided everyday (weekends only in winter) licensed bar,
accommodation and other f!lcilities,
Write for 1,974 Cour,se brochuF,e andlor club membership details to the
Manager, OF ring 0582 63419.

Bristol & Gloucestershire
Gliding Club
Welcomes private owners,
beginners and holiday members at
their unique site In the Cotswolds,
Open 7 days per week

Why not ring the club manager
on 045-386 342 or write to:
Bristol & G'I:oucestershire
.
Gliding Club
Nympsfield, Stonehouse, Glos.,
GUO'3TX
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Owing to vast acclaim and lack of
law suits following our previous
advert.
We are now working orn a follow up.

WATCH THIS SPACE
Chil:tern SaUplanes Ltd.
Senior Inspection Approval, Repairs to
steel tube, glassfibre and wooden
sailplanes.
Dave Paton
Works. Southend LanE! Northall
Eaton Bray (0525) 220131
Home. 300 .Luton Road Dunstable
Dunstable (0582) 64472
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Gliding in Herefordshire
AEROTOW/MOTOR GLIDER

CORNtSH' GLIDING 8t
FLYING CLUB

courses· E4.6,20 inc. accommodation,
membership and VAT

Gliding courses in modern fleet from May
7th - BGA fully rated instructors - fine
soaring - lovely coastal airfield -- ideal
tor a differant family holiday.

also
IINTENSIVE GLIDING courses for

Details with pl:Jasure from:

COMBINED POWER & GLIDING,

the man in, a hurry.

and
courses for the man who wants the best
of both worlds.

The Course Secretary,
Cornish G'liding & Flying Club,
Trevellas Airfield, Perranporth,
Cornwall.

P,ostcard to Herefordshire Gliding Club
Course Secretary
D. L. Davis, Cher,ry Trees, Galhampton
YEOVIL, Somerset. BA22 7AN,
brings 811 the details by retum,

Tet Devor,an 862518

INKPEN GLIDING
CLUB
Why not try a week's GI'iding
Course at lnkpen Gliding Club.
We are situated amidst some of
the m05t beauti'ful countryside
in the South of England. Our
7 days a week professional
organisation, together with an
aerotow launch system and
Motorfalke
will
ensure
a
pleasant glid1ing holiday.
W.e also advise pr,ivate owners to
jo.ilil us and sample some of the
finest thermal soaring in the
country.
THE SECRETARY,
INKPEN GLIDING CLUB
SHALBOURNE,
Nr. MAIRlBOROUGH. WILTS.

Telephone: Oxen-wood 239 or 271

COME TO KENT-THIS YEAR!

'If

Professional instructors for ab·initios,
1 T-49 and Blanik for advanceg training.
Sovtfil-west facing ridge, for "C"s aRd
Bronzes, excellent thermal soaring.
1
aerotow facilities.

I

Weekly and fortni,ghtly CQurses
from £40.00 (line. VAT)
Telephone Challock 307 or write to the
I Kent Gliding Club, Challock Ashford, ,Kent

!
WYCOMBE
GLIDING
SCHOOL

AIRWAYS
FLYING
CLUB

THAMES VALLEY
FLYING CLUB._

WesfWales Glliding Club
iHaverfordwest
Withybush Airfield is centrally situatedfor over 70 miles of National
Park coastline an.d unspoi[t beaches
for your family holidays.
Ab-Initio courses on Felke. Capstan
and 1-21 B.
May to October.
Camping and caravan facilities
available.
Brochure & fuller ,information from I
Gliding Secretary:
"Greensleeves". Heywood Lanel
Tenby, Pembs.
1
Tel. Tenby 3187

5 day resLdential course from
FI'V where the buzzards fly I

Ridge Thermal Wave
Winch or Bungey
Midland Gliding CEub liMited

THE LONG MYND
Holiday Courses
April-October

March to September.

All aerotows and modern training
neet ensures Cl trouble-free fUN
holiday with the accent on flying.
This excellent thermal site has a,
cIIubhouse,. bar, canteen and
accommodation.
Whether an ab-initio oran
advanced pilot our instructors can
cater for all your f.lyi 1'19
requirements.

Private Owners Welcome
(Please book in Advance)
Course Secretary
65, Sylvan Avenue; Timperley
Alt,rincharn, Cheshire, WA15, €lAD
or phone. 061 973 3086
(9am-9pm)

For more dQtalls apply to:
THE SECRETARY (SG)
WYCOMBE GLIDING SCHOOL
WYCOMBE A'IR PARK,
BOOKER, MARLOW BUCKS

WE ARE AT
THETOP
Of THE FINEST ;RIDGE
IN THE CQiUNTRY
WHY NOT COME AND
FLY WliTH US
VISITORS ARE
ASSURED OF A
FA-I EN DLYWELCOME
Details from: THE SECRETARY,
VORK'SHIIR'E GLIDING CLUB,
SUTTON BANK, THIRSK,
YO~KSHIRE Tel. SUTTON 237

I

Going to Australia?
Here's how to see more of it-- for no extra cost!
vVhen you buy an international ,airline ticket to Sydney or
Melbourne, you are not limited to visiting only these cities. In fact,
your ticket entitles you to travel a certain numbel' of miles more than
you perhaps need to. So it"s the perfect opportunity to see more of
Australia - fm· no extra travel costslUl,.lst accommodation and
sightseeing.
For example, if you are flying in viaSingap01'e to Sydney, you could
visit the biendly city of Perth, the wine-growing areas around
Adelaioe and the nation's capital- Canberra as well. Or, if you are
flying in from Hong Kong, how about stopping over on the Great
Barrier Reef? Or a few days relaxing on the exciting Gold Coast?
Make the most of this unique opportunity. Talk it over with your
Travel Agent and find out how far your international ticket can take
you. Then, get him to book you with T AA within
\ Australia. We'll make sure you travel in comfort,
and that evel'y moment is packed with interest
II
',om Hong Kong\
Yi;l Port Moresby \
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Big Country. Big Airline. Big Help.

Captain Cook's Cottage

;'1

Melbour'lIe

Harvesting grapes in the Baro$${1 Valley

1'he Old lVlifl ill Perth
3194824 B

